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Humble Presentation
I humbly present this short commentary of the daily supplication of
the Holy Month of Rama§°n to the Holy Prophet Mu¶ammad 
and his infallible progeny , who represent the perfect
Manifestations of the All-Merciful, and sincerely pray to the AllMerciful Lord to accept the offering.
This humble attempt should be taken as a point of ascent to the
meanings of other supplications narrated from the Holy Prophet 
and his infallible progeny . When reciting any supplication, one
should never limit oneself to the periphery but should struggle for
the center and the spirit. Our initial journey would be ‘the journey
of thought and concept’, but this should lead us to overhaul
ourselves and ‘comprehend the kernal of prayer.’
May Almighty All°h assist all of us before we lose the priceless
opportunity of this transient life.

Wal¶amdu lill°hi Rabbi’l `™lam¢n
And All praises belong solely to All°h, the Lord of the Universe
Utterly destitute to the All-Affluent
Ab£ Mu¶ammad Zaynu’l `™bid¢n
Qum al-Muqaddasa
Sha`b°n al-Mu`a®®am 1423
From the heavenly atmosphere of the neighborhood of Øa§rat
F°ßima Ma`•£ma , may the Almighty imbue our hearts with
intense love for her, and may He Grace us with her intercession™m¢n.
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TRANSLITERATION TABLE
The method of transliteration of Islamic terminology from the
Arabic language has been carried out according to the standard
transliteration table mentioned below.
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i - Free from Imperfections and Exalted is He
 - Prayers be upon him and his family
 - Peace be upon him
 - Peace be upon her
 - Peace be upon them

f
In the Name of All°h, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

cçêÉïçêÇ==
All Praise belongs to All°h, Lord of the Worlds, and the good
outcome belongs to the pious; may All°h bless His chosen elite ones,
the choicest from among those whom He favors - the manifestation
of His kindness to the world, namely Mu¶ammad  and his Pure
Progeny .

O
In the Qur˜an, All°h i says: “When My servants ask about Me, I am
indeed close to them. I listen to the prayer of every supplicant,
when he calls on Me.”(al-Qur˜an 2:186)
In this day and age of strife, perplexity and confusion, it is all the
more necessary that we ‘call’ on All°h i to protect us from the trials
and tribulations of the modern era. The supplications taught to us
by the A˜immah  are indeed the best way to call upon All°h i.
While it is true that ritualistic recitations of supplications taught to
us by the A˜immah  have always been a significant part of our
program of worship (`ibadah), on a daily basis, we hardly ever
pause to ponder upon the profound pronouncement we utter by
way of the Du`°.
The Blessed Prophet  has said, “All°h i does not answer the
supplication of a heedless heart,” and what that thought in mind,
the present volume, Manifestations of the All-Merciful, by Shaykh
Mu¶ammad Khalfan, is a welcome addition to the corpus of
literature on the commentaries of the commonly recited
supplications as this work goes beyond the translation and a brief
explanation of the words of the Du`°. This volume is a wonderful
exposition of the richness of such supplications.
I recall, vividly, some four years ago, during the blessed month of

Preface

Rama§°n, receiving by way of e-mail from Shaykh Khalfan, a
regular dose of the commentary on the verses of this Du`°, highly
recommended for the month of Rama§°n. Each day I eagerly
looked forward to his inspiring e-mail, elaborating the deep
meanings contained within each word of this Du`°. Subsequently,
the Tabligh Section of Dar-es-Salaam Jama`at, under the able
leadership of Al-Ø°jj Mehboob Somji published the work in book
form.
I am so very pleased to be writing this forward for this second
edition, which has encapsulated the full commentary of all fifteen
verses of the Du`°.
The author, Shaykh Khalfan, is a scholar residing in Qum, who has
a deep and unique insight into matters spiritual and we are blessed
to have an opportunity to share this insight through this
publication. Works of this nature show us that the profound words
of the Du`°, from the Holy Prophet  and his Pure Progeny  are
timeless and are as relevant today in the 21st century as they were in
the seventh century when they were first uttered - perhaps more so
today, when our preoccupation in perfecting the material aspects of
life has robbed us of the spiritual dimension and has led us to be
heedless of the very essence of our existence. Even our mode,
manner and places of worship, may have given us the ‘means’,
however not the ‘end’.
Thus, this book can be a beacon for us to regain sight of the ‘end’ as the author elaborates in his introduction - this is a ‘journey of
thought and concept’ that will lead us to ’comprehend the kernel of
prayer’, Insh°-All°h.
May All°h i give us ability to supplicate with a heart that is not
heedless.
Hasnain Walji
Plano, Texas
Rajab 27th 1426 AH / August 31st 2005 CE
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Understanding the Merit of the Supplication
The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:

BA+!? @4 "434=; 
& 1$ >! <; :! "$34576 8$ +6 *$ 9& "$ , #$0($ $ 1! & 2$ .!/ ! #%)*+ ,- "! #$%$ '& ($
.:! ($ #$CD! +6 ! 3& $E
“Whosoever beseeches with this supplication in the Holy month of
Rama§°n, after the prescribed prayer, his sins (dhun£b) shall be
forgiven till the Day of Judgment.”1

D

u`° is not a mere verbal utterance, but “a state of real want,”
which is mostly manifested by the verbal supplication.
However, as long as there is no harmony between “the inner state of
want” and “the verbal utterance,” the supplication would lack its
spirit.
Realizing this, we say that “the state of yearning for the betterment
of the human species” is an ‘innate want’ of every human being
who enjoys an untainted soul. This is because every human being
has been fashioned with the Attributes of Almighty All°h. And one
such attribute is “mercy” which is all-embracing. Therefore the
human being innately wants the betterment of every other human
being. The reason why many of us do not experience this quality is
because of our separation from the neighborhood of our All-Loving
Creator. Therefore we need to undergo self-purification to expose
this quality, which has been veiled by the accumulation of sins and
attachment to the world of matter. And when we experience the
state of “yearning for the betterment of others” and translate the
same in the form of words, our supplication shall carry meaning,
and we will benefit from its great merit.
However, those who have not attained this station of proximity

1

Bi¶°r al-Anw°r, v. 95, pg. 120, ch. 6

Introduction

should not despair, but recite this prayer regularly with reflection. If
such illuminative supplications were intended for perfect human
beings only, then the Holy Prophet  would not teach it to all and
sundry. Therefore, we should always try to recite the supplication
with reflection and change. If one were to inculcate the sublime
thoughts contained in this prayer, he could really wake up from his
deep slumber and change his life.
In this Glorious Month, when the over-flowing Grace of the AllGracious is continuous, let us humbly ask Almighty All°h to enable
us to be among those who utter this wonderful supplication as a
manifestation of our inner spirits.

18
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O All°h, Instil Happiness in the
Spirits of the Inhabitants of the Grave.
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O All°h, Instil Happiness in the
Spirits of the Inhabitants of the Grave.

Supplication and the Law of Cause & Effect
Du`° is an excellent means of achieving one’s legitimate desires.
The universal law of ‘cause and effect’ itself encourages us to seek
help from the Principal Cause - who is Almighty All°h. Thus even
in circumstances when things can be acquired through natural
means, one should not think that one is needless of supplication.
Some, on the other hand, may think that supplication is sufficient
and there is no need of achieving our goals through the means that
are at our disposal. Clearly, this path also, is that of ignorance, for
Almighty All°h has established the system of cause and effect and
encouraged the human being to employ it for his noble ends. The
following word of wisdom from Im°m al-Æ°diq  emphasizes this:

.#YK$KV$ Z .& 2$ L[ 7; +! L, 9$ S
$ /, X#$ "!#$KV& W,"! UT ?! Q #C$2& RQ  
$ 1! S
& 4E 6 G, @4 IH+ B$"G,
“All°h does not permit things to take place except by their causes;
thus, He made a cause for every thing.”2

Seeking the Cause of Instilling Happiness
Having known the aforesaid, every understanding supplicant, would seek the causes that “instil happiness in spirits of the
inhabitants of the grave” apart from praying for the same. Our holy
traditions (which indeed are extensions of “light”) have informed us
how to make the deceased happy. Following are traditions worthy
of contemplation:
1. Im°m al-Æ°diq  was asked: ‘Is it possible to recite prayers for
the dead?’ He said, ‘Yes,’ and added:
2

Bi¶°r al-Anw°r, v. 2, pg. 90

O All°h, Instil Happiness in the Spirits of the Inhabitants of the Grave

.:OE*! $ +6#" .) a
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4 1$ >6 $E #$8b, X! #,>\& 5!V& ]! $ @! C&I,%$ P! ^) 1$ 5O+#!" 
4 1$ >6 C$+, $_C!`8$ +6 T ?!
“Surely, a dead person rejoices when he is pitied and forgiveness is
sought for him, just as a living person rejoices upon receiving a
gift.”3
2. The Holy Prophet  once passed by the grave of a person who
was buried a day before, and saw his family weeping. Observing
this, he said:

P& b; #$C=&4 '& (! 1! K&D, +6 ,-M d
! ^! #$e B,+?! d
) ^$ G, , & 14 D! 5$a
& c$ #O8(! ! #$5>, C&>! N$ ! #$59$ b6 1$ +,
.#$ Ifb;
“Indeed, two small units of prayer which you consider insignificant
is more lovable to the inhabitant of this grave than your world in its
entirety.”4
3. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:

.4 #,>\& 5!V& ]!  $ h #%$ *) + 
! $3(& g
Q +! #$E$*$ +6 T ?!
“Indeed, the gifts [from the living] for the dead are du`°’
(supplication) and istighf°r (seeking forgiveness of the sins of the
dead).”5
4. Im°m `Al¢ al-Ri§°  is reported to have said:


Z O1($ n$ K&V$ ! *& D, +6 :! I,C&+, .!/ 4 #l$+6m$ =&G, #=k?! @! C&I,%$ G,1$ D, /, 'Z (! i& (4 1$ K&j, $ $ *Z K& %$ '& (! #$(
.1! K& D, +6 d
! ^! #$o+! $ @4 +, @4 IH+ 1$ >, <, U,T ?!
“Whosoever of God’s servants visits the grave of a beliver, and
recites seven times “Inn° anzaln°hu f¢ laylati’l qadr [...]” All°h
3

al-Ma¶ajjatu’l al-Bay§°˜, v. 8. pg. 292
Tanb¢hu‘l Khaw°ßir, pg. 453
5 al-Ma¶ajjatu‘l Bay§°˜, v. 8, pg. 291
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would forgive him and the inhabitant of the grave.”6 and 7
5. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:

d
$ M$ $ $ pY 1O ($ p, 1$ q
& %$ r$*^& ?!    @4 IT+ 3$ M4 L6 j; G,1$ D, /, 1! "!#,D8$ +6 B,I%$ 1O ($ '& ($
.
! $3(& RQ  ! *$ 9$ "! 1! s& RQ  '$ (! .$ t! %& G; 
! $3(& g
Q +! 4 1$ s& G,
“Whosoever passes by the graves and recites Qul Huwall°hu A¶ad
11 times and gifts its reward to the deceased, he is granted a reward
proportional to the number of the dead.”8
6. Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported9 to have said:

h #$%*) +$ 1) K!+6$ :; j, *$ o
O +$ u) a
$ +6$ 4 3& Oo+$ p; vOo+ ! 1! K&j, .!/ _
! Cw8$ +6 B,I%$ L; N4 *& c$
._
! Cw8$ I6 +! $ @4 I,9$ /, -! IT+! 4 14 s& G, d
4 5$76 4E$
“Prayers, Fasting, Øajj, Æadaqa, good deeds and Du`° reach the dead
in his grave, and their reward is written for [both] the doer and the
deceased.”
7. Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported10 to have said:

4 1$ s& G, @4 +, @4 IH+ {
$ 9$ |
& G, 1Z C&N$ [v
Y 8$ %$ ] L, 8$ %$ _
Z Cw($ '! %$ x
$ 8! I!J
& 84 +6 '$ (! L, 8! %$ '& ($
._
$ Cw8$ +6 @! "! @4 IH+ n$ >, =$$
“Whosoever among the Muslims does a good act for a dead person,
All°h rewards him manifold and makes the dead benefit from the
same.”
Therefore, as we pray for the deceased to attain happiness in the
6

Armagh°ne Asm°n, pg. 541
Man L° Ya¶§uruhu’l Faq¢h, v. 1, pg. 181
8 Mustadrak al-Was°’il, v. 2, pg. 483
9 Was°i’l al-Sh¢`a il° ∞a¶•¢li Mas°’il al-Shar¢`a, v. 8, pg. 279
10 Ibid.
7
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intermediate realm (barzakh), we should also make efforts to act on
the means of their happiness as taught to us and humbly pray to
Almighty All°h to accept our deeds.
The late ™yatull°h Shih°b al-D¢n Mar`ash¢ in his last will11 gave
some thought provoking advice to his son. One of them was: “I
advise him (my son) to read the Holy Qur˜°n and send its blessings
to the souls of those Sh¢`ites of the Household of the Holy Prophet
 who did not leave any offspring.”
Therefore, in this Holy month of grace, let us not forget the
inhabitants of the grave, including those whom we are not familiar
with. In addition, let us also pray for the well-being of those
presumed kuff°r (disbelievers), who although were apparently
known to be disbelievers, had professed the unity of All°h and
became Muslims prior to the departure of their souls from this
world.
In his Chehl Hadith (Forty Traditions), the late ™yatull°h alKhumayn¢ (may All°h elevate his soul) relates something thought
provoking from his teacher in `Irf°n (Divine gnosis) - ™yatull°h
Sh°h°b°d¢. He says: Our Shaykh, the accomplished `°rif that he was
(i.e. ™yatull°h Sh°h°b°d¢) - may my soul be his ransom - used to say:
“Never call down curses (la`n) on anybody, though he be a k°fir
concerning whom you do not know how he made the transit from
this world to the next, and unless an infallible wal¢ (saint) informs
you concerning his condition after death. For it is possible that he
may have attained faith before the time of death. Hence let your
curse be of a general character.12
And in another place13 he says: Our great master, the accomplished
`°rif, Sh°h°b°d¢ - r£¶¢ fid°h (may my soul be his ransom) - used to
say, ‘Do not look down on even a k°fir (non-believer) in your heart.
It is possible that the divine light of his inner nature may lead him
11

Wa•iyyatn°me-ye ™yatull°h al-`U®m° Mar`ash¢
Chehl Øad¢th, 28th tradition
13 Chehl Øad¢th, 3rd tradition
24
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to faith and your rebuke may lead you towards a wretched life in
the Hereafter. Of course, to practice al-amr bi’l-ma`r£f wa al-nahy
`ani’l-munkar (enjoining right conduct and forbidding bad
behavior) is something different from the inner feeling of contempt.’
He would even say, ‘Never curse the unbelievers about whom it is
not known that they will leave the world in the state of unbelief. If
they leave the world as rightly-guided servants of God, their
spiritual rectitude may prove to be an obstruction in the way of
your own spiritual advancement.’
Therefore, as we utter this verse of supplication, let us commit
ourselves to performing deeds of virtue for the deceased Muslims,
as a practical demonstration of our true desire for the happiness of
the deceased.

25
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The Supplicant’s All-Embracing Spirit
[All°humma aghni kulla…
kulla ]:
One preposition employed in nearly every verse of this supplication
is “kull” which means “every”. The supplicant always tries to seek
the betterment of every human being. He assumes a Divine spirit
throughout the invocation. Egoism no more exists. He frees himself
from the shackles of yearning only for the betterment and comfort
of his self. The Holy Prophet  and his infallible progeny were of
such character. They yearned for the betterment and emancipation
of all. In order to understand this exalted spirit better, study the
following quotations of the Holy Qur˜°n and traditions:
1. Almighty All°h says in the Qur˜°n [Chapter al-A`r°f- 7:156]:

 Z .& 2$ LT b; _
& 9$ V! $ .!58$ ^& $ $ 
“And My Mercy encompasses all things [i.e. every dependent
being].”
2. And in [Chapter al-Anbiy°’- 21:107] addressing His Noble
Messenger, He says:

x
$ 8! +,#$9I6 +! :Y 8$ ^& $ UT ?! $ #$lI6 V$ & G, #$($ 
“And we have not sent you but as a mercy for the worlds.”
3. And in [Chapter al-Kahf - 18:6] addressing His Beloved, He says:

O All°h, Enrich every Indigent (Poor One)
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“Then it is near that you will kill yourself in grief, for their
outcomes, if they do not believe in this announcement.” [MK.
Trans.]
4. The following is a radiant verse for the daily du`°’ of the holy
month of Rajab:

.:Y 8$ ^& $ $ @4 l&(! #YlAl)a
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“O One Who always gives [even] to one who does not ask Him and
who does not (even) know Him, out of His Kindness and Mercy.”
5. Almighty All°h says in [Chapter ∞°h°- 20:2]:

 B,Dq
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“We did not send the Qur˜°n so that you distress yourself [in the
path of propagation by struggling to force the people towards it].”
6. And in [Chapter al-F°ßir- 35:8] He says:
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“…And therefore do not consume yourself, in grief for them [due to
their unbelief]…”
7. And in [Chapter al-Mumta¶ana- 60:8] He says:
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“All°h does not forbid you from doing good and acting fairly with
those who have not made war against you on account of religion
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nor driven you out of your homes; surely All°h loves those who act
equitably.”
8. In a will14 addressed to his son - Ø°j Sayyid A¶mad Khumayn¢ the late ™yatull°h Khumayn¢ says: “…These are the miracles of the
Noble Messenger …who, standing at the apex of the peak of
human perfection, sees the realities clearly and without any
intervening ¶ij°b (curtain). At the same time he is present in all the
dimensions of humanity and stages of being, and being the highest
manifestation of:

 '4 ! #$K+6$ 14 M! #T+$ 14 N! $ ; O RQ  3$ M4 
“He is the First and the Last, the Manifest and the Hidden.” [57:3]
wants all human beings to achieve such a perfection. It was painful
for him to see that they failed to achieve such a station, and perhaps
the verse:

 B,Dq
& 5$+! , &1D; +6 }
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“∞° h°: We have not sent down the Qur˜°n to you that you distress
yourself.” [20:1-2]
makes an oblique reference to this fact, and perhaps this hadith
from him also refers to it:

._
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“No Prophet was made to suffer torment like me.”15
9. Mar¶£m Am¢n al-Islam ∞abras¢ in his Majma` al-Bay°n narrates
the following:
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“Prophet N£¶  lived among his people for 950 years…And he
would invite them day and night, but it would add nothing in them
save repulsion. Sometimes his people would beat him so much that
he would fall unconscious, and on regaining consciousness, he
would say: “O All°h guide my people for they do not know.”16
10. Following is the first verse of a beautiful poem attributed to
Im°m `Al¢ 17:
When he saw Ibn Muljim he recited the following near Amr bin
Ma’dikarb:

..!I5&j, *4 &E1! 4E $ @4 c$#$C^$ *4 &E! G;
I seek his life and he wants me to be killed
11. It is narrated that Prophet `´s°  once said18:

.1! s! #,>+6$ 1w Kw+ BI$% n,It6 c$ 
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“Be like the sun; it shines upon the virtuous and sinful.”
12. Sayyid Ra§¢ al-D¢n ibn ∞°w£s is one of the great Sh¢`a scholars
whose works enjoy a certain veneration in the scholarly circles. In
his well-known prayer manual - Iqb°l al-™`m°l, which indeed is a
masterpiece of devotional supplications, he narrates the following:
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“Some time after having written this book, during one of the great
nights of the holy month of Rama§°n, when I was praying at sahar
time for those of whom it is compulsory or good to present in
prayer and also for myself and… then the following thought
crossed my mind: it behooves one to first pray for the guidance of
those who deny All°h and reject His blessings and those who
belittle His Sanctity and change His rule [over His servants and
creation], because their crime in relation to the lordship of God,
Divine wisdom, and prophetic majesty is more grave than the crime
of those who know All°h i and His Messenger …”
Then, after a few lines he says19:
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“So I prayed for all those who have deviated from All°h to be
guided towards Him, and all those who have deviated from His
Messenger to return to him, and all those who have strayed from
the truth to admit it and rely on it. Then I prayed for the people of
19
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Divine succor (ahl al-tawf¢q) to be established on their path and for
the men of realization (ahl al-ta¶q¢q) to attain greater realization,
and [then] I prayed for myself and those…”
Therefore, when reciting the verses of this supplication of the holy
month, the supplicant should open his heart for all in unison with
the Prophet  and his infallible progeny.

Objection
Does the aforesaid mean that we should also pray for the material
well-being of every hypocrite and disbeliever, when we know that
they are the sources of corruption and mischief in the society? Don’t
we know about their evil state described in various places in the
Qur˜°n? How can we yearn for the material prosperity of such
people?

Response
Almighty All°h wants both the spiritual as well as the physical
betterment of every human being. The purpose of human creation
according to the Holy Qur˜°n, as shall be soon discussed, is not only
meant for the believers, but for the entire caravan of humanity. The
verses cited above clearly indicate how the Prophet  suffered
agony due to the adamant stance of the disbelievers. ‘The agony’
was due to the all-embracing spirit that he possessed. He wanted
the salvation of every human being.
The supplicant who is submissive to Almighty All°h should also
like the same to be realized for every human being. However, it
would be wrong for him to seek their material prosperity for the
sake of material prosperity. When seeking the material prosperity of
every human being, one must ask Almighty All°h for that material
prosperity that would serve as a means for the goal of human
existence. One should desire, for example, that every human being
receives food and shelter, so that they can worship Almighty All°h
and attain His proximity.
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There are different reasons why some human beings are deprived of
basic necessities of life. The fundamental cause of many of the
deprivations is the ‘deficiency of the receptacle of Grace.’ Otherwise
the Creator’s Grace is abundantly poured down to all. The Holy
Qur˜°n so beautifully expounds this truth in chapter ar-Ra`d (13),
verse 17:

 ...#$M! *$ D, "!   _
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“He sent down water from the sky, and the channels flowed, each
according to its measure…”
Those who consume foods that would ruin their digestive system,
for example, create the gateway of deprivation from food
themselves. Those who engage in sin, hamper their sustenance
themselves. Both material and spiritual prosperity depend on the
receptacle. Otherwise the All-Merciful can never be thought to be
stingy or subjective. He is always al-Jaw°d and Open-Handed.
Therefore, clean and pure water descends from the sky, but dirty
receptacles always receive dirty water, narrow receptacles always
receive less water, perforated receptacles always lose water, etc.
This is a universal law that the Qur˜°n so beautifully expounds.
It is noteworthy that the word “Ra¶¢m” that we always utter when
starting Chapter al-F°ti¶a does not literally indicate that His everrewarding Mercy and Guidance is only reserved for the believers;
rather such Mercy is poured down upon all, but only those
receptacles who believed in the truth and have the capacity to
accept can absorb the same. For a better understanding of this vital
truth those who are interested may look at ™d°b al-Æal°t of the late
™yatull°h Khumayn¢.20

The Benefits of Prayers in Absence
Another very important trend in the supplication is praying for
20
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others in their absence. There are several Qur˜°nic verses and
traditions that lay great emphasis on this and enumerate good
reward for the same. Following are examples worthy of
consideration:
1. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said21:

.d
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“Nothing is accepted as quickly as one’s supplication for another in
his absence.”
2. It is reported from Im°m al-Æ°diq  that he said22:

.
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“The du`°’ of a believer for another believer dispels calamities from
him and showers him with abundant sustenance.”

Absolute Need of the Human Being
In the culture of the Holy Qur˜°n every human being, whatever
status he may have in this world, is needy. The Holy Qur˜°n [35:15]
says:

 *4 C!8a
$ +6 .) l!\$ +6 3$ M4 @4 IH+$ @! IH+ BA+!? h $1D, >; +6 P4 54=&G, 
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“O human beings, you are needy to All°h, and it is All°h Who is
Affluent, the Praised one.”
This verse is in complete harmony with intellectual proof, which
considers every dependent being to depend on a source, Which is
Independent and Whose existence is Necessary and Essential.
Therefore, all human beings together with their possessions as well
as all the other dependent entities, entirely stand and subsist by the
21
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cause of Divine Grace. We read on Thursday nights23:

.:OE1! K$+6 BAI$% L! 0
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“O One Who continuously Bestows Grace on the creation.”
Almighty All°h is Rabbu’l `™lam¢n. The meaning of ‘Rabb’ should
not be equated to the word “Lord” as it is normally translated. Rabb
- as mentioned by Tafs¢r al-M¢z°n - means “al-M°lik al-Mudabbir”
(The Owner and Manager of affairs), which indicates that All°h
owns every entity in its entirety and manages it by making it subsist
and controlling its affairs each and every moment. Thus we should
try to remove the irrational thinking of some people who separate
God from creation and say that he is resting. Exalted is He, from
such limitations.
Therefore if, the soul owner “in the real sense of the word” is All°h,
every human being is poor and indigent.

A Step Towards Eradication of Poverty
On reciting the verse under discussion, the supplicant always
imagines, that he or she is praying for all those who are outwardly
needy and have no source of stable livelihood. This is also a correct
translation of the verse. However, in view of the introduction
presented above, we must understand that the dimensions of
poverty are not limited to what we normally imagine.
When we pray to All°h to enrich the poor, we should also have
taken a practical step to enrich others to the extent permitted by our
limitations. This, as explained previously, is what is required of us.
If we carefully ponder over the verse under discussion, we will
realize that the supplicant does not merely seek ‘the temporal
satisfaction’ of the needy. Many of us temporarily satisfy the needy
in the holy month of Rama§°n by purchasing some household
23
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necessities, such as food stuffs and clothes, etc. and are pleased for
having done something that Almighty All°h desires. Obviously
such acts are highly recommended and carry a lot of benefit, but are
different from what we are trying to seek from our All-loving
Creator in this particular verse: we are not merely after the temporal
satisfaction of the poor; we are praying to All°h to assist the needy
with a permanent source of income. “O All°h, aghn¢ (enrich) kulla
faq¢r (every poor person).
Having realized this subtle point, the supplicant should think of
how to play an active role in making the poor affluent. Several
examples of how this may be achieved may come to mind.
However, each depends on the supplicant’s limitation: one who is
extremely rich, may think of supporting the poor to start small
businesses of their own and enrich them thereby; one who owns a
small-scale business and is need of employees, would employ the
poor and thereby help them up to a certain extent. One may also be
an employee of someone himself, but due to his acquaintance with
other wealthy men, would try to intercede on the poor’s behalf and
get them jobs. The readers will realize the variety of the options in
this noble venture. The significant point here is that every one
should take “a step” and participate.

Historical Examples
The life history of our Holy Prophet  and the infallible Im°ms 
are a practical translation of this verse of the du`°.’ Many examples
can be cited, but due to the brevity of this work, we shall only
mention a few:
1. Historians have narrated how Im°m Øasan al-Mujtab°  in all
his greatness and magnanimity would help the needy with large
amounts of money in one go. It is also narrated of him that thrice
during his lifetime the Im°m  spent half of his wealth on the
needy. [T°r¢kh al-Khulaf° - Suy£ß¢]
2. Farazdaq is a well-known character to the lovers of the Ahlu‘l
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Bayt . When the Ummayad governer of the time – Hish°m bin
`Abdul M°lik tried to belittle Im°m Zaynu’l `™bid¢n  by asking
about his identity, Farazdaq recited a beautiful couplet about the
exalted character of the Im°m . This made Hish°m very angry
and he terminated the continuous help that he used to give
Farazdaq and he imprisoned him as well. Im°m  sent a good
amount of money to him in prison, but Farazdaq did not accept it at
first. Then the Im°m  insisted and he finally accepted. Later with
the prayer of the Im°m , when he was released, he informed the
Im°m  of how he was regularly paid by Hish°m and that his
name was afterwards deleted from Hisham’s payroll. Im°m 
thereupon gifted Farazdaq an amount of money that would suffice
him for 40 years. Farazdaq’s life too extended for another 40 years.
[al-Man°qib]
3. In his Man°qib, Ibn Shahr ™sh£b narrates that Im°m Zaynu’l
`™bid¢n  took the responsibility to cater for 100 needy families.
[al-Man°qib]
Therefore, we should try, through our •adaq°t, to ‘eradicate’
poverty. One of the best methods of doing so is to gather even very
small amounts of support from those who would like to eradicate
poverty and use the same for this sublime purpose.

Enriching the Motive of Our Action
There is another significant issue, which must be inculcated in this
holy month of grace. When we ask Almighty All°h to ‘enrich all the
poor’, we should do so because “we ourselves desire it”. That is, our
untainted disposition yearns for it. At times somone does
something and gets happy thereby due to the reward that awaits
him. However, sometimes the act in itself is enjoyable for the
person. Æal°t, for example, to those who are not humble before God
is burdensome and difficult. The Holy Qur˜°n [2:45] says:
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“And take recourse in patience and prayer, and that is indeed hard
except for the humble.”
But one who has cleaned his heart and loves to whisper to the Only
Beloved says:
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“Stand O Bil°l, and make us happy with prayer.”24
And says:
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“The delight of my eye (qurratu’ayn¢) is in prayer.”25
There is a vast difference between those who tire themselves in
anticipation of Divine reward and those who tire themselves
because they highly enjoy praying to the only Beloved.
Therefore, let us struggle to become “extinct in the spirit of All°h,”
and practically try to enrich the poor because we naturally enjoy the
same; and because it is “our need” and “our concern”. Let us
remove the specks of “anticipation” of reward.
Readers however should not be led to believe that those who expect
reward are sinners. No; rather they enjoy a lower stage, but are
good doers and must be encouraged as well. All of us start from this
lower step and by Divine succor ascend slowly and gradually. We
may easily claim to have ascended to the higher level, but between
‘contention’ and ‘reality’ there can be utter remoteness.

24
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Experiencing Hunger
One of the philosophies behind fasting in the holy month of
Rama§°n is to experience hunger and thereby understand the
situation of those who are hungry and cannot afford to feed
themselves properly. The following tradition quoted by Mawl°
Fay§ K°sh°n¢ from Man L° Ya¶§uruhu’l Faq¢h, speaks of the same:
in an authentic narration, Im°m al-Æ°diq , whilst explaining the
philosophy of fasting, says:
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“All°h, the Exalted and Glorious, desired to maintain equality
between His creatures and make the rich person experience hunger
and pain so that he may have pity on the weak and mercy on the
hungry one.”26

Causes of Hunger
Hunger is a widespread problem in today’s world and has several
causes, which may be classified into two kinds: self-related and
external. The source of the self-related causes is the sufferer himself,
whereas external causes stem from the society and other natural
phenomena. To discuss both these kinds of causes is beyond the
scope of this limited commentary.
26
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It is important however to study the limitations of these causes so
that we may be able to attempt to avoid or eradicate them
altogether. The verse under discussion, as can be observed clearly,
is also closely related to poverty.
We had earlier mentioned the fact that every dependent thing
stands by All°h’s permission. Hence, if All°h i does not want one
to encounter disasters or be affected by them nothing would happen
to him. This universal law, as pointed out earlier, is not only
presented by revelation, but also established by reason.

Ensuring Sustenance
Having realized this important truth, let us now look at the
following verses of the Holy Qur˜°n:
1. Chapter al-™`r°f - 7:96:
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“And if the people of the towns were to believe and observe piety,
surely we would have opened to them the blessings of the heaven
and the earth…”
2. Chapter al-∞al°q - 65:2-3:
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“And whosoever is God-wary (observes piety) He would make for
him a way out [from difficulties] and Bestow on him sustenance
from whence he expects not…”
3. Chapter N£¶  - 71:10-12:
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“Then I said: seek forgiveness from your Lord, [for] indeed He is
the Most-forgiving; He would send down abundance of rain upon
you; and aid you with wealth and sons; and make for you gardens
and make for you rivers.”
These verses inform the human being about the best path of
ensuring sustenance and avoiding the calamity of hunger. If the
culture of taqw° and istighf°r (in its various manifestations and
dimensions] were to prevail, hunger would no more be a
predicament save in cases of Divine trial.
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“And We would certainly try You with somewhat of fear and
hunger…”27
We also have many traditions that guide the hungry and the
destitute, as well those who would like to disseminate the culture of
independence, about the ways of achieving sustenance. Following
are some examples:

Increasing Sustenance
1. Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said28:
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“Indeed, virtuousness increases sustenance.”
2. Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said29:
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“Good behaviour (akhl°q) increases sustenance.”
3. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said30:
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“Always be in the state of ßah°ra (purity) and your sustenance shall
be increased.”
Therefore, the duty of those who sincerely utter this verse of the
supplication, besides actively supporting others, should be to
educate them to realize the direct causes of hunger.
The esteemed author of Mir’°tu’l Kam°l, the late ™yatull°h alShaykh M°maq°n¢ has filled six pages full of reasons that cause
poverty and hamper one’s sustenance. References have also come in
the gloss of a later edition of this three-volume opus of devotions.
Those interested can look at pages 569-583. Here, however, we
would like to suffice ourselves with mentioning only a few of them:

Causes that Hamper Sustenance
Expression of greed, sleeping between maghrib and `ish° prayers‘,
sleeping between fajr and sunrise, severing relationship with near
relatives, sleeping naked for long durations, cursing one’s children,
eating in the state of lying down, abandoning prayers for one’s
parents, backbiting, isr°f (over eating, extravagance, etc.), seeking
the faults of people, eating while walking, urination and sexual
intercourse while facing qibla, urinating on water, laughing
excessively especially near graves and gatherings of the learned, not
lending money to one who is need, expression of poverty to one
who possesses wealth, and excessive sleep.
™yatull°h M°mq°n¢ mentions about 175 causes in his manual.
Therefore, it is essential for us to propagate the culture of taqw° in
those poor societies, which can absorb the teachings of All°h i.
30

Ibid.
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Taqw° in every dimension of life enables one to experience
happiness in this world as well as the Hereafter.

A Deeper Consideration: Another Extension of Food
Food in Qur˜°nic terminology does not always refer to material
food. Rather, there are clear references made by the Im°ms of the
Ahlu’l Bayt  who are the most authoritative commentators of the
Qur˜°n, that ßa`°m (food) in the language of the Qur˜°n, sometimes
refers to knowledge. It refers to the food of the soul, and not only
that of the body. The following verse is an example:
In chapter `Abasa [80:24], Almighty All°h says:

 @! (! #$9, BA+!? ; #$J=&]!  1! ; l&C$I6 /, 
“Then let man look at his food.”
About this holy verse, the Sh¢`ite commentator Sayyid H°shim
Ba¶r°n¢ in his Tafs¢r al-Burh°n quotes a tradition narrated in al-K°fi
[v.1, p.39, tr.8] from Im°m al-Æ°diq  as follows:
Zayd al-Sha¶¶°m asks Im°m  what “man’s food”31 stands for in
the verse above. The Im°m  responds saying:

...4 -; N4 W6 $E '& 8O %$ 4 -; N4 W6 E !-+T @4 84 I6 %!
“The knowledge that he acquires; from whom does he acquire it?”32
Therefore, if hunger means lack of knowledge many of us are
indeed hungry. A scholar who has spent years in acquiring
knowledge would also pray to All°h to bestow on him more and
more, for there is no limit to the acquisition of knowledge. The Holy
Prophet  himself used to seek more knowledge by the following
31

This interpretation is very apt and accurate, for the reality of the human
being is his spirit. Necessarily then, his food would be uniform with his
spirit. And this food can be nothing but knowledge.
32 al-Burh°n F¢ Tafs¢ri’l Qur˜an, pg. 214
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supplication that Almighty All°h taught him in the Holy Qur˜°n
[20:114]:

 #¡8I6 %! .!=& ! 
w $ L6 j;$ 
“And say: O my Lord increase me in knowledge.”
And saying:

.}
$ 5!/,1! 9& ($ O ^$ $ #,l$/6 1$ %$ #$(
“We have not known your reality completely.”
The solution to this hunger too is taqw°. The following two verses
clearly prove this contention:
1. Chapter al-Baqar°: 2:282:

 @4 IH+ P4 7; 84 I!`9$ 4E $ @$ IH+ 3;DcO$ 
“And adopt taqw°, and All°h will teach you.”
2. Chapter al-Anf°l: 8:29:

 #¡=#,j1& /; P& 7; +, L6 9$ S
& $E @$ IH+ 3;D5Oc$ 6 ?! 34l($  '$ E-! +T #$ )EG, #$E 
“O believers, if you be God-wary (observe piety) All°h shall enable
you to distinguish the truth from the falsehood.”

Hunger from A Mystical Dimension:
The late mystic-scholar as well as teacher of ™yatull°h Khumayn¢,
™yatull°h Malik¢ Tabr¢z¢ in his well-known manual of devotions “alMur°qib°t” explains the ample benefits of hunger for the spiritual
traveler by mentioning some of the following traditions:
1. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:

@! IH+ .!/ Y1¢7>, c$$ #Y%$ 3& s4 P& 7; +$36 G, X:! ($ #$CD! +6 $ 3& $E :Y +,m! l&($ @! IH+ *$ l&%! P& 7; I;0
$ /6 G,
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.@4 =$#$aK&V4
“The best of you in terms of rank near All°h on the day of Judgment
is the one among you who experiences hunger and engages in
contemplation about All°h, the exalted, for the longest period.”33
2. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have told Us°ma:

XL6 9$ /6 #,/ &8£, $ *4 K!b, $ X   }
$ l4t6 "$$ 
! 3& 8$ +6 }
4 I,($ }
$ C$c!W6 $E 6 G, _
$ 9& t, 5$V&  ! ?!
! & *4 D; "! 
4 1$ >6 c$$ Xx
$ CwK!lO+ n$ ($ L¢ a
4 c$$ X! ! #$l8$ +6 $ 1$ 2& G, }
$ +!-¤ "! 4 ! *& c4 }
$ =O!/,
.4 #OKS
$ +6 }
$ C&I,%$ .I[o
$ 4E $ X:; 7, !v$8+6 }
$ ^! & 4
“If it is possible for you to encounter the angel of death while you
are hungry and thirsty, then do so, for by that you would
experience the noblest of stations and reside in the company of the
Prophets, and the angels would rejoice in the arrival of your spirit,
and God would send His Blessings on you.”34
3. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:

.LT s$ $ mO %$ @$ IH+ r1$ c$ P& 7; "43& I;j; LT 9$ +, XP& b; $ #$Js& G, $1%& G,$ P& b; $ #$Kb6 G, &394 C&s! G,
“Keep your stomachs hungry and afflict your bodies; perhaps [by
doing so] your hearts would see All°h, the Exalted and Glorious.”35
4. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:

.@4 c41$ 76 /! _
& 8$ ; %$ @4 l$t6 "$ $ #$sG, '& ($
“Whosoever keeps his stomach hungry would attain sublimity of

33

al-Mur°qib°t, pg. 154 - New ed.
Ibid.
35 Ibid.
34
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thought.”36
5. The Holy Prophet  during his mi`r°j (his ascent to the proximity
of God) asks Almighty All°h:

¥! 3& S6+ ; $1C&(! #$( :
w $ #$E
“O Lord what does hunger inherit?”
Almighty All°h says:

...d
! I6 D, +6 ¦
; >6 ^! $ :; 8$ 76 a
! +6
“It inherits wisdom and the protection of the heart…”37
Therefore, “hunger” has a fundamental role to play in elevating the
human being spiritually. However that should not be taken to mean
that ‘hunger’ is recommended for all and sundry, including those
who cannot withstand it and may fall sick or die. If we look at the
book of Islamic laws38 at our disposal, we would find that one of the
etiquettes of consuming food is to take two meals a day: one meal in
the earlier part of the day and the other in the earlier part of the
night. The gap between these two meals should not be filled with
any other kind of food. Many of us do have the potential to have
such a diet, but the forces of desire never allow us to practice it.
There are people however, who need more intake of food, and such
a diet is out of question for them. Obviously, that does not mean
that they are not religious or pious. It is by the intake of food that
they can practice their devotions and perform deeds of virtue and
live their lives according to the dictates of Divine law.
There comes a time in the life of one who has purified his soul and
attained the proximity of All°h, when he has the ability to
withstand hunger not only for short periods but also for unusual
36

Ibid, pg. 156
Sirru’l Isr°’, v. 1, pg. 13
38Taw§¢¶u’l Mas°’il of ™yatull°h al-`U®m° Sayyid `Al¢ S¢st°n¢, pg. 495
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intervals. This contention may sound absurd in the language of
science and experiment, but the experts of Islamic esotericism
believe that as the spirit of man strengthens, such phenomena are
feasible. Avicenna (Ibn S¢n°), the great Sh¢`ite philosopher, who is
also known as Sayyid al-`Uqal°’ (the doyen of intellectuals) in his
monumental “Ish°r°t wa al-Tanb¢h°t” says:

XpZ $ #$5A9& (4 1$ C&<, pY *O (4 @4 +, ! 4 1& 8$ +6 
! 3& D; + '! %$ }
$ J
$ (& G, #Y/!#$% ,T G, }
$ \$ I,"$ ,?!
.p$3& 4 q
& 8$ +6 :! 9$ C!KtT + d
! M! ,-($ '& (! }
$ +!¤ 1& K!5$A%& $ X! &E*! o
& 5O+#!" §& S
$ V& #/
“If you come to know that a Gnostic (`°rif) has refrained for an
unusual interval from consuming the little food he has, graciously
assent and consider this among the well-known principles of
nature.”39
Therefore, hunger for those who are not deprived of sustenance and
are able to withstand it is highly recommended due to the reasons
mentioned above.

39

al-Ish°r°t wa ‘ l-Tanb¢h°t, v. 4, pg. 111
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The Aim of Human Creation
One of the great calamities of human life is the lack of insight about
the purpose of human creation. So long as man has not come to
know ‘the goal of life’ he shall always have to face difficulties. This
universal law applies to the affluent too. Ask every wealthy person
whether his money always keeps him happy, and his answer would
be in the negative. The Holy Qur˜°n as well the Ahlu’l Bayt  have
informed us that the aim behind human creation is to attain All°h’s
proximity and nearness. And the path that leads one to realize this
aspiration is none other than `ib°dah (obedience and worship). The
following verse explains it:
In chapter 51, verse 56, Almighty All°h says:

 ! 4*K49& C$+! UT ?! 
$ =&]! $ 'O S
! +6 _
4 D6 I,N$ #$($ 
“And I have not created the jinn and men except that they should
worship Me.”
Here, the aim is indicated as All°h’s Worship. But is it the ‘final aim
of creation?’ To answer this we should look at chapter 15, verse 99
of the Qur˜°n, which says:

x
4 D! C$+6 }
$ C$c!W6 $E BO5^$ }
$ "O$ *& K4A%& $ 
“And worship your Lord until conviction comes to you.”
Therefore, it is ma`rifatull°h that is the end. And the closer one gets
to his Lord the better his knowledge of his Creator.
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Beautiful allusions are made in the following verses too about the
ultimate goal of the human being:
1. Im°m `Al¢  in his famous supplication of Kumayl cries:

!x
$ A/!! #$9+ ! #$( :, $E#<, #$E
“O the Ultimate Hope of the Gnostics.”
2. And in the prayer of `Arafah, Sayyid al-Shuhad°  cries:

.}
$ C&+,?! L, e
! G, Bk5^$ }
$ 5!8$ ^& 1$ "! .!lK&I;6 G; :.! +¤ ?!
“O All°h, Seek me by Your Mercy until I reach You.”
It is All°h’s worship that raises the human being so high that he
may witness God- of course in his own limitations as explained by
some traditions of the Ahlu’l Bayt .
Having known this, we should realize that since the human being
resides in the world of matter and possesses a structure that is
submissive to the laws of matter, he is in need of different
necessities that may enable him to subsist and achieve his goal in
life. Examples of such basic necessities, which we may also term as
‘the means of life’, are food, drink, clothing, a place of shelter, etc.

The Means and the Goal
Many who have not realized the purpose of human life busy
themselves with the means and forget the goal. When they look at
the luster of the various kinds of material products of the so-called
developed countries, they brand that as ‘human progress’ and even
try to doubt the authenticity of Islam. Advancement in science and
technology is not something abhorred by Islam at all. Rather it is
encouraged. However it still comes under the umbrella of ‘the
means of the end’ and thus one should not mistake it as ‘the
yardstick of human progress.’ One should rather question oneself
whether ‘the material product’ really serves to be ‘means’ on the
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path towards All°h or not. Both the VCR and the Internet, for
example, are helpful means of communication, but if they hamper
the human being from traversing the path of eternal happiness,
what use do they have in serving as ‘a means’ for the goal? The
proponents of advancement always present two kinds of products:
1. Those of variable nature
2. Those of invariable nature
Commodities of the first category allow the human being to reason
and work on the path towards perfection both before and after
purchase. For example, when buying a television set, one may or
may not decide to employ the same in watching only those
programs that would enrich his mind and spirit. In the case of the
second category, however, ‘this choice’ is out of question ‘after
purchase.’ For example, if a person were to purchase an indecent
film due to his base inclinations. Later if he were to decide to
employ the same for a good purpose, he would not be able to do so.
He cannot change the film to enrich his mind. All he can do is to
erase the film and dub something that would enrich his spirit.
Similar is the case with material items that directly concern human
development and subsistence such as food, drink and clothing.
Many kinds of food and clothing are forbidden is Islam and can
thus not be branded as ‘the means’ for the human goal.
Therefore it is highly significant to know the difference between ‘the
goal’ and the ‘means.’ Many of us unfortunately have molded our
lives to struggle only for the abundance of the means and have
forgotten the goal. We would understand this reality when entering
our graves. The Qur˜°n [102: 1-2] says:

 1$ "!#,D8$ +6 P4 c4& 4 BO5^$ .14 ~;#,75O+ P4 b; #$ +6G, 
“Competing for abundance has engaged you until you come to the
graves.”
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The Purpose Behind Clothing
‘Clothing’ is one of the very basic necessities of human life and
indeed a blessing of All°h i to the human being. Realizing the
purpose behind clothing would open several doors of
understanding and enable us to do our duty while requesting the
All-merciful Lord to clothe all the naked.
Following are verses of Qur˜°n and supplications worthy of
contemplation:
1. [Chapter al-™`r°f -7:26]:

r$3D6 5O+ 
4 #$K+!$ #¡qE!$ P& 7; c!&3V$ !$34E #¡V#$K+! P& 7; C&I,%$ #$l+6m$ =,G *& j, $ $  .!l"$ #$E 
 ... ! }
$ +!¤
“O children of Adam, surely we have sent down for you clothing
that covers your shame and an attire that causes beauty; and the
attire of piety; that is better…”
2. Im°m M£s° bin Ja`far al-K°®im  is reported40 to have said that
whenever a person would like to put on a new dress he should
wipe his hand over it and say:

.
! #Ol+ .!/ @! "! L; 8O S
$ c$G,$ .!c$ 3& %$ @! "! !$ G; #$( .!=#$Jb, !-+T @! IH+! *4 8& a
$ +6G,
“Praise belongs to All°h who clothed me with what I cover my
shame and beautify myself among the people.”
Studying the abovementioned quotations we come to realize that
two important reasons behind clothing are:
1. To conceal one’s private parts
2. To beautify oneself

The Inner Attire
40

Øilyatu’l Muttaq¢n, ch. 9
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Having spoken about this great blessing, Almighty All°h transports
the reader to a very important truth, which if neglected would cause
extreme regret. He reminds the human being that he is not just
composed of the material body to need ‘the material attire’ only.
Rather ‘the inner attire’ is of fundamental significance. In the words
of Qur˜°n: dh°lika khayr (that is the better!) `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ in
his al-Miz°n has a beautiful explanation about this. In order to
indicate the gravity of the situation of ‘the pain’ that the human
being experiences when his shameful deeds are displayed, he says:

...*) 2G, :! COl!! #$K+ 
! Q 3& J
$ + $ 34 £; T G, UT ?!...
“…except that the pain experienced with the appearance of the
inner blemishes is more intense…”
Other verses of the Holy Qur˜°n clearly explain the calamity of this
situation. Look at the verses below:
1. Chapter al-∞°riq: - 86:9:

 14 !$1J
O + BAI&Kc4 $ 3& $E 
“The day when the secrets shall be made manifest.”
2. Chapter ™l¢ `Imr°n - 3:30:

Z 34V '& (! _
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“On the day that every soul shall find present what it has done of
good and what it has done of evil, it shall wish that between it and
that evil was a long distance…”
3. Chapter ™li `Imr°n, 3:192:

 @4 5$&Em$ N& G, *& D, /, $ #Ol+ L! N! *& c4 '& ($ }
$ =O?! #l$A"O$ 
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“O Lord, surely whomsoever you place in the Fire, you have indeed
disgraced him…”
Therefore when uttering this verse of the supplication we should try
to think whether we are among those who are spiritually unclothed
or not. If we are, then we should seek Divine help to establish taqw°
within ourselves so that we do not face that ignominy which is so
intense to bear.
The other fundamental use of clothing is to look presentable and
beautiful. The inclination to be beautiful is inherent in every human
being and there are ample indications in our holy traditions that
encourage one to look beautiful and presentable within the limits of
the Shar¢`a. In keeping with the brevity of this commentary, we will
avoid mentioning them.
However, we must understand that in the same manner as “taqw°”
and piety is a source of protection from sin and ignominy, it also is
a source of embellishment. This is because it embellishes the inner
form of the human being with excellent character and makes him
the beloved of All°h. How remote is the ‘beloved of the apparently
beautiful’ from the beloved of the spiritually beautiful:
razaqanall°hu jam¢`an [May All°h enable all of us to achieve the
same]

A Word of Prayer
O All°h, as we humbly ask you to clothe both the physically as well
as the spiritually naked ones, and seek your support to help those
who have no proper clothes in their physical lives, and enable us to
clothe our inner selves with the attire of taqw°, so that we may
acquire the worth to clothe others as well.
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The Comprehensive Meaning of ‘dayn’
Many might imagine that ‘dayn’ (debt) is the same as ‘qar§’ (loan).
In the terminology of Islamic jurisprudence, however, the word
dayn has a broader connotation then the word ‘qar§.’ Dayn also
covers qar§ in its conceptual umbrella. ™yatull°h Mak°rim Sh¢r°z¢
in his Tafs¢r-e Nam£ne alludes to this subtlety and says that qar§ is
only applied when one is obliged to return the equivalent of the
thing taken; for example, if he takes money as a loan, he would have
to return the same amount of money; and if he takes a certain kind
of food, he would be obliged to return the same. However, ‘dayn’
has a broader framework, for it includes any kind of transaction
such as ‘settlement of claim’ (•ul¶), leasing (ij°ra), buying and
selling, and the like.41

Debt Sometimes Hampers One From Spiritual Progress
Debt at times becomes a very great impediment on the path
towards God. The reason for this is that it preoccupies one’s mind
and heart, and that is a decisive factor in impeding progress. Look
at the following traditions:
1. Im°m Zaynu’l `™bid¢n  in his beautiful supplication42 for relief
from debt informs his followers of the difficult situation that a
debtor normally experiences. Look at the following:
41

™st°ne Qudse Ra§aw¢, Shar¶o Tafs¢re Lugh°te Qur˜°n, Bar As°se Tafs¢re

Nam£ne, pg. 70
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¯a¶¢fat al-Sajj°diyya, Supg. no. 30
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O God,
bless Mu¶ammad and his Household
and release me from a debt
which makes me lose face,
confuses my mind,
disrupts my thinking,
and prolongs my occupation with attending to it!
I seek refuge in You, my Lord,
from worry and thought about debt,
from the distraction and sleeplessness of debt;
so bless Mu¶ammad and his Household
and give me refuge from it!
I seek sanctuary in You, my Lord, from
debt’s abasement in life
and its ill effects after death…
2. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said43:

.! #$ lO+#!" %$ '&  XL! CIT+#"! "# @4 =O!/, !'$ &E*O +$ P& b; #OE?!
“Beware of debt, for surely it causes grief during the night and
humiliation during the day.”
Another obvious case that can hamper the indebted one from
spiritual development is when he is indifferent to repaying his debt:
following are traditions worthy of contemplation:
1. Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported44 to have said:

}
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“Whosoever comes to a person and takes some money as a loan
from him while he has the intention of not paying him back is a
common thief.”
43
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2. Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported45 to have said:
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“Whosoever takes a loan and has no intention to pay it back, is the
same as a thief.”
In the above traditions such people are termed as thieves.
Essentially then, the very notion of ‘spiritual progress’ is far-fetched
for them.
Those who are regularly habituated in taking loans from here and
there should also realize the dangerous consequences that await
them. Traditions of the Ahlu‘l Bayt  have alluded to some such
dangers as follows:
1. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said46:
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“Excess of debt turns the truthful one into a liar and one who fulfills
[his promises] to become unfaithful.”
2. Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir  is reported47 to have said:
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“Martyrdom in All°h’s way expiates every sin, save debt, for it has
no compensation save its repayment, or payment by the inheritor
(•°¶ibuhu) or forgiveness from the creditor...”
3. Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said48:
45
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“Lessen your debts, for surely in the reduction of your debts is the
increment of life.”

When Should One Take a Loan?
These above traditions should not be mistaken to mean that one has
no right to take any loan whatsoever. Rather, in times of difficulty
believers are allowed to take loans within the framework of Islamic
laws. The Infallible progeny of the Holy Prophet  also took loans
during their lifetime. But that which is very important is to
understand properly the correct circumstance of taking a loan. A
substantial number of people take loans to live a life of leisure or
extravagance. So long as the believer has not learnt to observe an
Islamic discipline, he would always have to live a life of hardship.
Im°m Zaynu’l `™bid¢n  teaches his followers in supplication 30 of
the Sa¶¢fah al-Sajj°diyyah to adopt some sublime traits in order to
avoid debt and be freed from the same. Look at the following:
O God,
bless Muhammad and his Household
prevent me from extravagance and excess,
put me on the course of generous spending and
moderation,
teach me excellent distribution,
hold me back through Your gentleness from squandering,
allow me to attain my provisions through lawful means,
direct my spending toward the gateways of devotion,
and take away from me any possession
which will bring forth pride in me,
lead to insolence,
or drag me in its heels to rebellion!
O God,
make me love the companionship of the poor
and help me be their companion with excellent patience!
Whenever you take away from me
the goods of this perishing world,
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store them for me in Your abiding treasuries!
Make this world’s broken pieces
which You have conferred upon meand its goods
which You have quickly granted to me
a way to reach Your neighborhood,
a link to Your nearness,
and a means to Your Garden!
Verily You are Possessor of bounty abounding,
and You are the Munificent, the Generous.
So beautifully has the Im°m informed his followers about the causes
of their wretched state of debt. Every point in the above
supplication is a gateway of understanding. [Readers are requested
to reflect on each of the verses above to decipher the causes].
The wealthy believers, on the other hand, are highly encouraged to
give loans to their needy brothers and sisters and assist them in
times of hardship. In fact some holy traditions clearly tell us that the
reward one gets by giving qar§ exceeds the reward a person gets by
giving •adaqah, although in the case of the latter no return is
anticipated, whereas in the case of the former the lender does expect
return. Following are traditions worthy of reflection:
1. Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said49:
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“The following has been written on the door of Paradise: Surely
•adaqah equals ten times [reward], and one loan equals to eighteen
times [reward]…”
2. Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said50:
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“Whosoever gives a loan to a mu’min, expecting his ease thereby,
his wealth would increase and the angels would invoke blessings
on him until he is paid.”

Shaykh Bah°’¢ and the Du`°’ of Relief From Debt
In his well-known masterpiece of commentary of 40 traditions (alArba`£na Øad¢than), Shaykh Bah°’¢ relates an interesting incident
that he had experienced after quoting the following tradition:
The esteemed Shaykh al-Æad£q Mu¶ammad bin B°baway al-Qumm¢
has narrated with his chain of narrators from Im°m Mu¶ammad alB°qir  who narrated the same from his fathers , who narrated
from Am¢ru’l Mu’min¢n  who said:
I complained to the Prophet  about a loan that I had on my
shoulders, and he  said:
O `Al¢ say:
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“O All°h: Make me needless of that which you have made unlawful
through that which you have made lawful, and [make me needless]
of other than you by Your Favor.”
Thereafter Shaykh Bah°’¢ narrates: “During some years of my life I
was so much in debt, that the amount I had to pay exceeded 1500
mithq°ls of gold and the lenders were highly persistent is getting
their money back. So difficult had the situation become that it
diverted me from many of my occupations, and I had no solution in
repaying them. So I adhered to reciting the above supplication, and
would repeat it after every Morning Prayer, and at times would also
recite the same after other prayers. Consequently, All°h, the
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Exalted, made it easy for me to pay the loans off quickly in a very
short time through unknown sources.”51

Obligations
This verse of the noble supplication creates different obligations for
different people:
1.

Those who have the ability to relieve others from any of the
kinds of debt should attempt to do so. A generous
moneylender, having realized the faithfulness and inability of
the debtor, may forgive him (partly or entirely) and thereby
practically and faithfully translate this verse of the supplication.

2.

Those who have the capacity of relieving themselves from debt
in any of the situations in which they have been trapped, should
try hard to do so, otherwise it would be an unfaithful cry on
their part. How greedy would it be for one who has ample
money to give but waits for help and prays for external support!

3.

Muslim societies who have a united system can solve this grave
problem of debt in its different manifestations very quickly by
the collection of even very small contributions from individuals.

An In-depth Consideration
The supplications that the Infallible Im°ms  have taught us are
very rich in content, but they require ‘a broad vision’ to be
appreciated. In many places we have stressed, albeit indirectly, the
importance of the inner content of every verse. Here too, we think it
is important to mention the same:
One of the significant laws that prevail the world of language is that
words are coined for the spirit of their meanings. This is contrary to
what some conjecture when saying that words are coined for their
‘material extensions (ma•°d¢q)’ and not ‘the spirit of their
meanings.’ They mean to say for example, the word ‘balance’ only
51
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refers to the conventional balance that we are aware of. Clearly, this
is not correct, for the examples of balance are not be limited to those
instruments of balance that measure material entities. The Holy
Qur˜°n is also known as m¢z°n (balance). The personality of Im°m
`Al¢  is another extension of balance, for the believers are judged
and weighed according to his spirit. Most of the learned scholars
believe that words are coined for the spirit of their meanings and
not necessarily their material extensions. For further research on
this subtle subject, one may refer to the introduction of al-M¢z°n of
`All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ and the first chapter of the treatise of ‘Encounter
with God’ by ™yatull°h Malik¢ Tabr¢z¢ - the well-known Sh¢`ite saint.
™yatull°h Malik¢ Tabr¢z¢ says: “…Besides, according to what has
been researched, words have been coined for the spirit of their
meanings and the particulars of the meanings have nothing to do
with the [‘spirit of’ the] meaning; for example the word m¢z°n
(balance) has been coined for a thing by means of which other
things are measured, but the particularity of having two sides of the
scale or the rest of the particularities of a conventional scale has
nothing to do with the meaning [for which the word was actually
coined]. Thus using the word ‘balance’ to denote the different types
and kinds of balances that have been invented, would signify
‘correct usage’ and employing a word to denote the meaning for
which it was coined. Therefore, the meaning for which the word
m¢z°n was coined is ‘a measuring instrument’ regardless of any
specifics, neither of the ‘instrument’ nor ‘the object measured.’
Nowadays the instruments that measure the heat and temperature
of the body and air as well as those that measure the blood
temperature, the speed of vehicles, and a variety of other measuring
instruments which number perhaps in hundreds or even thousands,
all are the meanings of the word ‘m¢z°n’, and employing the word
m¢z°n for them would be the correct usage. Likewise is the case
with other general words such as path (•ir°ß), light (n£r), reward
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(thaw°b), punishment (`iq°b), etc.”52
Realizing this, we should try to look at the ‘spirit’ of the meaning of
‘dayn’ so that we can decipher the variety of its examples and try to
emancipate ourselves from them accordingly.
According to Mu`jam Maq°’¢s al-Lugha, a comprehensive dictionary
of Arabic words, the root word of dayn (d-y-n) means ‘submission’
(inqiy°d) and ‘surrender.’ All the derivatives of the word (d°l-yen£n) reveal a kind of ‘submission’ and ‘slavery.’ Debt in one way
enslaves the debtor and binds him or her until he or she relieves
himself or herself from the same. The following sayings of Im°m `Al¢
 are worthy of reflection:
1. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said53:

.1 -2 h #0,D+6 X0* '4 &E*O +
“Debt is slavery and payment is freedom.”
2. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said54:

.'! C&jT1w + *4 ^$ G, '4 &E*O +
“Debt is one of the two kinds of slavery.”
3. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said55:
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“The spirit of a believer remains suspended as long as he has a debt
on him.”
When we take a loan, we are in fact enslaved until we free ourselves
by repaying it. Likewise is the case with regard to all the extensions
52
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of debt.
Those acts which Almighty All°h expects from every human being
are likewise examples of ‘dayn’; therefore, the human being should
try to perform them so that they have nothing on their shoulders. In
the following radiant tradition, ¯al°t is considered to be an extension
of dayn:
Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  narrates56 Øa§rat Luqm°n as saying:
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“When the time of prayer comes, do not delay the prayer for
something else; pray and take rest, for verily it is a debt (dayn).”

56Was°i’l
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Meaning of ‘Makr£b’
Makr£b is an object noun whose origin is the verbal noun ‘karb’
meaning ‘deep anguish.’ `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ in his al-M¢z°n quotes
R°ghib I•fah°n¢, the famous lexicographer of Qur˜°nic words, as
saying57:
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“Karb means deep anguish.”
The word Karbal°’, for example, is a composition of ‘intense grief’
(karb) and ‘trial’ (bal°’)
Therefore, in short, ‘makr£b’ is one who suffers deep sorrow and
anguish.

The Source of Anguish
In this verse we are humbly asking All°h i to lift the state of deep
anguish from all ‘the deeply anguished and sorrowful.’ And
whosoever seeks the relief of the anguished also seeks the
elimination of the causes that create anguish. We should, however,
realize that the sources of anguish vary with different people and
different circumstances. Those who enjoy the proximity of All°h,
despite having no grief for loss of the world and its pleasures:
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“Surely, the friends of All°h neither fear nor grieve.” [Holy Qur˜°n,
10:62]
experience deep anguish for the disbelievers due to the
consequences they would have to face in future:
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“…And therefore do not consume yourself for them due to grief [of
their unbelief]…” [Holy Qur˜°n, 35:8]
™yatull°h Khumayn¢ in his well-known Forty Traditions (Chehl
Hadith) says: “…whoever perceives the greatness and glory of the
Lord to a greater extent and knows the sacred station of God
Almighty more than others, suffers more and is tormented to a
greater extent by the sins of the creatures and their offences against
the Lord’s sanctity. Also, one who has a greater love and
compassion for the creatures of God is tormented to a greater extent
by their crooked and wretched condition and ways. And, of course,
the Seal of the Prophets  was more perfect in all these stations and
higher than all the prophets and the awliy°’ (those near to God) in
respect of his degree of excellence and perfection. Hence, his
torment and suffering was greater than that of any one of them…”
Sometimes the source of grief is different. For example, with regard
to Prophet Ayy£b  we say the following58 in one of the
supplications of the Holy month of Rama§°n:
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“O Softner of Iron for D°w£d, upon whom be peace. O Reliever of
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great sorrows from Ayy£b, upon whom be peace.”
This indicates that Prophet Ayy£b had suffered major calamities
during his lifetime. Perhaps the following tradition explains this
better:
`Al¢ ibn Ibr°h¢m, in a long tradition, narrates on the authority of Ab£
Ba•¢r that Im°m al-Æ°diq  said: “...Then his [Prophet Ayy£b ‘s]
whole body, except his intellect and his eyes, was subjected to the
disease. Then Iblis blew upon it and it became a single wound
extending from his head to feet. He (Job) remained for a period in
that condition, praising and thanking God, until his body became
infested with worms. Whenever a worm fell off his body, he would
put it back, saying to it, “Return to your place, from where God
created you.” And it began to stench until his townsfolk expelled
him from his town and his food came from the garbage thrown
outside the town.”59
With regard to Prophet N£¶  also, ‘intense grief’ has been
mentioned. Look at the following verse:
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“And N£¶, when he cried aforetime, so We answered him, and
delivered him and his followers from the great anguish.” [Holy
Qur˜°n, 21:76]
Exegetes of the Qur˜°n have different interpretations for the source
of this grief. Some like ∞abars¢ in his Majma` al-Bay°n surmise that it
refers to the disturbance of his people, whereas Mawl° K°sh°n¢ says
that it may refer to both that and to the great flood.
Some sources of grief, however, spring from weakness of faith and a
deep attachment to the world: because a person does not have the
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luxuries of life that others seem to enjoy, you may find him
suffering grief. Those who commit suicide due to intense grief and
sorrow do so due to lack of patience or even a ‘aim’ in life. Hence,
every makr£b is not the same.
The supplicant therefore should bear in mind the different causes of
sorrow and anguish and sincerely pray to All°h to eliminate them
accordingly. For example, with regard to one who is distressed due
to lack of the additional pleasures of the world, one must pray that
he is emancipated from the love of the world. The person who is in
a state of utter poverty should pray that his needs are covered so
that he may engage in his daily affairs and devotion with peace of
mind; the one who suffers a cancerous ailment should yearn for his
relief from it, so that he may live in peace and derive the utmost
benefit of doing good in life and thereby build his Hereafter.

Remembering the Anguished of Today
To keep abreast with the contemporary history of the world may
seem to be insignificant for some: what can I do, for example, if
others are dying of starvation in Afghanistan? I have no means to
attend to them and thus it makes no difference whether I know
about their awful state or not.
Clearly, such thinking stems from a narrow outlook. The human
being enjoys a disposition that yearns for the salvation of every
other human being. Therefore indifference is an alien concept to his
nature. ‘Not being able to help the oppressed’ does not necessitate
indifference on our part.
Firstly, our natural conscience would like to know the situation of
those of our brethren who are suffering throughout the world.
Secondly, if we are materially unable, Almighty All°h has opened
the door of prayer for us. Through prayers for the destitute, things
can really change.
Thirdly, there are so many things that we can do together to crush
the power of the world arrogance, but we do not realize the same.
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Our businessmen who import goods from countries like Israel and
buy them at relatively low costs, can stop such transactions, so that
they may not indirectly take part in killing the innocent
Palestinians. Many of us indirectly promote the commodities that
the world arrogance produces. If we were to boycott such products,
these groups would never be as materially prosperous as they are.
Today, if the Arab leaders were to wake up and stop bowing in
front of the world arrogance, a great transformation can take place.

Individual Responsibility
But what is my duty as an individual when I recite this verse of the
radiant supplication? Most of us enjoy a certain limit of power and
can play an effective role accordingly. Therefore let us measure the
power that we have at our disposal, and practically take steps to
relieve those anguished and distressed people that we can support.
For we are not obliged to do what is beyond our capacity. The Holy
Qur˜°n [al-Baqara - 2:286] says:
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“All°h does not oblige a soul save to the extent of its capacity…”
Thus if I can support a particular family and remove it from the
state of sorrow, I should do so. If I am the president of a certain
society, and can remove the sorrow of those who are disturbed by
the ‘disorganization of the social setup’ I should do so by
organization. The list goes on. The extensions are identified
according to the power every supplicant has. Otherwise, uttering
this radiant verse of the supplication would mean nothing but the
mere movement one’s tongue, or the expression of one’s hypocrisy;
may All°h save us from such ignominy!

Instilling Happiness in the Hearts of Believers
Removing anguish from the heart of a believer and instilling
happiness in him is one of the significant subjects that our books of
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tradition have extensively covered. Following are traditions worthy
of reflection:
1. The Holy Prophet  is reported60 to have said:
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“Whoever makes a believer happy has indeed made me happy; and
whosoever has made me happy has indeed made All°h happy.”
2. The Holy Prophet  is reported61 to have said:
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“Surely, there is a place in Paradise called ‘the House of Joy’; none
would enter therein save one who made the believers among the
orphans happy.”

Recommended States of Anguish
Some states of anguish are highly recommended. They can be
gateways toward prosperity and peace. True repentance and regret
is one such state:
Im°m `Al¢  is reported62 to have said:
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“The happiness of a believer is in his obedience and his grief is due
to his sin.”
In fact, repentance is a fundamental condition from among the six
conditions of istighf°r enumerated by Im°m `Al¢  in Nahju’l
60
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Bal°gha. Im°m  says:
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“The first [condition of istighf°r] is regret about the past
[misdeeds].”
The Holy Qur˜°n [3:135] says:
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“And those when they commit an indecency or oppress themselves,
remember All°h and seek forgiveness of their sins; and who can
forgive a sin save All°h?”
In his Tafs¢r al-Æ°f¢, Mawl° Fay§ K°sh°n¢ in the exegesis of this verse
narrates63 the following incident:
[Observing brevity here we would not mention all the details of the
incident, but try to mention the salient points only.]
Once during the time of the Holy Prophet  a youth called Bahl£l
came in the presence of the Holy Prophet  while intensely
weeping. The Holy Prophet  asked him why he was weeping,
and he said that he had committed very great sins, such that if All°h
i were to punish him for only some of them, he would enter the
Hell Fire. Then the Holy Prophet  asks him some questions and
the youth answers the Prophet . At one point the conversation
reaches a climax and the Holy Prophet  asks the youth: ‘Is there
anyone save The Very Great who would forgive the very great sin?
The youth says: ‘No, I swear by All°h.’ Then the Holy Prophet 
asks him to inform him one of his sins. The youth then narrates his
story as follows:
I used to dig graves for seven years; I would remove the dead, and
63
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disrobe them. Once it so happened that a lady from the An•°r died.
After she was carried to her grave and buried, her family left the
place; then the night came to pass. I neared her grave, dug it, and
removed her out; thereafter I unshrouded her and left her naked
near the grave; and started to leave. Suddenly, Satan came in my
mind and began attracting me to her. By this, I returned back and
lacking self-control committed the vile deed with her. Then I took
off leaving her in that state. Suddenly I heard a voice from behind
which said: O youth, woe be upon you from the Judge of the Day of
Judgment, the day when He shall make me and you stand in the
naked state that you left me among the dead, and took me out from
my grave and removed my shroud from me and left me to stand in
the state of impurity… So woe be upon you. Narrating this, the
youth said: Therefore I do not think that I shall ever smell the scent
of Paradise.
Hearing all this the Prophet  said: Be away from me O sinner; I
am afraid I would burn by your Fire; how near are you from the
Fire! The youth then left the noble presence of the Holy Prophet 
and went to Medina where he took some provisions and left for one
of its mountains; there he tied his hands onto his neck and started
supplicating and seeking forgiveness and weeping and repenting.
He did this for forty days and nights. It is said that the animals
around him also wept for him. When forty days and nights were
over, he raised his hands towards the sky and cried: ‘O All°h, what
have you done about my wish? If you have accepted my
supplication and forgiven my fault then inform the Holy Prophet 
through revelation about the same; and if not, then quickly send
down a fire that would burn me, or a punishment in this world that
would vanquish me, and emancipate me from humiliation of the
Day of Resurrection. Upon this, Almighty All°h sends the
abovementioned verse [3:135].
After the revelation of this verse, the Holy Prophet  goes to the
place where the youth was weeping in forgiveness. [The sad
scenario makes one really weep. We have omitted it here to observe
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brevity]. The Holy Prophet  nears the youth and tells him: “I give
you glad tidings [from All°h] you are a freed slave of All°h from the
fire.
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Meaning of ‘Ghar¢b’
Due to an acquaintance with different cultures and languages some
of us conjecture that the word ‘ghar¢b’ means ‘poor.’ In the Urdu
language, however, this word when used in the absolute sense
denotes the poverty of a person. But when it is particularized like
‘ghar¢bu’l waßan’ the meaning changes.
In the Arabic, which appears also to be the source language of the
word, ‘ghar¢b’ means ‘a remote entity.’ Its origin is the word
‘ghurba ‘ which means ‘remoteness.’ Any thing therefore which is
ghar¢b is far.
In his Commentary of Æa¶¢fat al-Sajj°diyyah64, Sayyid `Al¢ Kh°n alØusayn¢, says:
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“Ghurbah (with the vowel §amma over ghayn) denotes remoteness
and distance.”
Hence ghar¢b is anything that is far [in relation to something else].
In the Arabic language, unknown words are also known as ghar¢b.
The pain of being a stranger can be well appreciated by only those
who have experienced, or are experiencing the state of being far
from their hometowns. Whosoever travels abroad, has hope of
returning back to his hometown safe and sound. Obviously, he
64
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would not like to separate himself from his near ones or abandon
his material assets of life. Those who have left their hometowns and
encountered calamities on their way or were stranded in a foreign
country can understand how agonizing it is to be far from home.
The recent decades of contemporary history are full of examples
that break the heart of every concerned listener: the Zionists, as has
been their trend in the ancient past, continue harassing different
parts of the weak nations of the world through terrorism and
banishment, and thereby drive out scores of innocent men, women
and children from their hometowns so that they should bear the
painful torture of surviving in refugee camps.
Such innocent victims are really in need of our support. As
mentioned earlier, we must try to study the areas where we can
play an effective role to support them in any way. If donations are
collected by reliable aid organizations, we should try to contribute
as much as we can. If we can help a refugee who lives in poverty in
our countries, we should strive to support him, so that he may
adapt to the new situation he has been forced into. If we are unable
to do all this, we should never forget to pray for them and seek their
relief from the All-Powerful Creator.
Therefore, when we pray to All°h to return all those who are far
away from their hometowns and cannot return due to some
difficulties, we should not forget the manifestations of such people
in contemporary history; we are duty bound to remember all those
who suffer the predicament of banishment such as the Palestinians,
the Afghanis, etc.

Extensions of Ghurba
It is possible for one to be a foreigner somewhere, but enjoy a very
luxurious life. Consequently one may or may not experience the
agony of separation. Those to whom All°h has bestowed affluence
do not necessarily experience the agony of separation. The means of
communication are easily at their disposal and they have no sense
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of grief, for whenever they choose to return back they do not face
any problems. The following holy tradition alludes to this reality:
Im°m `Al¢  is reported65 to have said:
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“The affluent one is at home in a foreign place.”
Poverty, on the contrary, transforms one into a stranger:
Im°m `Al¢  is reported66 to have said:
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“Poverty in one’s town is remoteness.:
Im°m `Al¢  is reported67 to have said:
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“The dispossessed is a stranger in his hometown.”
Perhaps this is one reason why in the Urdu language the word
ghar¢b is used to denote poverty.

Other extensions of ghurba are as follows:
1. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“A stranger is one who does not have a friend.”
3. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“A silly person is a stranger in his hometown, and degenerate
among his friends.”

The Relative Aspect of the word ‘Gharib’
The abovementioned tradition indicates that whosoever is silly is
ghar¢b (a stranger). However, this should not be taken in the
absolute sense. The word ghar¢b is relative. One who is silly despite
being ghar¢b (far) in the company of the learned, is at home in the
company of his fellows. Similar is the case with the learned, for they
are strangers in the company of the fools, but at home in the
company of the learned: Another such instance is when a majority
of the population are ignorant. Here again the learned are strangers:
Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“The learned are strangers due to the great number of the ignorant.”
Sometimes, however, the learned can be strangers in the company
of the learned themselves. One who is specialized in chemistry, for
example, and has no acquaintance with Eastern philosophy is an
alien in the company of the Muslim metaphysicians and vice versa.
Furthermore, it is also possible for one to be a stranger and a
resident at the same time. For example, a scholar may be far from
his hometown, and thus a stranger, but close to the learned class,
and hence a resident. Sometimes, a scholar, despite being in his
hometown, which is inhabited by the learned class of his own field,
is still called a stranger in terms of being far from the proximity of
All°h i.

Ahlu’l Bayt : Positive Extensions of Ghar¢b
Most of the Muslims were oblivious to the future consequences of
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the decision made about the caliphate after the Prophet’s  demise.
The question of caliphate was not a matter of enjoyment of power
for some decades, but the question of safeguarding the true version
of Islam and the guardianship of the bearers of the final religion and
their future generations. The extreme grief (karb) of Øa§rat F°ßima
 indeed portrays, how far apart were the masses from her broad
vision. She thought of the future, whereas others were heedless of
the destruction of Islam, and were concerned with usurping
material power. Her spirit wished well for the entire humanity,
whereas others only thought of their own schemes. She together
with her radiant family and very few trustworthy followers, was
ghar¢b, since she was remote from those who were disobedient to
God and those who could not foresee the calamities that would
befall the Muslim nation. Whenever one tries to reflect upon this
extension of ghurbah, the heart becomes constricted and the tongue
stops and tears roll down the cheeks. The following statement68 of
F°ßima  sums it all up:
Ummu Salama asks Øa§rat F°ßima : “O daughter of the
Messenger of All°h , how did you approach your morning?”
And F°ßima  replies:
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“I encountered morning in great grief and sorrow of the loss of the
Prophet  and the oppression of his successor…”
After this fundamental blow on the Muslim Ummah, the Ahlu‘l
Bayt  and their true followers always remained ghar¢b among a
great number of the Muslim Ummah.

The Ghurba of Every Human Being of Tainted Disposition
O All°h [the Name of the Essence that possesses all the Perfect
Divine Attributes], return all the ghurab°’ (distanced) [who are
68
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spiritually far, which means that they do not enjoy the Divine
Attributes].
Ø°fiz, the great mystic-poet says69:
Man az day°re ¶ab¢bam na az bil°de ghar¢b
Mu¶aymin° be raf¢q°ne khud ras°n b°zam
I belong to the beloved’s town, not to the land of strangers;
O Lord, join me again to your friends!
Masters on the path towards human perfection believe that the
human being is a traveler in this world. He has a path to traverse,
which is ‘the religion’ or in Qur˜°nic terms ‘•ir°ß al-mustaq¢m’ and a
‘destination’, which is Almighty All°h Himself. Referring to this
All°h i says:
1. The Human Being is a Traveler: Holy Qur˜°n, 84:6

 @! C!jv
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“O human being you are always striving unto Your Lord
laboriously and you shall meet Him.”
2. The Path: Holy Qur˜°n, 1:6

 P$ C!D5$J
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“Guide us on the Straight Path.”
3. The Destination, Holy Qur˜°n, 35:18
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“To All°h is the endless journey.”
Religion, if practiced properly, can elevate the human being so high
that he can also transcend the angels in perfection. Interested men
69
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and women may ask what dhikr or act to perform if one would like
to begin the spiritual journey to All°h. The stereotype that ‘the
ßar¢qa’ (the spiritual path) is other than the ’shar¢`ah’ (the apparent
Islamic law) is a great impediment inculcated by the Satan. It is by
reading and understanding the Qur˜an and the Sunnah correctly
and following the Taw§¢¶u’l Mas°’il (the Book of Islamic Laws) that
one can attain the heights of perfection. Many of us tend to
conjecture that an `°rif (a mystic) is one who must isolate himself all
the time and practice some specific dhikr and wait for spiritual
revelations (muk°shaf°t). Our Sh¢`a scholars do not agree with this
misconception. They believe that both the Shar¢`ah and the ∞ar¢qah
enjoy a unity. And it is by practicing the apparent Islamic law and
observing both its inner as well as its outer etiquette that a human
being can attain All°h’s nearness and transcend the angels.
The human being’s ascent to God should not be mistaken with the
physical journey. His journey is beyond the confines of time and
space. He is in fact coloring himself with Divine Attributes and thus
nearing The Gracious Presence. Our holy Im°ms  who had
reached the peaks of perfection were manifestations of Divine
Attributes. Look at the following tradition:
Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported70 to have said:
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“We are the Most Beautiful Names [of All°h].”
Hence, in order to return back to our hometown, which is All°h’s
proximity, we must try to adopt the correct path set by Almighty
All°h: The Holy Qur˜°n [35:18] says:
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“And whosoever purifies himself, purifies himself only for his own

70
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soul’s good. To All°h is the homecoming (destination).”
Thus the path is ‘self-purification’, which is not different from
following the Islamic Laws.
However, we must realize that the journey is not as easy as it may
seem at first. For one to cover the different stations of the journey, a
qualified master of gnosis is essential, since the path is full of
obstacles and the accursed Satan is always on the watch. He always
tries to impede the way of one who has made a firm resolution to
adopt the spiritual path.
This, however, should not dishearten those who are far from places
where such masters exist, for there are instances, which indicate
that one can attain such exalted destinations without a direct
relationship with such masters. [The fundamental role of the Ahlu’l
Bayt  however always remains. We shall explain this in our later
discussions - Insh° All°h.] The late ™yatull°h Mu¶ammad Øusayn
∞ehr°n¢ reports a thought-provoking incident in his Anw°r-eMalak£t71 as follows:

Respect for Mother Turns one into a Friend of All°h
[™yatull°h Tehr°n¢ narrates that once in Tehran he had gone to the
Islamiyya bookshop situated on Buzarjumhar¢ Street to purchase
books. He was a friend of one of the partners of the organization,
Ø°j Sayyid Mu¶ammad Kit°bch¢, who was responsible for the store
of the bookshop. He went to the bookshop to meet him and
purchase some books as well. It was in the morning and
approximately four hours remained to midday. A man had also
come to the store to purchase books. Having purchased the books
that he required, he started to leave, when suddenly he began
saying: My beloved All°h, my physician All°h, my helper, my
helper, my soul, my soul. The ™yatull°h narrates:] On looking at
him, I saw that his face had turned red and he was sweating; he was
plunged in happiness and ecstasy beyond limit. Addressing him, I
71
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said: ‘Dear Sir! Dear Dervish, do not eat all alone; this is not the
custom of etiquette’; He took a turn around himself and began
chanting some poems of B°b° ∞°hir `Ury°n [a well-known mystic
buried in Hamad°n]. Thereafter he kept silent and wept a lot. Then
he became happy and laughed. I said: ‘A¶sant! [Thereafter a
conversation followed. During the conversation, ™yatull°h
Mu¶ammad Husayn Tehrani asks the saint to inform him how he
could attain such an exalted station, and the saint narrates his
anecdote as follows:]
I had an old mother who was sick and disabled. She was bed-ridden
for many years. I alone was at her service, and would attend to her
needs: I would cook food for her, bring water to her for ablution,
and was at her service for her different needs. However, she was
very ill-mannered and would sometimes abuse me, but I would
bear that and respond to her with a smile. Due to this very attitude
of hers I did not get married, although my age exceeded forty years.
This was because maintaining a family with the kind of character
that my mother had was impossible for me. I knew that if I would
marry, either she would cause our separation, or I would be forced
to leave her. Abandoning my mother, however, was not acceptable
to my conscience. Hence, I observed patience in remaining a
bachelor, and resigned myself to the situation. Sometimes, due to
great patience in front of her ill manners, I would experience a
spark of light in my heart, a state of happiness and joy. However
this would only be temporary. This situation continued until one
cold winter night. I had placed my bed near hers so that she wouldl
not be alone and would not need to raise her voice to call me for her
necessities. On that night I had filled a jug with water, and placed it
near my bedside all the time, so that if my mother required some
water I would immediately give it to her. In the middle of that night
she asked for water. I stood up immediately and filled a small vessel
with water and gave it to her saying: ‘Take, dear mother.’ She, being
in the state of drowsiness did not realize that I attended to her
request immediately; she thought that I had brought her the water
late. Upon this, she abused me in odd, abusive language and hit me
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on my head with the vessel of water. I immediately filled the vessel
with water once again and addressing her said: ‘Dear mother, take,
and forgive me; I am sorry! Saying this, I was overcome, and didn’t
know what happened next. In short, I attained my aspiration: those
sparks had tuned into a world of light resembling the radiant sun;
and my beloved, my friend, my helper, and my doctor, spoke to me.
Thereafter this state never stopped. And it is years now that this
state has remained…
Dear readers, there is vast difference between the servant
whispering to His Beloved and the Beloved whispering to His
servant. Never conjecture that such an incident is farfetched for it
was just another practical translation of Im°m `Al¢’s  statement in
Nahju’l Bal°gha72 as follows:
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“In all the periods and times when there were no prophets, there
have been persons to whom All°h, precious are His bounties,
whispered in their hearts and spoke in the essence of their
intellects.”
As long as the opportunity remains, our ‘ardent aspiration’ should
be to attain this particular gracious abode before we leave the world
and cannot do anything. There is a very thought-provoking incident
narrated in Raw§at al-K°f¢ by Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir :73

The Prayer of A Broad Minded Old-Woman
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Nahju’l Bal°gha, Sermon 222 (220-variation)
Raw§at al-K°f¢, v. 8, pp. 110-111
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“Before the advent of Islam, once when the Holy Prophet  happen
to visit ∞°’if, someone generously hosted him. Later when the
Prophet  was appointed as a Messenger of All°h, the said person
was asked: ‘Do you know whom did All°h appoint as his
Messenger to the people? ‘No.’ he replied. They said: ‘It is
Mu¶ammad bin `Abdill°h, the orphan of Ab¢ ∞°lib, who, on such
and such a day had been your guest in ∞°’if and you graciously
hosted him. Hearing this, the person comes in the presence of the
Prophet , greets him, embraces Islam, and then says: ‘O
Messenger of All°h, do you recognize me?’ The Prophet  says:
‘And who are you?’ The man then says: ‘I am the owner of the
house in which you had put up in ∞°’if during the age of ignorance
(before the advent of Islam) on such and such a day and I hosted
you. The Holy Prophet  said: ‘You are welcome; ask what you
what.’ The man said: ‘I want 200 sheep together with their
shepherds. The Holy Prophet  ordered that he be given what he
wanted. Then addressing his companions he wished that the man
would seek that which the old lady of Ban¢ Isr°’¢l asked from
Prophet M£s° .
The companions asked: ‘And what did the old lady of Ban¢ Isr°’¢l
seek from M£s°?’ The Prophet  said:’surely All°h revealed to
Prophet M£s°  to carry the bones of Prophet Y£suf  before he
left Egypt for the holy land in Sh°m. Thereupon Prophet M£s° 
asked about the whereabouts of the grave of Prophet Y£suf , and
an old man approached him and said: If at all any one happens to
know the whereabouts of the grave, it is such and such old woman.
Prophet M£s°  asked her to be brought to him and when she
came in his presence, he asked: ‘Do you know the place of the grave
of Prophet Y£suf ?’ She said: ‘Yes.’ The Prophet said: ‘Therefore
guide me towards the grave and I you will get whatever you ask.’
She said: ‘I shall not guide you towards it except you agree to what I
want in return.’ The Prophet  said: ‘You shall get Paradise.’ She
said: ‘No, except what I want.’ Thereupon Almighty All°h revealed
to Prophet M£s°  that agreeing to her request should not seem
insurmountable to him. Therefore Prophet M£s°  said: ‘Alright,
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you would have what you want.’ Thereupon she said: ‘I would like
to be with you in the same station that you would have in Paradise
on the Day of Judgment.’ Narrating this the Holy Prophet  said:
‘why didn’t this man seek that which the old woman of Ban¢ Isr°’¢l
sought?”
This anecdote serves as a very important lesson for us. Ponder over
the aspiration of the old woman. The lady is given Paradise but she
rejects it. She aspires beyond that. She yearns for the same station
that Prophet M£s°  would enjoy in the Hereafter, which is none
other than All°h’s proximity or Jannat al-liq°’ (The Paradise of
meeting All°h). Following are verses of Qur˜°n that allude to this
exalted station:
1. Holy Qur˜°n: 89:27-30
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“O soul at peace, Return to your Lord, while you are pleased with
Him, and He is pleased with you, then enter the company of My
obedient servants, And ENTER MY PARADISE.”
2. Holy Qur˜°n 54:54-55
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“Surely the God-wary (pious) are in gardens and rivers. In the seat
of truth with the Most Powerful King.”
Clearly the aspiration of the old lady of Ban¢ Isr°’¢l draws all of us to
‘understand our real innate need’ and pray accordingly. Let us not
waste the opportunity of the nights of qadr at our disposal. Our
aspiration should be the forgiveness of sins and All°h’s proximity.
Yes, seeking ‘long life’, ‘a lot of sustenance’ etc. as ‘the means to
enable us attain All°h’s proximity is also highly recommended. Our
supplications are full of expressions of such needs. But the material
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needs must always be sought as a means for the ‘Great Return’ to
God. Otherwise the same worldly benefits can widen the gap. Let us
take a lesson from B¢b¢ ™siya, Fir`awn’s wife, who despite enjoying
all the worldly pleasures, did not surrender to Fir`awn and faced
painful torture from him. Almighty All°h mentions her supplication
as follows:
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“O my Lord, build for me NEAR YOU a house in paradise.”
™yatull°h al-`U®m° and the Apple of our eyes, Shaykh Jaw°d¢ ™m£l¢
(may Almighty All°h prolong his exalted shadow), the
contemporary commentator of Qur˜°n and indeed a true successor
of his teacher `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ in the field of tafs¢r says74:
This woman asks for Paradise near God, whereas others only seek
Paradise… However, this lady asks for God first, and then asks for a
house near God. She does not say: Rabbibni l¢ baytan fi’l Janna (‘O
Lord, build for me a house in Paradise’, nor does she say: Rabbibni
l¢ baytan ‘indaka fi’l Janna (‘O Lord, build for me A HOUSE near
You in Paradise.’ Rather she says: Rabbibni l¢ ‘indaka baytan fi’l
Janna (‘O Lord, build for me NEAR YOU a house in Paradise). First
she mentions ‘the proximity of All°h’ and then she speaks about
Paradise. That is, if it is a matter of al-J°r Thummadd°r (First the
neighbor, then the house), this lady says: All°h, thumma al-Janna
(First All°h, and then Paradise). Certainly the Paradise that is
‘indall°h (near All°h) is greatly different from the Paradise
‘underneath which rivers flow…
`All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢75 says:
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“Seeking a house to be built near All°h and in Paradise at the same
time is due to the fact that Paradise is the abode of Nearness to
God.”

True Believers are Ghar¢b!
There are various narrations that clearly state that a believer is a
stranger.’ For example:
1. Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir  is reported76 to have said:
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“A believer is a stranger; and blessed be the strangers!”
2. K°mil at-Tamm°r77 says:
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“I heard Ab£ Ja`far [Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir] , saying thrice:
‘The people are all beasts save a few of the believers;’ and thrice, ‘a
believer is a stranger (ghar¢b).’”
`All°mah Majl¢s¢ in his magnum opus ‘The Oceans of Lights’
comments on this tradition as follows:
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“Exposition: ‘All are beast’” means that they resemble them in not
using their intellect and not comprehending the truth and in their
selfish desires dominating their intellectual faculties, as the Most
High says: ‘They are like animals; rather, they are more astray’… A
believer is a stranger because he rarely finds his parallel so that he
may seek repose in him; hence he is among the people like a
stranger, who is far from his family and hometown…”78
Thus, following can be reasons why a believer is “ghar¢b”:
1. A believer naturally aspires for the company of his All-Loving
Creator and struggles to reach this exalted destination. As long as
he has not reached the destination he always finds himself a
stranger. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“The world is a place of remoteness and a residence for the
wretched.”
And the following is reported79 in another tradition:
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“Love for one’s hometown is a sign of faith.”
2. In the company of the non-believers, believers are strangers. This
is because while they live in a world of belief, the love of God and
concern for the salvation of humanity, the non-believers do not
perceive the realities and attach themselves to the world of matter
and its benefits.
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Why was Im°m `Al¢ al-Ri§°  known as Im°m al-Ghar¢b
Sometimes when addressing our 8th Holy Im°m  we say:
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“Peace be on you, O Stranger of the Strangers.”
The teacher of ™yatull°h Mu¶ammad Øusayn ∞ehr°n¢ in the
discipline of gnosis- Sayyid H°shim Øadd°d, was once asked the
reason why Im°m al-Ri§°  was known as Im°m al-Ghar¢b. He
responded in some details. Two reasons80 one can mention about
this are:
1. The Im°m enjoyed the station of wil°yah, which was so exalted,
and close to Divine proximity, but far from other human beings.
Necessarily, the majority of the people were not acquainted with the
attributes of wil°ya and the characteristics of a wal¢ [who is a
manifestation of Divine Attributes]. Thus Im°m was ghar¢b in their
company.
2. Ma`m£n al-Rash¢d forced the Im°m  to Marv and the Im°m 
had to leave his hometown, his family and the neighborhood of the
Holy Prophet’s  tomb. Thus he was ghar¢b. In addition calling
him to Marv was a kind of captivity, exile and imprisonment, for
despite granting him power and a princely station, he deprived him
from all his functions: he was neither allowed to give legal rulings
nor to offer Friday and `´d Prayers.
In another ziy°rah81 we also call Im°m al-Øusayn  as Ghar¢b alghurab°.’ And in a tradition narrated in al-Mashhad¢’s al-Maz°r alKab¢r, Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported to have asked the
following about a group of people:
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“And what stops them from visiting the grave of al-Ghar¢b? [he
means Im°m al-Øusayn ].”82

The Hometown of the Ghar¢b
Sayyid `Al¢ Kh°n Husayn¢, in his Riy°§ al-S°lik¢n, quotes the
following:
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Ab£ Ja`far al-Sh°sh¢ was asked: “Who is a stranger (ghar¢b)?” He
said: “He is one whom the Ri§w°n seeks in Paradise, but does not
find, one whom the M°lik seeks in Hell Fire, but does not find, one
whom Gabrial seeks in the heavens but does not find, one whom
Ibl¢s seeks in the earth, but does not find.” So the people of the
gathering asked him with broken hearts: “O Ab° Ja`far, where then
is this stranger?” He said: “In the seat of truth with the Most
Powerful King (54:55)”

The Great Sign Complains of Ghurbah
in the Supplication of Kumayl
The infallibility of Im°m `Al¢  is an established fact and hence we
would not like to engage in explaining the details of the same. We
also know his famous saying:83
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“If the veil was unveiled nothing would be added to my certitude.”
Why then should he show his fear of separation from the Beloved?
What kind of separation is this? What kind of unbearable ghurba is
this? ™yatull°h Khumayn¢, in his forty traditions when enumerating
the levels of patience of the gnostics says:
Another level is that of •abr `an All°h (•abr from God) which
pertains to the stations of lovers of God and piners for Him, of those
blessed with epiphany (ahl al-shuh£d wa al-`ay°n) at the time of
returning to their own world, the world of plurality and sobriety
(after intoxication with God). This is the hardest and the most
difficult of the stations, and to it has referred the Master of the
Wayfarers, the Commander of the Faithful, and the Leader of the
Perfect (i.e. `Al¢ ibn Ab¢ ∞°lib  in the noble Du`°’ Kumayl:
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“O my God, my Master and my Lord! Even if I were able to endure
Your chastisement, how shall I bear Your separation?!”
Perhaps the following dictum of Im°m `Al¢  also explains the
reality of the matter:
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“The fire of separation is hotter than Hellfire.”84
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Hence, when we seek the return of all the strangers we must pray to
All°h to:
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1. Return all those who have been driven out of their homes and
suffer the pain of separation
2. Return all the sinful folk back to the proximity of All°h, which in
reality is: (1) Perfecting the human being in terms of Divine
Attributes like knowledge, patience, etc., and (2) Lessening the gap
between the high-ranking strangers like the A˜immah  and the
low-ranking ones like the sinful, and thus removing the ghurba of
the Im°ms from the rest too. [This point is worthy of reflection].
Otherwise, in another sense, the Im°ms  being close to Almighty
All°h, were never ghar¢b (strangers). This is because they were
never far from their spiritual hometown. There is a beautiful report
narrated by al-Zamakhshari in his Rab¢` al-Abr°r worthy of
reflection. He reports:
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“When Y£suf  was taken out of the well, and bought, a person
said to them: ‘Take care of this stranger (ghar¢b). [Hearing this,]
Y£suf  said to them: whosoever is with Almighty All°h, is not a
stranger.”85
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O All°h, Free Every Captive.
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O All°h, Free Every Captive

Meaning of As¢r
The word As¢r originates from al-asr, which means:

...*! C&D, +6#!" *) q
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“Fastening with a bond…”
R°ghib, the famous lexicographer, in his Qur˜°nic dictionary alMufrad°t86 says:
One who was tied by fetters was known to be as¢r; thereafter, the
word was intended for every entity that is seized and bound, even if
it was not fettered by anything… for example:
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“I am bound to your favor.”
From the abovementioned definition, the comprehensiveness of the
concept of the word ‘as¢r’ becomes clear. The traditions of the Holy
Prophet  and his immaculate progeny also reveal this truth.
Following are some examples:
a. Im°m Abu’l Øasan al-Th°lith87 (`Al¢ al-Naq¢ ) is reported to
have said:
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O All°h, Free Every Captive
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The ignorant one is a captive of his tongue.
b. In a supplication88 from Y£sha` bin N£n  we find the
following expression:
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“O God, You are the Sovereign of bestowals while I am a captive of
my faults.”
c. In one Ziy°rah of Arba`¢n89 (40th of Im°m al-Øusayn ) said to
be taught by Im°m al-Æ°diq , we address Im°m al-Øusayn  as
follows:
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“Peace be upon the captive of deep sorrows.”
d. In his well known epistle90 to M°lik al-Ashtar, Im°m `Al¢  says:
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“…for surely this Religion was a captive in the hands of the evil
folk, for under its pretext they would follow their base inclinations
and seek worldly gains…”
e. In Nahju’l Bal°gha91, while explaining the characteristics of the
angels, Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“…for they are captives of faith…”
The word ‘as¢r’ likewise has a relative connotation: whereas a group
of people may be captives of their vain inclinations but suffer no
physical imprisonment, while another group may enjoy utter
spiritual freedom, but be in the state of physical captivity.

The Apparent Extension of As¢r
Certainly, this verse is one of the most painful verses of the
supplication. Many innocent human beings throughout the world
today suffer imprisonment. While a group among them are victims
of oppression and breach of man-made law, there is a class whose
very innocence has brought them behind bars.
Being behind bars is only one part of the story. The oppression and
torture that these innocent captives have to bear is terrible and
inexpressible. Such kind of treatment stems from the kind of cruelty
possessed by the wardens of the different prisons, who receive the
power of discretion from their masters, who in turn possess
authority through their respective governments. The following
statement from Amnesty International92 speaks of this reality:
Torture does not happen in a vacuum. The social and political
context, and the supply of tools and techniques for inflicting pain
rely on a failure of political will. If the governments of the world
had the political will to stop torture they could do so.
In order to appreciate the gravity of the matter, one can refer to the
relevant texts available on prison torture in the Internet from
human rights organizations such as Human Rights Watch [hrw.org]
and the like. Due to the brevity of this commentary, however, we
would only mention a few examples of the situation prevailing on
the prisons of the world:
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Prisoners Suffering Torture
1. MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN: “… but torture continues and is
not confined to military dictatorships or authoritarian regimes;
torture is inflicted in democratic states too. It is also clear that
victims of torture are criminal suspects as well as political prisoners,
the disadvantaged as well as the dissident, people targeted because
of their identity as well as their beliefs. They are women as well as
men, children as well as adults.”93
2. WOMEN: “Amnesty International (AI) has documented countless
cases of women being tortured in custody. In its coverage of armed
conflicts, it has reported the systematic use of sexual violence as a
weapon of war.”94
3. CHILDREN: “The fact that children could suffer torture at all
should come as a terrible shock. Their dependency and
vulnerability should render them immune from the atrocities adults
inflict on one another. Their very innocence should put them
beyond reach.
Yet violence against children is endemic: children are tortured by
the police or security forces…95

Methods of Torture
The survey showed that beating is by far the most common method
of torture and ill-treatment by state agents today, reported in over
150 countries. People are beaten with fists, sticks, gun-butts,
makeshift whips, iron pipes, baseball bats, electric flex. Victims
suffer bruises, internal bleeding, broken bones, lost teeth, ruptured
organs and some die.
Rape and sexual abuse of prisoners is also widespread. Other
common methods of torture and ill-treatment include electric
93
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shocks (reported in more than 40 countries), suspension of the body
(more than 40 countries), beating on the soles of the feet (more than
30 countries), suffocation (more than 30 countries), mock execution
or death threat (more than 50 countries) and prolonged solitary
confinement (more than 50 countries).
Other methods include submersion in water, stubbing of cigarettes
on the body, being tied to the back of a car and being dragged
behind it, sleep deprivation and sensory deprivation…
The most common forms of judicial corporal punishment include
amputation and flogging. Some forms such as amputation and
branding are deliberately designed to permanently mutilate the
human body. However, all of these punishments can cause a range
of long-term or permanent injuries.96
The attitude of Islamic law, however, whose source is the Creator of
human being himself, is greatly different. Browsing through the
history of Islamic leadership from the time of the Holy Prophet 
until now, we come to understand the verity of this contention.
Following are examples:
1. The first war that the Muslims valiantly fought was Badr.
Overwhelming the disbelievers, the Muslims apprehended many
nonbelievers and took them as captives. However, the Prophet 
considered the ‘captives’ as human beings and believed that they
too had certain rights. No one was allowed to maltreat them.
Instead ways of letting them free were suggested to them.
Accordingly many were set free with a ransom fee. History tells us
that97:
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“And the Prophet  took a ransom fee from them according to
their financial state.”
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Some of the captives had no wealth, but knew the art of writing.
The Prophet  would tell each of them to teach ten men from
Medina as a ransom.
2. It is reported98 that after Ibn Muljim struck the fatal blow on
Im°m `Al¢ , the Im°m addressing his two sons , said:
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“Imprison this captive, and give him food and drink, and deal with
him in a good way in his captivity.”
And in another tradition99 he says the following about Ibn Muljim:
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“Indeed he is a captive; therefore give him good food and a nice
place; then if I were to remain alive I would either kill him or
forgive him; and if I die, then kill him the way he struck me [with
one blow] and do not transgress the limits, for verily All°h does not
love those who transgress the limits. [2:190].”
This practical encounter of Im°m `Al¢  in those sensitive
moments exemplifies the outlook of the teachings of Islam. Grudge
and revenge does not remain in the heart of `Al¢ , for every
element of his body is the instrument of All°h i.
3. If one were to study carefully the rights of prisoners according to
Islam, he would realize how far apart man made law is from Divine
law. Shaykh Najm al-D¢n ∞abas¢ in his Maw°rid al-Sijn [Occasions
of Prison] enumerates some of the rights of prisoners as follows:100
“…believing prisoners can attend Friday and `´d Prayers under
98
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surveillance, and then return immediately to their cells, prisoners
may meet with their near ones and are free to receive food and
clothing from them too, prisoners should be imprisoned in a healthy
environment and allowed to go out under surveillance during a
particular time, one who is ill should not be imprisoned, the
support that the prisoner gives to his family, must be drawn from
the public treasury (baytu’l m°l) of the Muslims, etc...”
The above however should not lead one to believe that prisoners
should be left without interrogation or motivation to repent. The
prisoner is dealt according to the crime that he or she has
committed. Political prisoners are also dealt with in a different way.
However, the prisoner is not treated like an animal or tortured or
raped or even psychologically threatened or intimidated. These are
against the dictates of the Islamic Shar¢`ah. Rather, they are dealt
with as human beings and no one is allowed to transgress the limits
laid by Almighty All°h. Hence, should we hear or observe inhuman
behavior from the prison wardens of a so-called Islamic state, we
must not be led to think that that is what Islam believes. There is a
vast difference between the criteria being ‘Islam’ and the criteria
being ‘the deed of a non-practising Muslim ruler.
Look at the following traditions carefully:
Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:
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“Surely, `Al¢  would feed the captive who served life
imprisonment from the treasury of the Muslims.”
Im°m `Al¢ 101 is reported to have said:
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“Feeding the captive and doing good to him, is a compulsory right,
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even if you were to kill him [in accordance with the penal laws of
Islam] the following day.”

Haw° al-Nafs: One of the Most Destructive Kinds of Captivity
1. The Holy Qur˜°n [S£rat al-Qa•a• 28:50] says:
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“…and who is more stray than he who follows his low desires
without any guidance from All°h?”
2. Im°m `Al¢  is reported102 to have said:
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“How great a number are there intellects under the captivity of
dominant inclinations!”
3. Im°m `Al¢  is reported103 to have said:
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“Surely there are two things that I fear most from you: following
your vain inclinations and having forlorn hopes.”
One of the most destructive extensions of captivity is the captivity
of the soul by base inclinations. In the language of the Qur˜°n, it is
called “al-haw°”. It is a great hurdle on our way to God. Nearly
every world problem today stems from this very element of
destruction. Rather, the entire history of creation is replete with
examples that show how destructive this kind of captivity has been:
due to this very captivity, Satan did not prostrate before Adam
although he was commanded to do so, Cain was led to kill Abel
despite the latter being his own brother, Noah’s  son left his
father although the latter was a prophet of All°h i, and the list goes
102
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on. Study the causes of the different wars and conflicts of the past
and present and you would realize that the root cause is this very
kind of captivity. When a president suffers such captivity, he kills
many innocent civilians; when a minister of finance is shackled by
such captivity, he embezzles millions of dollars; when an irreligious
and aimless human being suffers such captivity, he engages in
different kinds of evils. In short, whosoever enjoys more power
affects mischief accordingly.
Freedom from such captivity, however, is in our hands. Almighty
All°h has given us the keys to the door of the prison and advised us
to leave, but the attraction of the amenities of the prison, it seems,
has kept us from moving.

Haw° al-Nafs Lowers One to the Example of a Dog!
The Holy Qur˜°n [chapter 7, verse no. 175-176] says:
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“Relate to them the story of the man to whom We sent Our Signs,
but he passed them by: so Satan followed him up, and he went
astray. If it had been Our Will, We should have elevated him with
Our Signs; but he inclined to the earth, and followed his own vain
desires. His similitude is that of a dog: if you attack him, he lolls out
his tongue, or if you leave him alone, he (still) lolls out his tongue.”
This verse, according to a tradition quoted by `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ in
his al-Miz°n and narrated by Tafs¢r al-Burh°n, talks about Bal`am
bin B°`£r°. He was a man who lived during the time of Prophet
Musa  and enjoyed a high spiritual state, for according to a
tradition reported from Im°m al-Ri§°  he knew the ism al-a`®am
(the Great Name of All°h). Later, due to his base inclinations, he
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became a supporter of Fir`awn and became spiritually ignoble.
Im°m al-Ri§°  is reported to have said104: “Surely Bal`am bin
B°`£r° was given the Great Name of God and whenever he would
pray with the same, his supplication would be accepted. Then he
inclined towards Fir`awn. Once when Fir’awn was after Prophet
M£s°  and his followers, he met Bal`am and said: ‘Pray to All°h
to throw M£s°  and his followers into our trap.’ Subsequently,
he climbed his donkey to set out for searching M£s°  and his
companions. The donkey, however, did not move. So he began
hitting it. Thereafter All°h (the Invincible and Exalted) enabled it to
speak and [addressing Bal`am] it said: Woe unto you! For what are
you hitting me? Do you want me to accompany you so that you
pray against Prophet M£s° , the Prophet of All°h and the
believing nation? Bal`am [paid no attention] and continued hitting
the donkey until he killed the animal. Thereupon Bal’am forgot the
great Name of God.”
This verse is a lesson for all those learned folk who have attained a
degree of piety. If one is not steadfast in his war against his base
soul, there is a risk of him falling into a state of degradation and
spiritual destruction. We seek refuge in the All-Merciful Lord from
every kind of ignominy that separates us from His Neighborhood.
Verse no. 176 considers the example of Bal`am as the example of a
dog:
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“So his parable is as the parable of a dog; if you attack him, he lolls
out his tongue; and if you leave him alone he lolls out his tongue;
this is a parable of those who reject our signs; therefore relate the
narrative so that they may reflect.”
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Preference of External Imprisonment Over Internal
Imprisonment
The Qur˜°n [12:33] quotes Prophet Y£suf’s  prayer:
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“O My Lord, prison is dearer to me than that unto which they invite
me…”
The story of Prophet Y£suf  in the Holy Qur˜°n is a lesson for
every human being who aspires to live a life of freedom and
prosperity. After Zulaykha provoked Y£suf  but was met with
failure, she tried to accuse him of seducing her. Her accusation was
proven to be false by a witness. The news of this event spread in the
town and Zulaykha was accused of trying to provoke Y£suf who
was ‘the embodiment of chastity.’ In order to extinguish the fire of
the situation, she invited those women who accused her and giving
each a citrus fruit and a knife, told them to cut the fruit when Y£suf
passed by. Instead of cutting the fruit they wounded their hands.
They were captivated by the physical beauty of Y£suf .
The Holy Qur˜°n says:
1. The news spread and the women began talking:
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“Certain women that were in the city said, ‘The Governor’s wife
seeks to seduce her slave from his (pure) self; surely he has affected
her deeply with love; verily we see her in manifest error.’” [S£rat
Y£suf - 12:30]
Whereas at the onset the women reckon Zulaykha to be in manifest
error, they themselves invite Y£suf  to have a relationship with
them later.
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2. Zulaykha invites the women:
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“When she heard of their scheming talk, she sent for them, and
prepared for them a repast and gave each of them a knife and said
[to Y£suf]: ‘Come out unto them.’ And when they saw him they
extolled him; and [in their amazement] cut their hands saying:
Ø°sh° lilL°h! (Far from All°h is every imperfection!) This is no
mortal; this is none but a noble angel.’” [S£rat Y£suf - 12:31]
3. Zulaykha admits that they were right, and threatens Y£suf with
Imprisonment:
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“She said: This is he about whom you blamed me; and indeed I
sought to seduce him from his [pure] self, but he did firmly abstain
himself guiltless; and now if he does not do what I command him,
he shall certainly be imprisoned, and he shall certainly be of those
brought low!” [S£rat Y£suf - 12:32]
Despite accusing Y£suf  at the onset of trying to seduce her, she
clearly admits that she was the one who tried to provoke him.
Furthermore, she says that he would either have to surrender to her
desire or fall in prison [and thus also be branded as the one in fault]
4. The women would like to have relationship with Y£suf 
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“He said, ‘O My Lord, prison is dearer to me than that unto which
they invite me (yad’£nan¢ ilayhi); and if you do not avert from me
their conspiracy I would be inclined to them and become of the
ignorant ones.’” [S£rat Y£suf - 12:33]
In a lengthy tradition narrated105 by Ab£ Hamz° al-Thum°l¢, Im°m
Zayn al-`Abid¢n  is reported to have said that after leaving the
gathering that Zulaykha had organized, each one of the women sent
a message to Yusuf secretly [in the absence of Zulaykh°] and asked
him that they would like to meet him. But Prophet Y£suf 
refused, and prayed to All°h:
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“If You do not ward off their scheme, I would be inclined to them
and be of the ignorant ones.”
According to the commentators of the Qur˜°n, the word yad’£nan¢
ilayhi (“they call me to”) which is in the imperfect tense (mu§°ri’)
indicates that they were persistently inviting Y£suf  towards
themselves. However, Prophet Y£suf  cried:
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“O My Lord, prison is dearer to me than that unto which they invite
me; and if you do not avert from me their conspiracy I would be
inclined to them and be of the ignorant ones.” [S£rat Y£suf- 12:33]
This verse clearly shows that Prophet Y£suf  had the sexual
desire, and was aware of the danger he was entrapped in. He
therefore beseeched Almighty All°h to protect him from what they
conspired. He preferred to be imprisoned and accepted humiliation
[of being attributed falsely to be at fault] but did not dare to disobey
his Lord. And the All-merciful Lord responded:
105
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“And his Lord accepted his prayer and warded off their conspiracy;
surely he is the All-hearing, the All-knowing.”
These are situations when the true nature of a believer is revealed.
Prophet Y£suf  prefers to be a captive of the external forces then
to be entrapped by the licentious forces within, which ruin the
human being and his entire future. The prison here is a sanctuary
and salvation. It is a place of shelter for this spirit, which is burning
with the love of All°h i. He is ready to suffer the travails and
hardships of imprisonment and humiliation but cannot withstand
the torture of disobeying the only Beloved, who reared him to be
what he was. And how can it ever be conceivable for one whose
heart brims with the love of All°h to even think of blemishing his
hands with sin?

A Subtle Allusion
`All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ in his Al-M¢z°n says something worthy of
reflection: when Zulaykha tighly closed the doors of her room
(ghallaqat al-abw°b), and relying on the apparent power that she
had, said: ‘hayta lak’ (Come [to me]!), Y£suf  was immersed in
the love of All°h and forgot every apparent means of refuge,
including himself; hence when seeking refuge in Almighty All°h, he
never said “Inn¢ a ‘£dhu” (Surely I seek refuge) but said: ‘ma
‘°dhall°h!’ [Nb: Although both a ‘£dhu bill°hi and ma ‘°dhall°h
show that Y£suf seeks Refuge in All°h, but in the case of the latter
(i.e. ma ‘°dhall°h) the supplicant forgets all the apparent means of
refuge, including himself].
`All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢106 says:
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...@! IH+
…he [prophet Yusuf ] did not say: ‘Indeed I seek refuge with
All°h from you…’ or a statement similar to that; rather he only said:
‘ma ‘aadhallaah’ (hence not making any mention of “I” or “You” or
any other means)…
Then `All°mah continues saying:
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“…and what a great a difference between this statement of his and
Maryam’s statement to the Holy Spirit when he appeared to her in
the form of a man:’surely I take refuge in the All-merciful from
you…” [19:18]

The Captive of All°h on Earth!
`All°mah Majlis¢ in his magnum opus ‘The Oceans of Lights ‘
narrates107 a tradition in which the Prophet  is asked to explain
the status of Im°m `Al¢ , whereupon the Prophet  speaks about
his merits at great length. At one point he says:
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“Indeed whosoever loves `Al¢ is called the captive of All°h on the
earth and All°h is proud of him near His angels and the Bearers of
His throne.”
Here two points must be understood:
1. What does ‘love for `Al¢ ’ mean in this tradition?
107
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2. What does it mean to be All°h’s captive on earth?
What makes us love `Al¢ ? Is it his blessed physical appearance?
Is it the place where he lived? Is it the people whom he met? Is it the
tribe which he belonged to? Or is it his excellent characteristics,
which manifest true Islam or in the words of the gnostics ‘manifest
the Divine Attributes’? Clearly it is the knowledge of `Al¢’s
manifestation of Divine Attributes that ignites sparks of love in our
hearts. We would like to enjoy his company; rather, if we look at the
depth of the matter, ‘we would like to be another `Al¢.’ Love itself
draws one to seek unity with the beloved.
The believers, therefore, who experience love for Im°m `Al¢ , in
reality seek ‘his Attributes.’ And ‘the attributes of `Al¢ ’ are the
attributes of the Prophet ; and the attributes of the Prophet  are
manifestations of the Attributes of All°h i. Look at the following
traditions carefully:
The Holy Prophet  is reported108 to have said:
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“Whosoever loves `Al¢ loves me; and whosoever loves me loves
All°h.”
What use is that love which has no tangible effect? In a tradition,
Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir  addressing J°bir Ju`f¢, says109:
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“…O J°bir! He who obeys All°h and loves us is our friend; and
whosoever disobeys Him, our love would not benefit him.”
Imagine that you are fond of particular attire, which would surely
108
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make you look presentable and handsome and beautiful. If there is
no hurdle in your way or there is a hurdle, but can be removed
easily, wouldn’t you try to purchase the dress? Certainly you
would. Likewise, if ‘one really is fond of acquiring the attributes of
Im°m `Al¢ ’ and has the means at his disposal and can vanquish
the hurdle of ‘his selfish desires’ wouldn’t he struggle for the same?
Nevertheless, there are degrees of love, which remain in the level of
the heart and have little effect in the minds and the hearts. Such
people, due to maintaining their ‘innate disposition’ (fißra) up to a
certain extent, would be cleansed in the Hell Fire before residing in
heaven. Some traditions do allude to this reality.
But when we equate a lover of `Al¢  with a captive of All°h i
whom Almighty All°h is proud of, it is wrong to think that love
here merely stands for emotional attachment. Can the possession of
‘emotional attachment’ be the same as ‘complete obedience to
All°h’? Certainly not. Therefore love in the tradition under
discussion is of a greater degree. The Holy Qur˜°n [2:165] alludes to
this as follows:

 ...@! IH+! #µK^4 *) 2$ G, 34l($  '$ E!-+T$ 
“And those who believe have more intense love for All°h.”

A Free Man in Karbal°˜
The timeless event of Karbal°˜ reveals a beautiful example of one
who freed himself from the shackles of his vain inclinations and
consequently represented an embodiment of his name. He was
called Øurr (the free one). At the onset he was among the
commanders of Yaz¢d. However, upon realization of the worth of
the truth, he repented and joined the ranks of Im°m al-Øusayn .
Having fought very bravely in the ranks of the Im°m  against the
Kuff°r, he attained the exalted station of martyrdom. In his last
moments, as Im°m al-Øusayn  was wiping blood from his
radiant face, he said:
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“You are Øurr (a free man) as your mother named you; and you are
free in this world as well as the Hereafter.”
The well-known Sh¢`a historian, B°qir Shar¢f al-Qarash¢, in his Øay°t
al-Im°m al-Øusayn  after quoting the above, remarks:
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“Surely Øurr was ‘a free man’ when his intellect won over his vain
inclination (haw°hu).”110

A Deliberation on the Solution
1. When we pray to Almighty All°h to release all the captives, we
do not pray for the release of every kind of captive, whether he or
she be a captive of All°h or a captive of Satan. Rather, we pray for
all those captives whose captivity impedes them from physical and
spiritual prosperity. However, deliverance from spiritual captivity,
as we mentioned above, is in the hands of the captive himself. If he
wakes up from his slumber and changes his wrong attitudes, he
would free himself. And one who is successful in doing so can
struggle to spread the culture of how to free others from the
shackles of spiritual imprisonment, and consequently translate this
radiant verse of the supplication into action.
2. Both physical and spiritual captivity sometimes are genuine and
the fault of the prisoner himself. For example: if one were to
intentionally steal or prefer one’s mundane desires to Divine law.
Hence, the supplicant should also try to humbly seek the
eradication of the causes that lead to such imprisonment. In reality,
both kinds of imprisonment in their genuine state stem from ittib°’
al-haw° (following one’s base inclinations]. Therefore, we must pray
that the culture of taqw° penetrates into our societies so that
Øay°t al-Im°m al-Øusayn , v. 3, pg. 222
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‘genuine’ imprisonment no more prevails.
3. Many cases of imprisonment in the contemporary era are
manifestations of oppression by ungodly governments. Such acts of
oppression can sometimes be thwarted by a united uprising by the
masses. If the masses continue such protests, it would obviously
frighten the government and there would be chances for the release
of the innocent captives.
4. A substantial number of so-called Muslim states can hamper the
mass killings of the blood thirsty superpowers, for one of the most
significant sources of energy are in their hands: oil, or ‘black gold.’
The case of Palestine also can be solved very easily by them. But it is
their base interests that hamper them from using their intellects,
and in the process make them earn eternal ignominy.
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O All°h, Reform Every Uneven Affair of the Muslims.
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O All°h, Reform Every Uneven Affair of the Muslims.

The Meaning
§& I!e
& , (A•li¶):
This imperative verb is normally translated as ‘Reform!’ and
‘Rectify!’ It originates from the word al-•al°¶, which means
‘equilibrium’ and ‘balance.’ And ‘•al°¶’ is the opposite of the word
‘fas°d’, which according to R°ghib al-Isfah°n¢ means:
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“The deviation of an entity from its equilibrium.”111
Consequently, the word a•li¶ literally means ‘Restore [such and
such a thing or affair] to [its] equilibrium!’
And the word *!V#,/ “f°sid” means ‘something out of its equilibrium.’
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Um£ru’l Muslim¢n means “Affairs of Muslims.”
Thus we are asking Almighty All°h to restore all those affairs of the
Muslims, which have lost their equilibrium and become distorted.
Such affairs may pertain to individual or social life, and may
concern all the members of the Muslim ummah or a certain group in
particular.
As
111
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supplication], whenever one prays for something, he or she must
also seek its respective solution. The same law applies here too.
Seeking reform in any matter should be preceded by knowledge
and effort to facilitate the reform. As we pray for equilibrium in the
affairs of the Muslims, we should try to:
(1) Identify those Muslim affairs which are in the state of
disequilibrium,
(2) Acquire knowledge about the correct and most efficient ways to
rectify the state of affairs, and
(3) Prepare ourselves to effect equilibrium to these respective
affairs.

Self-reform is the Beginning
Before embarking on any kind of reform, the aspirant of reform
should have the competency to effect it. Mere ‘aspiration’ to see
reform does not qualify one to effect the same. And the most
fundamental condition of qualifying to reform others is ‘selfreform.’ In other words, one must ensure that he or she enjoys the
state of equilibrium in order to be able to effect it elsewhere.
Otherwise, it would mean that disequilibrium can effect
equilibrium, the absurdity of which is quite clear. Metaphysicians
express this reality as follows:
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“One who does not possess a thing cannot confer the same.”112
The chaos created by so-called reformers of the past is due to this
very reason. They set out to confer equilibrium to the nation, but
instead increased its state of disequilibrium. The reason behind this
was that they themselves did not enjoy inner stability. They had
sullied their souls with selfish desires and their reform movement
112
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was nothing but another manifestation of their selfish interests.
They forgot that the transience of their life would not be the end of
the story. Rather, their ‘so-called reform’ would be left as a
destructive heritage for future generations to inherit. An apt
manifestation of such a reform movement is ‘the Renaissance’,
which instead of bringing life to the nations, created a foundation
for the destruction of the future generations. The spiritual crisis in
the Western world partly reflects this contention.
The Holy Qur˜°n says:
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“And when it said to them, do not create disequilibrium (mischief)
in the earth, they say verily we are reformers. Mind, they
themselves are mischief mongers, but they are not aware.”113
This is a very dangerous state, for the hypocrites believe that they
really are reformers [after engaging in repetitive ills and losing their
power of identifying the elements of equilibrium and
disequilibrium]. This reflects their compound ignorance. They
imagine that they are reformers and have conviction about the
matter whereas in reality, they are mischief mongers.
The following are verses from the Holy Qur˜°n and traditions that
underline the essential requisite of self-reform before one ever tries
to embark upon reforming others:
1. Almighty All°h says in chapter 10, verse 35:
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“…Is He then Who guides to the truth more worthy to be followed,
or he who himself does not go aright unless he is guided?”
113
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Readers should not limit ‘guidance’ just to conceptual knowledge
that one acquires after having been taught what is right and wrong.
Rather ‘guidance’ is a change of the previous state of deviation.
When one follows the religion properly and rectifies his previous
state, then only can he be known to be guided.
2. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“I am surprised at one who takes charge of reforming the people
while his soul is in greater need of reform, and he does not reform it
but undertakes to reform others.”114
3. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“If your aspiration rises to reform the people, then start with your
self, because your mission to reform other than yourself while you
are corrupt is the greatest of deficiencies.”115
4. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“Whosoever does not reform himself would not reform others.”116

The Reality of Self-Reform
Having understood the fundamental requisite of self-reform, let us
114
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now try to understand its reality. What is ‘i•l°¶ al-nafs’ (self-reform)
in its real sense? As understood earlier, the word ‘i•l°¶’ stands for
‘effecting equilibrium [in an entity].’ Therefore ‘I•l°¶ al-nafs’ would
mean ‘effecting equilibrium in the soul.’ And when does a soul
enjoy its equilibrium?
To respond to this query we must understand the basic faculties of
our souls. The soul of the human being possesses the following
three main faculties:
1- The Reality of the Intellect (al-quwwat al-`aqliyyah)
2- The Faculty of Desire (al-quwwat al-shahwiyyah)
3- The Faculty of Anger (al-quwwat al-gha§abiyyah)
If the faculty of intellect does not deviate towards the directions of
excess (ifr°ß) or negligence (tafr¢ß) and the faculties of desire and
anger are subservient to the faculty of the intellect, the soul would
enjoy its equilibrium. And this, according to some ethicians is the
state of `ad°lah (equilibrium). The esteemed mystic Mull° H°di
Sabzaw°r¢ in his excellent commentary of Du`° Jawshan al-Kab¢r,
called Shar¶ al-Asm°˜ says:
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“Surely the human being has three faculties [of the soul]:
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•

The faculty of comprehension (sometimes known as faculty of
intellection)

•

The faculty of appetite

•

The faculty of anger (also translated as the irascible faculty)

The deviation of the faculty of comprehension towards the two
directions of excess and negligence are called jurbuzah (deception)
and bal°hah (silliness) respectively, and its state of equilibrium is
known as al-¶ikmah (wisdom);
The deviation of the faculty of appetite towards the two directions
of excess and negligence is called sharah (gluttony) and khum£d
(stillness) respectively, while its state of equilibrium is known as al`iffah (temperance/chastity);
The the deviation of the faculty of anger towards the directions of
excess and negligence is known as tahawwur (recklessness) and
jubnah (cowardice) respectively, whereas its state of equilibrium is
called al-shuj°`a (courage/bravery).
And this state of al-i`tid°l (equilibrium of the aforementioned three
faculties) is called al-`ad°lah (justice) and it is the straight path (•ir°ß
al-mustaq¢m) which is sharper than the sword and thinner than
hair… ‘“117
In order to have a better picture of what Mull° is trying to say, let us
look at what Mull° Fay§ Kash°n¢ has to say in his al-Ma¶ajjat alBay§°˜:
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“The rational faculty is sound and good when it is easily able to
discriminate, that is, to distinguish honesty from lies in speech,
truth from falsehood in questions of belief, and beauty from
ugliness in actions. When this faculty is sound it bears fruit in the
form of wisdom, which is the chief of the good traits of character,
and regarding which God has said, And whosoever is granted
wisdom has truly been granted abundant good. Regarding the
faculty of anger, this is sound when its movements lie within the
bounds required by wisdom. Likewise, the faculty of desire is
sound and good when it is under the command of the religion and
the intellect. As for the faculty to effect a just equilibrium, it is this
which sets desire and anger under the command of the intellect and
the religion…”118
Ethicians also quote a tradition that refers to the aforementioned
reality:
Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“Virtues are four kinds: The first is wisdom (al-¶ikmah) which is
sustained by intellection (al-fikrah), the second is the temperance
(al-`iffah) which is sustained by desires (al-shahwah), the third is
power (al-quwwah) which is sustained by anger (al-gha§ab), and
the fourth is justice (`ad°lah) which is sustained by the equilibrium
of the faculties of the soul.”119
The equilibrium of the soul can be achieved by following the Holy
Qur˜°n and the Sunnah, which cover Islamic Ideology, Islamic
ethics, Islamic law, etc. We must remember however, that
equilibrium has different levels. And in order to find one’s way to
the higher levels one needs a qualified guide for proper direction,
since there is always the danger of stumbling and falling. However,
as mentioned earlier, it is possible for a very few to traverse the
journey without the direct guidance of a specific master.
The Grand ™yatull°h Jaw°d¢ ™mul¢ says:

 و از آﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻌﻨﻮان.اﺑﺪال در اﺻﻄﻼح ﺳﺎﻟﻜﺎﻧﻰ ﻫﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﻛﻪ ﺗﺤﺖ ﺗﺪﺑﻴﺮ ﺷﺨﺺ ﻣﻌﻴﻦ ﻧﻴﺴﺘﻨﺪ
 ﮔﺮﭼﻪ.))ﻣﻔﺮِد( ﻳﺎ ))ﻣﻔﺮَد(( ﻳﺎد ﻣﻲ ﺷﻮد ﭼﻪ اﻳﻦ ﻛﻪ اﻳﻨﻬﺎ راه را ﺑﻪ ﺗﻨﻬﺎﺋﻲ ﻃﻲ ﻣﻲ ﻛﻨﻨﺪ
،ﺳﺨﺖ اﺳﺖ وﻟﻲ رﻓﺘﻨﻲ اﺳﺖ و ﮔﺮﭼﻪ ﭘﻴﺸﺮﻓﺖ اﻧﺴﺎن ﺗﺤﺖ ﻧﻈﺮ ﻣﺪﻳﺮ و ﻣﺪﺑﺮ ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮ اﺳﺖ
ﻟﻜﻦ ﺑﺘﻨﻬﺎﺋﻲ ﻫﻢ ﻣﻲ ﺗﻮان ﻃﻲ ﻃﺮﻳﻖ ﻧﻤﻮد
“Abd°l technically stands for those wayfarers on the path of God
who are not trained by a specific master. They are also called
“mufrid” or “mufrad” This is because they traverse the path by
themselves. Despite this being difficult it can be traversed, and
although the human being progresses farther under the tutelage of a
master and supervisor, one can still traverse the path by himself.”120
He also narrates:
119
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ﺎ(( اﺑﺪال ﭼﻬﻞ ﺗﻦنَ ﻧَﻔْﺴﻮﻌﺑ ))اَر: ))اﺑﺪال(( ﭼﻨﺪ ﻧﻔﺮﻧﺪ؟ ﻓﺮﻣﻮد:وﻗﺘﻲ از ﻋﺎرﻓﻲ ﭘﺮﺳﻴﺪﻧﺪ
 و ﮔﻔﺘﻴﺪ ﭼﻬﻞ، ﭼﻬﻞ ﻣﺮدﻧﺪ،((ًﻼﺟنَ رﻮﻌﺑ ))اَر: ﭼﺮا ﻧﮕﻔﺘﻴﺪ: و ﺳﻮال ﻛﺮدﻧﺪ ﻛﻪ،ﻫﺴﺘﻨﺪ
 ﺑﻠﻜﻪ در ﺑﻴﻦ آﻧﺎن زﻧﺎن، ﻫﻤﻪ اﻳﻦ ﺑﺰرﮔﺎن ﻣﺮد ﻧﻴﺴﺘﻨﺪ:ً اوﻻ:ﻧﻔﺲ ﻫﺴﺘﻨﺪ؟ در ﺟﻮاب ﮔﻔﺖ
 ﻛﺴﻲ ﻛﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻣﻘﺎم اﺑﺪال ﻧﺎﺋﻞ ﻣﻲ آﻳﺪ اﻧﺴﺎن اﺳﺖ و اﻧﺴﺎن ﺑﻮدن اﺧﺘﺼﺎص ﺑﻪ:ً و ﺛﺎﻧﻴﺎ.ﻫﺴﺘﻨﺪ
.زن ﻳﺎ ﻣﺮد ﻧﺪارد
“When a saint was asked how many are the ‘abd°l’? He responded
by saying, ‘Arba`£na nafsan’ (40 souls). He was asked: Why did you
say ‘forty souls’ instead of ‘forty men’? He responded: ‘Firstly: not
all of these great personalities are men; rather, we also have women
among them’; and secondly: whosoever attains the station of the
abd°l is ‘a human being [in the true sense of the word]’, and being
human is not restricted to men.”121
Seeking the support and intercession of the Holy Prophet  and his
infallible progeny who enjoy proximity to God and who always
stand unparalleled, can enable one to soar very high. In fact some
great saints have said things worthy of reflection:
1. The late saint ™yatull°h Sayyid H°shim al-M£saw¢ reports
™yatull°h al-`U®m° Sayyid `Al¢ Q°§¢ al-∞ab°ßab°’¢, the spiritual
mentor of `All°mah al-∞ab°ßab°’¢ to have said:
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“My teacher, Mar¶£m Q°§¢ (may his spirit be sanctified) said to me
that it is impossible for a human being to attain the station of taw¶¢d
[proximity to God] without the path of Sayyid al-Shuhad°.”122
2. ™yatull°h Mu¶ammad Øusayn Tehr°n¢ in his ‘spirit Immaterial’
121
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narrates that Sayyid `Al¢ Q°§¢ ∞ab°ßab°’¢ said:

ﻪ ﺑﺪون وﻻﻳﺖوﺻﻮل ﺑﻪ ﻣﻘﺎم ﺗﻮﺣﻴﺪ و ﺳﻴﺮ ﺻﺤﻴﺢ اﻟﻲ اﷲ و ﻋﺮﻓﺎن ذات اﺣﺪﻳﺖ ﻋﺰّ اﺳﻤ
اﻣﺎﻣﺎن ﺷﻴﻌﻪ و ﺧﻠﻔﺎي ﺑﻪ ﺣﻖ از ﻋﻠﻲ ﺑﻦ اﺑﻲ ﻃﺎﻟﺐ )ع( و ﻓﺮزﻧﺪاﻧﺶ از ﺑﺘﻮل ﻋﺬراء ﻣﺤﺎل
اﺳﺖ
“It is impossible to attain the station of Divine unity and traverse
correctly towards God and attain the knowledge of the His Unique
Essence (Invincible is His Name), without the guardianship of the
Sh¢`ah Im°ms (upon whom be peace) and the true Caliphs starting
from `Al¢ bin Ab¢ ∞°lib and his progeny through the Bat£l-e-‘Adhr°‘
(Øa§rat F°ßima ).”123
3. `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢, the author of al-M¢z°n, is reported to have
said:

آن ﺣﻀﺮت )اﻣﺎم اﻟﺤﺴﻴﻦ )ع(( را ﺑﺮاي رﻓﻊ ﺣﺠﺎب و ﻣﻮاﻧﻊ ﻃﺮﻳﻖ ﻧﺴﺒﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺳﺎﻟﻜﻴﻦ راه
ﺧﺪا ﻋﻨﺎﻳﺘﻲ ﻋﻈﻴﻢ اﺳﺖ
“That Øa§rat [i.e. Im°m Øusayn ] has great attention towards
the wayfarers of the path of God in removing the veil and
impediments on the’path of God.”124
4. ™yatull°h Q°§¢ ∞ab°ßab°’¢, the spiritual mentor of `All°mah
∞ab°ßab°’¢ is reported to have said:

( زﻳﺎرت ﺳﻴﺪ اﻟﺸﻬﺪاء2) ,( ﻗﺮآن ﻛﺮﻳﻢ1):اﮔﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻪ ﺟﺎﺋﻲ رﺳﻴﺪه ﺑﺎﺷﻢ از دو ﭼﻴﺰ اﺳﺖ
“If I have attained any station, it is by two things: (1) The Noble
Qur˜°n, and (2) Ziy°rah of Sayyid al-Shuhad°˜ [Doyen of the
Martyrs].”125
5. Sayyid `™dil al-`Alaw¢, quotes his late mentor, the pious Shi`ite
123
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Marja`, ™yatull°h al-`U®m° Shah°b al-D¢n al-Najaf¢ al-Mar`ash¢ as
having advised him as follows:
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“If you would like divine succor (tawf¢q) in your intellectual and
practical life, you should practice the following three acts:
(1) Always be in the state of purity and wu§£`, for that illumines the
heart and removes anguish.
(2) Escort the dead body, whoever it may be [among the Muslims],
even for a few steps.
(3) Participate in the matter of Øusayn  [i.e. any ceremony that
concerns his exalted personality]
Then he said to me: I was one of the well-known professors of the
Islamic Seminary; and during that period I would distribute tea to
the people who attended ceremonies for mourning Im°m Øusayn
.”126
Scholars of ethics and gnosis have produced thought provoking
works about the path to self-reform. However, the limited scope of
this commentary does not allow the author to delve into all the
details of this path. Nevertheless, God willing, we shall try to cover
some of the significant rudimentary stations of wayfaring very
126
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soon.
In short, one must reflect on the following tradition: both the Sh¢`ah
as well as Sunn¢ narrators of tradition quote that the Holy Prophet
 is reported to have said:
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“…I leave behind you the two weighty things; if you hold fast unto
them you will never go astray after me: The Book of All°h and my
Progeny…”127
This, in short, is the path to self-reform. But it is not as easy as it
seems. Try to reflect on “holding fast” and its true extensions and
you will come to understand what self-reform entails.

Waking Up: The First Stage of Self-Reform
Scholars of `irf°n (gnosis) introduce ‘yaq®ah’ (wakefulness) as the
first step on the path toward self-reform. So long as the human
being is attached to the material world, and oblivious of the
purpose of his creation, he is fast asleep. He needs to be woken up
in order to begin the journey to Almighty All°h. All°h i addressing
His Noble Messenger in chapter Saba, verse 46 says:

 r$$1/;$ B$l6($ @! IH+! 34(3;Dc$ 6 G, pZ *$ ^! $3"! P& 7; ; %! G, #$8=O?! L6 j; 
“Say [O Prophet of All°h] I exhort you only to one word: rise for
All°h, in pairs and alone…”
Khw°jah `Abdull°h An•°r¢, in his monumental work of practical
gnosis, Man°zil as-S°˜ir¢n (the Dwellings of the Wayfarers), which is
a text studied by many of the wayfarers on the path of God, after
quoting the above verse says:
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“To rise for All°h [as indicated in the verse] means to wake up from
the sleep of heedlessness (ghaflah) and rise up from the
entanglement of lassitude; and that is the first illumination of the
heart of the servant with [true] life due to perceiving the light of
awakening (tanb¢h).”128
When the human being wakes up from the slumber of his
heedlessness, his imaginative life subsides and his true life begins.
His entire past, which was filled with ‘mundane aspirations’
collapses, and he starts experiencing a life, which would benefit him
eternally. So important is this step, the experts of practical gnosis
(al-`irf°n al-`amal¢) believe that yaq®ah is: “the first step of wayfaring
towards All°h, and in fact, the foundation of the journey to God.”129
The late ™yatull°h Khumayn¢, who was also known as an authority
in gnosis (`irf°n), at one time advised the seminarians in Najaf as
follows:

 و در ﻓﺴﺎد و ﺗﺒﺎﻫﻰ ﻏﻮﻃﻪور ﺑﺎﺷﻴﺪ؟ از،ﺗﺎ ﻛﻰ ﻣﻰﺧﻮاﻫﻴﺪ در ﺧﻮاب ﻏﻔﻠﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺳﺮ ﺑﺮﻳﺪ
 ﺷﻤﺎ ﻫﻨﻮز ﺑﻴﺪار.ﺧﺪا ﺑﺘﺮﺳﻴﺪ از ﻋﻮاﻗﺐ اﻣﻮر ﺑﭙﺮﻫﻴﺰﻳﺪ از ﺧﻮاب ﻏﻔﻠﺖ ﺑﻴﺪار ﺷﻮﻳﺪ
 وﻟﻰ ﺷﻤﺎ در. ﻗﺪم اول در ﺳﻠﻮك »ﻳﻘﻈﻪ« اﺳﺖ.ﻧﺸﺪهاﻳﺪ ﻫﻨﻮز ﻗﺪم اول را ﺑﺮﻧﺪاﺷﺘﻪاﻳﺪ
.ﺧﻮاب ﺑﻪ ﺳﺮ ﻣﻰﺑﺮﻳﺪ ﭼﺸﻤﻬﺎ ﺑﺎز و دﻟﻬﺎ در ﺧﻮاب ﻓﺮو رﻓﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ
“How long do you wish to remain in the sleep of negligence,
steeped in corruption? Fear God! Beware of the consequence of your
deeds! Wake up from the sleep of negligence! You have not yet
awakened. You have not yet taken the first step. The first step of
wayfaring is yaq³ah (awakening), but you are still asleep. Your eyes
128
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may be open, but your hearts are asleep…”130
And in his well-known ethical manual Chehel Hadith (Forty
Traditions) he says:

 و آن ﺑﻴﺪار ﺷﺪن از ﺧﻮاب ﻏﻔﻠﺖ و ﻫﺸﻴﺎر ﺷﺪن از ﺳﻜﺮ.ل اﻧﺴﺎﻧﻴﺖ »ﻳﻘﻈﻪ« اﺳﺖﻣﻨﺰل او
 زاد. و ﻫﺮ ﻣﺴﺎﻓﺮ زاد و راﺣﻠﻪ ﻣﻰﺧﻮاﻫﺪ، و ﻓﻬﻤﻴﺪن اﻳﻨﻜﻪ اﻧﺴﺎن ﻣﺴﺎﻓﺮ اﺳﺖ،ﻃﺒﻴﻌﺖ اﺳﺖ
.و راﺣﻠﻪ اﻧﺴﺎن ﺧﺼﺎل ﺧﻮد اﻧﺴﺎن اﺳﺖ
“…The first stage of humanness (ins°niyyat) is yaq®ah. It signifies
the awakening from the slumber of negligence and the intoxication
of physical nature, and the realization hat man is a traveler, and like
any other traveler, he needs some provisions for this journey. His
morality and character are his provisions for this journey…”131

 ﭼﻨﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﻣﺸﺎﻳﺦ اﻫﻞ،ﺑﺪان ﻛﻪ اول ﻣﻨﺰل از ﻣﻨﺎزل اﻧﺴﺎﻧﻴﺖ ﻣﻨﺰل ﻳﻘﻈﻪ و ﺑﻴﺪارى اﺳﺖ
 ﭼﻨﺎﻧﭽﻪ ﺷﻴﺦ ﻋﻈﻴﻢ اﻟﺸﺄن، و از ﺑﺮاى اﻳﻦ ﻣﻨﺰل. ﺳﻠﻮك در ﻣﻨﺎزل ﺳﺎﻟﻜﺎن ﺑﻴﺎن ﻓﺮﻣﻮدهاﻧﺪ
. ده ﺑﻴﺖ اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ اﻛﻨﻮن در ﻣﻘﺎم ﺗﻌﺪاد آن ﻧﻴﺴﺘﻴﻢ، ﺑﻴﺎن ﻓﺮﻣﻮدﻧﺪ، دام ﻇﻠﻪ،ﺷﺎه آﺑﺎدى
“…Remember that the first step towards humanness is that of
awareness and awakening (yaq®ah), as mentioned by the leading
mystics (mash°yikh) concerning the stages of wayfaring. There are
ten stages in this step, as elaborated by the great Shaykh Sh°h°bad¢,
which we are not in a position to enumerate here...”132
Now, how and when is yaq®ah achieved? How does the human
being wake up from his long slumber? And what is the source of
this spark of wakefulness?
The Holy Qur˜°n and the teachings of the Sunnah inform us that the
source of this noble spark is Almighty All°h. It is He who wakes the
slumbering human being and enables him to start this significant
130
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journey of eternal salvation:
1. Almighty All°h says in chapter 4, verse 79:

 @! IH+ '$ 8! /, :Z l$J
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“Whatever good befalls you is from All°h.”
2. And in chapter chapter 16, verse 53 He says:

 @! IH+ '$ 8! /, :Z 8$ 9& =! '& (! P& 7; "! #$( $ 
“Whatever blessing you have is from All°h…”
3. In the morning supplication of “al-Æab°¶”, Im°m `Al¢  cries:

}
$ C&+,?! ."! }
4 +!#OJ+ '! 8$ /, X! C&/!3& 5O+ '! J
&a
4 "! }
$ l&(! :$8^& 1O + .!l6*! 5$K&c$ P& +, 6 ?! .! +¤ ?!
¥! &E1! tT + §! |
! $ .& /!
“O God, if Mercy from You does not begin with fair success for me,
then who can take me to You upon the evident path?”133
4. Im°m Zayn al-`™bid¢n  in his supplication of praise says:

...@! 5!KOa
$ ($ L! CK!V$ .!/ P& 4 ,9$ "$$ @! c!$ $ ?! $ E1,! P& ! "! }
$ I,V$ PO ~;...
“Then He made them walk on the path of His desire, and sent them
out on the way of His love.”
5. Sulaym°n bin Kh°lid narrates that Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  [once]
said to him:

§$ 5$/, ¡*K& %$ 
$ *! & $E 6 G, $ $G, ,!? @$ IH+ T ?!$ n$ (! #$J($ $ #YK6Ij, }
$ +, T ?! ; #$8C&I,V4 #$E
3$ M4 $ ¡*"$G, §4 I;o
& $E v
, /, @! K6Ij, n$ (! #$J($ P$ 5$N$ }
$ !+ 1$ C&<, @! " $ $G, ,!?$ @! K!I6 j, n$ (! #$J($
133
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 # +;#>6jG, 
Z 3;Ij; BI$% & G, :LT s$ $ mO %$ @! IH+ ; 3& j,
“O Sulaym°n, surely you have a heart and the sense of hearing, and
certainly when All°h wants to guide a servant, He opens the ears of
his heart; but when He wants other than that for him, He closes the
ears of his heart, as a result of which he can never attain the state of
his equilibrium; and to this does the following speech of God
allude: Or are there locks upon their hearts?’” [47:24]134
In fact, the entire Qur˜°n has been sent down in order to awaken the
human being. Almighty All°h teaches His servants to reflect and
ponder over the verses of the Qur˜°n so that they can attain the state
of wakefulness. Look at the following verses:
1. In S£rat Æ°d (38), verse 29, He says:


! #$K+6RQ  3;+& G; 1$ bT -, 5$C$+!$ @! c!#$E 41"OO*C$+! W * /) }
$ C&+,?! 4 #$l+6m$ =,G +
 -? 
“[It is] a blessed Book that We have sent down to you, so that they
may contemplate its verses, and that those who possess intellect
may take admonition.”
2. And in chapter 14, verse 1, He says:

! 6 !"! ! 3)l+ BA+!? 
! #$8I;¢ + '$ (! 
$ #Ol+ $ 1! 
& 54+! }
$ C&+,?! 4 #$l+6m$ =,G +
 -? .1+ 
 *! C!8a
$ +6 m! E!m9$ +6 
! $1e
! BA+!? P& ! "w$
“Alif, L°m, R°; This is a Book We sent down unto you so that you
bring mankind out of darkness into light by their Lord’s permission,
to the path of the All-mighty, the All-laudable.”
3. And in chapter 47, verse 24, He says:

 #$ +;#,>j6 G, 
Z 3;Ij; B,I%$ & G, , &1D; +6 , 41"O$*5$$E v
, /,G, 
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“Do they not then ponder over the Qur˜°n or are there locks upon
their hearts?”
The reason, we are told, why many are still asleep, is their
unpreparedness for receiving the Divine spark. Due to their
continual sinning, they have erected barriers in their hearts, and
thus are not receptive and cannot wake up from their slumber of
heedlessness. So long as they have not ‘locked their hearts ‘ as
explained in the previous tradition and [not] lost their discerning
spirit and ‘innate nature’ [like those hypocrites and disbelievers
referred to in verses 7 & 18 of S£rat al-Baqarah] they still have the
opportunity to change, and they should not despair. Rather, while
trying to prepare themselves to attain this fundamental state by
pondering over the verses of the Holy Qur˜°n, they should be
steadfast in refraining from sin and should obey the laws of
Almighty All°h and perpetually pray for the state of wakefulness.
Im°m Øusayn  in his well-known supplication of `Arafah cries:

.}
$ C&+,?! L, K6jG; BO5^$ }
$ lw8$ "! .& l!"&-; s& $ X}
$ C&+,?! L, e
! G, Bk5^$ }
$ 5!8$ ^& 1$ " .!lK&I;6 G; .! +¤ ?!
“O God, Seek me by Your Mercy until I reach You and attract me by
Your Favor until I draw towards You.”135
Additionally, the aspirants of wakefulness should refrain from
those makr£h°t [abominable deeds] that blur the heart and the
intellect from comprehension and should engage themselves in
activities that quicken the process of the soul’s enlightenment. The
following traditions are worthy of reflection:
1. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:

.p! $ #$K9! +6 L; 0
$ /6 G, 3$ M4 $ Xd
$ I6 D, +6 «4 l!4E @4 =O!/, X1$ b6 -[ + 348&E*! 5$V& ?!
“Be constant in the remembrance of God (dhikr), for that enlightens
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the heart, and it is the best worship.”136
Readers should note that ‘dhikr’ must always accompany attention,
otherwise it would not have its desired effect. Remembrance of
All°h can be attained by strengthening one’s belief in His
Omnipresence. When the supplicant is always mindful that there is
someone Infinitely Supreme who witnesses each and every act and
thought of his, he would refrain from sin.
2. Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:

.! #,>\& 5!V& ]! #!" #$M3;Is& #,/ X
! #$al)+ G!*$ o
$ b, GY*$ e
$ 
! 3;ID; I6 +! T ?!
“Surely there is corrosion for the hearts like the corrosion of copper;
therefore burnish them by seeking God’s forgiveness.”137
3. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:

.!JD6 c4 @! IH+ 1! b6 ! 1! C&\$ "! ! v
, 7, +6 p, 1$ 6b, T !/, X@! IH+ 1! b6 ! 1! C&\$ " $ v
, 7, +6 41!76 c4 U,
.d
! I6 D, +6 .!V#,D+6 @! IH+ '$ (! 
! #Ol+ *$ 9$ "&G, T ?!$ X
$ 3;ID; +6
“Do not talk much about that which concerns other than the
remembrance of All°h, for that hardens the heart; and surely the
most remote from All°h among the people is the one who possesses
a hard heart.”138
4. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:

.d
! =& -T + p! $ $ #$9(4 '& (! P4 o
! 9& $E$ d
$ I6 D, +6 «4 l!4E @! IH+ :! C$q
& N$ '& (! h #,7K4+6
“Weeping out of the fear of All°h, enlightens the heart and prevents
[one] from repeating sin.”139
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[We should understand that ‘khashyah’ which is translated as fear
should not be taken to merely mean ‘the conventional fear’ that we
know of. ‘Khashyah’, according to R°ghib al-Isfah°n¢, is:

." !YZX B) ), [
)  4
 , 
‘fear mixed with veneration.’140
And this can only be achieved after knowing God. At the onset our
duty is to know God and His Beautiful Attributes even in the
conceptual and intellectual level. For every heart, which accepts the
truth, this can be a catalyst for achieving the higher levels of
ma`rifah, and consequently, the higher levels of khashyah as well.
Therefore, it is incumbent to introduce and inculcate in oneself the
basic knowledge of the roots of religion, especially taw¶¢d, so that
one can naturally experience the fear of All°h with veneration for
His Exalted Essence.
5. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:

! & 4 m) +#,b 
4 3& 84 c$ 
$ 3& I;D; +6 T !/, X$1q
O +$ ! #$9tT + p! 1$ 67, " 
$ 3& I;D; +6 345C&8! c4 U,
.h #$8+6 @! C&I,%$ 1$ ;b, ,?!
“Do not deaden your hearts by a lot of food and drink for surely the
hearts die like plantations if a lot of water is put on them.”141
6. Im°m Ja`far al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:

...! #,7K4+6$ 1! 7¢ >, 5O+ .!/ @4 c4*& s$ 3$ /, d
! I6 D, +6 $ 34= _
4 K&I,, ...
“…I sought for the light of the heart and found it in reflection and
weeping [for those things that one should weep for such as regret of
sin, etc.]…”142
140
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7. Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir  is reported to have advised J°bir
al-Ju`f¢ as follows:

.! 3& 
$ +6 
! *& o
! "! ¦
! D¢ C$5O+ p, *O 2! d
& I!S
& 5$V& !
“Attract extreme wakefulness by true fear.”
And true fear of God can only be achieved when one has
knowledge of All°h and His Sublime Attributes. And the beginning
of’knowledge’ is conceptual knowledge: knowledge by the intellect.
Then comes presential knowledge (al-`ilm al-¶u§ur¢), when the
spirit reaches its height.
8. The Holy Prophet  in a lengthy tradition says:

LT s$ $ mO %$ @4 IH+ n$ /,$ $ XZ /6 1! "! @! C&+,?! 
! 3& 8$ +6 }
$ I,($ @4 IH+ 
, 9$ "$ #µCI!%$ d
O ^$ G, '& ($ $ ...
...@4 $ s& $ ©
$ CO"$$ X@4 K$I6 j, $ 3O =$$ X1Z C&7! =$$ 1Z 7! l&(4 , 3& M$ @4 l&%$
“And whosoever loves `Al¢, All°h i would send the Angel of death
to him in a friendly manner and remove from him the fear of
Munkir and Nak¢r and enlighten his heart and whiten his face…”143
As pointed out much earlier, it is important to understand what
kind of ‘¶ubb’ of `Al¢ is spoken about in this radiant tradition.
Obviously it is not an evanescent emotional pull. For a better
understanding of this, look at the following tradition:

._
! C&K$+6 L! M& G, #Ol(! 3$ 4 /, #$lKO^$ G, '& ($ :, #,j  1,>9& s$ ."!G, '& %$ p$*C&K$%4 ."!G, '& %$
P$ C!M$1"&?! , 3& j, _
$ 9& 8! V$ #$(G, X!@IH+$ #Ol(! :, #,j ¥&P7; l&(! !$ $*/! _
4 I6 9! s4 :_
4 I6 j;
¥ .wl(! @4 =O!/, .!l9$ K!c$ '& 8$ /,  :
“Ab£ `Ubaydah is reported to have said that Im°m Mu¶ammad alB°qir  said: “Whosoever loves us then he is from us the Ahlu‘l
143
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Bayt .” Ab£ `Ubaydah said: “May I be made your ransom; “from
you [the Ahl al- Bayt ]?” Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir 
responds: “[yes] from us, I swear by All°h; have you not heard the
statement of Prophet Ibr°h¢m : Then whosoever follows me,
then verily he is from me.“ [S£rat Ibr°him, v. 36]
This tradition is narrative of a love that is concordant with
following the Ahlu‘l Bayt . Were we to ponder a little more, we
would come to understand true love is the unity of the lover with
the beloved. The veracity of one’s claim of the love of Ahlu‘l Bayt
 becomes apparent when one reflects their attributes in one’s
own personality. Readers are requested to ponder over this point
carefully.

Fu§ayl Wakes Up!
History informs us of people who, at a sensitive moment of their
lives, woke up from their deep slumber, and underwent a
transformation that became the foundation of their eternal
salvation. One such person was Fu§ayl bin `Ayy°§.
In the beginning Fu§ayl was well-known as a caravan robber. He
would stop different caravans in the middle of their journeys and
would steal from them whatever he desired. However, it is said that
he would not transgress the limits by hurting anyone or leaving
them with no provisions to reach their destination… Once he got in
love with a certain woman, and headed for her house. While
climbing the wall of her house, he happened to hear the following
verse of Qur˜°n from someone who was reciting the Qur˜°n in the
neighborhood:

 ...@! IH+ 1! b6 -! +! P& 4 "43;Ij; n$ q
$
& c$ 6 G, 34l($  '$ E!-IT+! ! W6 $E P& +,G, 
“Has the time not yet come for the believers that their hearts turn
humble for the remembrance of All°h…?”144
144
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On listening to this verse, he underwent a transformation and cried:
Y° Rabb¢ qad °na
O Lord, the time indeed has come!
Thereafter he left the place and returned back and adopted a path of
detachment from the world and self-reform. It is also said that he
had a son called `Al¢ who was higher than him in rank in terms of
detachment, worship and self-reform; however, he did not live for
long. One day while he was standing near the spring of Zamzam in
Masjid al-Øar°m he heard the following verses of Qur˜an from
someone nearby:

Z $1t! j, '& (! P& 4 I;C!"$1V$ .! #,>e
& RQ  .!/ x
$ =!1O D, (4 -Z ¬!($ 3& $E x
$ (! 1! S
& 84 +6 r$1c$$ 
 4 #Ol+ P& 4 M$ 34s4 B$q\& c$$
“And you will see the guilty on that day linked together in chains.
Their shirts made of pitch and the fire covering their faces.”145
On hearing this verse, he fell down and died.146
Such changes do not happen for all. One must prepare himself or
herself in order to be overtaken by the Divine Grip. Despite
Fu§ayl’s evil attitude, he must have had qualities that enabled him
to be receptive and wake up from his slumber. We should not
imagine that wakefulness is reserved for a certain class, and others
are deprived of the same. The following universal law sums it up:

 ..._
& K$J
$ 5$b6  #$( #$ C& I,%$ $ _
& K$J
$ b, #$( #$ A,+... 
“…For it (i.e. the soul) is what it has earned, and against it is what it
has earned….”147
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Therefore one should struggle to refine his heart and prepare it for
the first spark to ignite.

The Ahlu’l Bayt  - Intermediaries of All°h’s Grace
Seeking the support of the Holy Prophet  and his sinless progeny
(upon whom be peace) can also be very helpful in igniting the spark
of wakefulness. Rather, as we pointed out earlier,’it is impossible for
one to attain the heights of perfection without their support.’ This is
because the Ahlu‘l Bayt  are the intermediaries of All°h’s Grace.
Every thing that anyone possesses originates from Almighty All°h,
but passes through them. This should in no way make us think that
they bestow grace independently, for every unit of the world of
contingent existence entirely subsists by All°h, including the noble
beings of the Prophets  and Im°ms .
Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:

.#$l+, n4 E#$le
$ *4 9& "$ 
4 #Ol+$ X#$l"w$ n4 !E#$le
$ #=O?!
“We are the handicrafts of our Lord and the people then are our
handicrafts.”148
Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:

.°#9$ c$ @! IH+ '$ C&"$$ P& 7; l$C&"$ d
4 K$J
O + '4 a
& =$
“We are the intermediary between you and All°h.”149
Look at the following verses of the famous Ziy°rah of J°mi`ah for a
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better understanding of the significant role played by the Holy
Prophet  and his infallible progeny :

.P& 7; "! G,*$ "$ @$ IH+ $ $G, '& ($
“Whosoever seeks All°h begins through you.”

.P& 7; "! @$ sO 3$ c$ 4 *$ o
$ j, '& ($ $
And whosoever intends Him pays attention to Him by means of
you.150
Therefore the light of wakefulness originates from All°h but passes
through the station of wil°yah (which the Holy Prophet  and his
infallible progeny occupy by All°h’s permission).
Past history has manifested this fact in different places. An example
of such light of wakefulness can be seen in the personality of
Zuhayr bin Qayn, who is counted as one of the highly esteemed
supporters of Sayyid al-Shuhad°’  in the plains of Karbal°˜. At
the onset he was among those who disliked confronting the Im°m
. Later however he is said to have woken up by the Im°m’s 
special attention.

The Spark Ignited by Im°m al-Øusayn  in Zuhayr!
The companions of Zuhayr narrate:
During the very days when Im°m Øusayn  left Makkah for
K£fah, we were also leaving Makkah with Zuhayr. Due to the path
being the same between the stopovers on our way, we would reach
the gathering of the Im°m  but try to remain aloof from them
and disliked to move with the Im°m  and his group. And
Zuhayr was the same. Whenever the caravan of the Im°m 
moved, we would remain behind so that we should not be together;
then we would continue our way; and wherever the Im°m 
150
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stopped, we would move and continue. This trend continued until
we reached a stopover when the Im°m  together with his
companions camped on one side, and we too had no option but to
camp on the other side. While we were seated eating our meals, a
messenger from the Im°m’s camp came to us, and after expressing
his salutations addressing Zuhayr, said: ‘Im°m  is calling you.’
Witnessing this we were so overtaken that we dropped the morsels
of food from our hands and were left in amazement. The wife of
Zuhayr, who also was with him, said to him: Sub¶°nall°h! The son
of the Messenger of All°h is calling you and you are thinking
whether to go or not?!! Rise and go and see what he has to say.
Zuhayr stood up and in the state of astonishment went to the
presence of the Im°m  and entered the personal tent of the Im°m
. It did not take long before we saw Zuhayr coming out of the
Im°m’s tent, while his face was radiant and he was in the state of
complete happiness and joy. When he reached us, he said: Remove
my tent and place it near the tent of the Im°m . And he said to
his wife’I have resolved to be in the company of the Im°m  and
sacrifice my soul for him. Then he left her in the company of one of
his relatives so that he may take her to her family.151
Ethicians believe that the sudden transformation in Zuhayr needed
the special attention of Im°m Øusayn , who was also an
intermediary of grace.
Dear readers this light of wakefulness can take a person so high that
he can rank among those who had the privilege of being a noble
companion of Im°m Øusayn. If we carefully read the Ziy°rah of
the martyrs of Karbal°˜ we come to realize how exalted was Zuhayr
and his likes:

...4 Q #Kk^! G, $ @! IH+ Q C!+& G, #$E P& 7; C&I,%$ 4 v
,J
O +G,
“Peace be on you O friends of All°h and His lovers…”
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.@! IH+ '! &E! $ #$o=&G, #$E P& 7; C&I,%$ 4 v
,J
O +G,
“Peace be on you O helpers of the religion of All°h.”

.@! IH+ ! 34V$ $ #$o=&G, #$E P& 7; C&I,%$ 4 v
,J
O +G,
“Peace be on you O helpers of the Messenger of All°h.”

.'$ C&l!(! i& 84 +6 1! C&(! G, $ #$o=&G, #$E P& 7; C&I,%$ 4 v
,J
O +G,
“Peace be on you O helpers of the Commander of the faithful.”

.x
$ 8! +,#$9+6 ! #J
$ =! p! *$ CwV$ :, 8$ ! #,/ $ #$o=&G, #$E P& 7; C&I,%$ 4 v
,J
O +G,
“Peace be on you O helpers of F°ßimah, the Mistress of the Women
of the Universe.”

.§! e
! #Ol+ .w b! mO + .̧!I%$ '! "& '! J
$a
$ +6 *Z 8O a
$ (4 ."!G, $ #$o=&G, #$E P& 7; C&I,%$ 4 v
,J
O +G,
“Peace be on you O helpers of Ab¢ Mu¶ammad al-Øasan bin
`Al¢…”152
And is it possible for one to be a helper of someone whom he has
not met or seen? Why do we say that these companions were the
helpers of the Holy Prophet , Im°m `Al¢ , Ha§rat F°ßima 
and Im°m al-Øasan  while they accompanied and supported
Im°m Øusayn ? This is because they are the helpers of religion
(an•°ra d¢nill°h). Therefore they help all those who have sacrificed
their lives for the sake of d¢n. Hence they live before their time.
They live with ™dam , they live with N£¶ , they live with
Ibr°h¢m ; they live with M£s° , they live with `´s° , they
live with all the Prophets of All°h i. This is because they sacrificed
their lives to revive the teachings of religion and woke the
slumbering folk. Such people live in the past, present, and future.
They are beyond time and place. Small wonder it is that we are
152
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taught to address them saying:

.P& 7; 9$ ($ $ 3& /;W,/, P& 7; 9$ ($ _
4 l&b; .!l5$C&+,#$C/,
“I wish I would have been in your company so that I may have
succeeded with you.”153
After one has woken up from his deep slumber and attained the
light of yaq®ah, there are particular effects that he would
experience. Such effects are outlined and expounded in books of
practical gnosis. Observing brevity here we would not like to cover
their details. Instead, let us briefly look at the second fundamental
stage of self-reform:
The second stage of self-reform is al-tawbah (return to All°h).

The Reality of Tawbah
Tawbah (which literally means “to return”) is a state of the return of
God’s servant to his Lord. Wakefulness makes one realize the extent
of injustice one had done to himself all his life. This reality does not
give him any rest, and he struggles to clear himself of sin. It is not as
simple as it seems, but the wakeful wayfarer, is always resolute in
cleansing himself of the dirt by which he blemished his heart all his
life.
Ethicians believe that before the servant returns to his Lord,
Almighty All°h returns to His servant with His Mercy. It is small
wonder that one of the beautiful names of Almighty All°h is alTaww°b [The One Who often turns in Mercy]. This reality is
manifested in the following verse of the Qur˜°n:

_
& K$^4 $ #$8"! 
4 & RQ  P& ! C&I,%$ _
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 P4 C!^1O + 
4 O35O+ 3$ M4 @$ IH+ T ?! 34"345C$+!
“And to the three who were left behind, until, when the earth
became strait for them, for all its breadth, and their souls became
strait for them, and they thought that there was no shelter from God
except in Him, then He turned towards them [Mercifully] [t°ba
‘alayhim], that they may turn [liyat£b£]; surely Only All°h is Oftreturning [with mercy] [al-Taww°b] and is All-Compassionate.”154
This verse refers to three Muslims who refused to participate in the
battle of Tab£k due to their laziness. Then after the battle, when the
Holy Prophet  and the Muslims returned to Mad¢nah, the three
went to the Prophet  and expressed their apology, but the
Prophet  did not speak to them, and the Muslims likewise,
following the Prophet , did not speak to them, and left them
alone. The children too stayed away from them and their own wives
were not responsive to them. In this way, they were left so much
alone, that the town of Mad¢nah was a constriction for them, and
they left for the mountains and open grounds. The situation had
become such that both time and place was a source of constriction
for them. And finally they knew that besides All°h, there was no
point of hope. This is when Almighty All°h turned to them in
Mercy, as a result of which they started repenting and doing
tawbah. Then Almighty All°h again returned to them in His Mercy
by forgiving them.
The aforementioned verse therefore informs us that the first tawba
(return in mercy)155 is from All°h. This then enables the servant to
turn to Him and repent. Then he needs another tawba (return) from
Almighty All°h so that his sins are forgiven. Therefore the tawbah
of the servant is sandwiched by two returns of Almighty All°h. The
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verse also indicates that All°h’s return to his servants was
continuous, until they repented and returned to their Lord. The
letter “waw” at the beginning of the verse “wa ‘al° al-thal°thah” is a
conjunction, which indicates a continuation of the previous verse
which talks about the return of All°h in Mercy to His Prophet ,
the Emigrants and the An•°r. Thus, apart from All°h returning in
Mercy to the Holy Prophet , the emigrants, and the helpers, He
also returned in Mercy to the three men (wa ‘al° al-thal°thah “…and
the three men”) who did not participate in the battle of Tab£k. Then
All°h i once again turns to the three men in Mercy: “thumma t°b°”
(thereafter He turned in Mercy). Therefore there is a clear mention
of two consecutive tawbas (returns) before the phrase “liyat£b£” (so
that they may repent and turn to All°h): one through the
conjunction and the other by the phrase “thumma t°ba”. This subtle
aspect needs a little attention to understand.
If tawbah is taken in its universal sense, it is the second and the last
station before Meeting Almighty All°h. This is because the process
of traversing the different stages of practical gnosis is in fact
covering the degrees of returning to God. Every return from
Almighty All°h makes the wayfarer return, until he attains the
proximity of Almighty All°h. The following verse is worthy of
contemplation:
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“…And turn to All°h all of you, O believers, so that you may attain
salvation.”156
Ponder over the phrase, ‘t£b£ ilall°h [return to All°h].’ Firstly, all
believers are enjoined to return to All°h. This means that tawbah (in
all its various levels) is the path to Almighty All°h. Secondly, since
Almighty All°h is the end of the journey, the journey is necessarily
endless, for one can never reach the Absolute and Infinite Perfection
which is All°h. In other words, however far one travels on this
156
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journey, he still only possesses finite perefection. Consequently, the
imperative verb t£b£ [return] also includes the great saints who
already enjoy the last stage of wayfaring - but still need wayfaring,
for the journey never ends. Experts say that after a certain limit of
perfection has been attained the journey is no more vertical, but
horizontal. In the words of the people of gnosis - after sayr il° All°h
(journey to All°h) ends, sayr f¢ All°h begins and never ends. Because
the journey is towards Infinite Perfection. In simple terms the
journey from the finite to the Infinite is infinite. Fa t£b£ ilall°h!!!
Therefore return to All°h, O believers.
Although tawbah in its initial stages signifies returning from denial
and sin to approval and obedience and from heedlessness and
forgetfulness to remembrance and seeking God, later there would
be nothing like sin or heedlessness. Rather the return would be
from’other than God ‘to’ God ‘and from’ shirk in its very minute
level ‘to’taw¶id in its highest levels’, and from the ‘self’ to the ‘Only
beloved.’ Ust°d Mu¶ammad Shuj°’¢ in his monumental ethical
masterpiece alludes to this reality.157

Conditions of Tawbah
Have we ever thought about the conditions of true tawbah? Many
of us may conjecture that perhaps the factors of ‘regret’ and
expression of ‘sorrow’ to God can suffice for tawbah. The reality of
the matter, however, is quite different. Tawbah is not just a transient
emotional experience but ‘a transformation of one’s state.’ It is the
process of clearing one’s heart and soaring to the higher planes of
existence. It begins as follows:
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“Once in the presence of Im°m `Al¢  a person said: Astaghfirull°h
(I seek forgiveness from All°h). Hearing this, the Im°m  said to
him: Thakalatka ummuka; atadr¢ ma’l istighf°r (May your mother
weep after you; do you know what is ‘seeking forgiveness’?) Then
he continued as follows: Istighf°r is a station of the exalted ones
(`illiyy¢n); and it is a name, which stands for six things:
1. First is to regret for what one has done [of sin]
2. Second, to resolve never to return to what one has done [of sin]
3. To return to the creatures their rights so that you meet All°h
while you have nothing on your shoulders.
4. To intend to perform every compulsory act that you had wasted
and paying its due right
5. To melt the flesh that has been grown out of unlawful means with
sorrows [and hardships] until the skin touches the bone and new
flesh grows [out of lawful sustenance] between them.
6. To make the body taste the pain of obedience the way you made
it taste the sweetness of sin
That is when
forgiveness.)”158
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Therefore, in order for one to successfully achieve this level of
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tawbah, which would purify the heart and make it ready for the
higher stations of spiritual wayfaring, one must struggle to meet the
abovementioned conditions.

Entirely His Grace
It should be noted however that when one is in the state of tawbah,
no kind of self esteem should ever deceive him. He should never
think that it is his tawbah that would transport him to the house of
the Only Beloved. Rather it is entirely All°h’s Grace and Mercy that
enables him to undertake this great journey. Indeed tawbah is
necessary, and in fact a succor (tawf¢q) of Almighty All°h Himself,
but that should never deceive the repentant. He should always
hopeful of its acceptance and understand the fact that it is not his
struggle that would reap any benefit, but All°h’s Grace and Mercy.
This is a monotheistic vision of the reality. Im°m al-Sajj°d 
teaches us the same in supplication no. 16 of his radiant work alÆa¶¢fat al-Sajj°diyyah as follows:
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My God,
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were I to weep to You until my eyelids drop off,
wail until my voice wears out,
stand before You until my feet swell up,
bow to You until my backbone is thrown out of joint,
prostrate to You until my eyeballs fall out,
eat the dirt of the earth for my whole life,
drink the water of ashes till the end of my days,
mention You through all of that until my tongue fails,
and not lift my glance to the sky’s horizons in shame before
You,
yet would I not merit through all of that
the erasing of a single one of my evil deeds!
Though You forgive me when I merit Your forgiveness
and pardonest me when I deserve Your pardon,
yet I have no title to that through what I deserve,
nor am I worthy of it through merit,
since my repayment from You
from the first that I disobeyed You
is the Fire!
So if You punishe me,
You do me no wrong.159
Due to the brevity of this commentary we would suffice with these
fundamental stations of the path towards Almighty All°h over here.
Those interested in understanding the intricacies of each and every
station of wayfaring may refer to texts such as the Man°zil al-S°˜ir¢n
of Khw°jah `Abdull°h An•°r¢ and other relevant texts of practical
gnosis.
Having known the basics of self-reform, which is the beginning of
every kind of reform, let us now look at how one can effect reform
in others. It is incumbent, however, for us to first understand the
characteristics of a true reformer.
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Characteristics of a True Reformer
The Holy Qur˜°n [chapter 7, verse no. 170] says:
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“And those who [1] hold fast by the book and [2] keep up prayer;
verily We waste not the recompense of the reformers.”
The above verse informs us that a reformer must:
1) Hold steadfast onto the book
The great Sh¢`ah exegete, Shaykh ∞abras¢ in his Majma` al-Bay°n
says:
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“The verbs amsaka and tamassaka and istamsaka bi al-shay’all have
the same meaning, which is ‘to adhere to something.’”160
And in his al-Mufrad°t, an authoritative dictionary of Qur˜°nic
words, R°ghib al-Isfah°n¢ says:
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“‘Ims°k al-shay’ (to adhere to something) means to cling to it and

protect it.’”161
Therefore, to adhere to the Book in this verse would mean: To hold
fast to it and protect it.
Obviously, such adherence and protection should not be imagined
to mean safeguarding the physical Qur˜°n from being torn,
mishandled or misplaced [all of which are also important]. Holding
160
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fast to the Qur˜°n and protecting it means to follow its teachings and
revive them in the different dimensions of human life. The Holy
Qur˜°n is a book of instructions for both individual as well as social
reform. It teaches us how to refine our spirits and beautify it with
the Attributes of Almighty All°h; it outlines the skills and
conditions necessary to revive a society; one, therefore, who holds
fast to it and protects its teachings would obviously qualify to be a
reformer. And protection of its teachings substantially concerns the
practical plane. It is not a matter of being learned and able to
expound the sublime teachings of the Qur˜°n. It is a matter of action
and qualification.
2) Establish Prayer:
`All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ in his monumental al-M¢z°n says:
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“And the particular mention of establishing prayer from among the
parts of relgion is due to its sacred position and that it is the pillar of
religion, which protects and ensures the remembrance of All°h, and
humility to His exalted station, the latter being the living spirit in
the body of religious creeds.”162
One who establishes prayer is different from one who only prays.
The expression that the Holy Qur˜°n employs in this verse as well as
other verses is not ‘yu•all£na’ (those who pray) but ‘aq°mu••al°ta’
(those who establish prayer), which calls for responsibility. One
who establishes prayer, observes all the perfect etiquette of prayer
and ensures that others pray as well. Such a person is not satisfied
in observing prayer alone; his selfless spirit would like to see others
benefiting from this means of ascension to God. In order to be able
162
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to reform an individual or community, one should have the ability
to establish prayer. The fundamental significance of prayer can well
be appreciated by looking at the following traditions:
1. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“And know that every thing that you do is according to your
prayer.”163
2. Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir  is reported to have said:
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“If it [i.e. Æal°t] is accepted the other actions would be accepted.”164
3. Im°m al-Ri§°  is reported to have said:
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“…The first thing that a servant would be accounted for is prayers;
if his prayers are in order, then all else would be correct, and if it is
rejected then all else would be rejected…”165
Understanding this link between the spirit of prayer and the spirit
of action calls for one to revive his prayer so that his acts would
carry meaning and value. The reason why many people end in
committing al-shirk al-khaf¢ (hidden polytheism) is their ignorance
of what they recite in prayer. One who infuses the spirit of utter
monotheism in his prayer, his acts would bear the color of
monotheism.
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Social Reform
Reforming a society and conferring to it its equilibrium is to revive
the teachings of Islam and the Qur˜°n in the society. The phrase
‘Surely we do not waste the recompense of the reformers’ of the
aforementioned verse (7:170) clearly alludes to the fact that
“reviving the teachings of the Qur˜°n” (yumassik£na bi‘l kit°bi) is
the reality of effecting equilibrium (i•l°¶).’ In order for a society to
enjoy its state of equilibrium, it must be governed by laws that
ensure its stability and purpose. And the only person who can
formulate such laws is Almighty All°h who knows every subtle
aspect of the human being and his salvation. The Holy Qur˜°n says:
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“Would He who has created not know? And He is the All-Attentive,
the All-Aware.”166
And when one is successful in reforming society, the individuals
that form the society would easily be able to attain perfection.
In his Al-M¢z°n, the late `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ says:
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“…But the prosperity of a person depends on the equilibrium of the
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social conditions where he lives, and how difficult it is for a person
to achieve salvation in a corrupt society, which is embraced with
wretchedness from all sides!
And that is why it (the Qur˜°n) gave unparalleled importance to
effecting equilibrium in the society and strived to enact religious
commandments and laws to be of a social nature, including
devotions, such as the canonical prayer, ¶ajj and fasting. All this
was done so that the human being may attain equilibrium of
himself and the vessel of his life…”167
One of the very important conditions of social reform is the support
of the people that form the social unit. Although one may have the
qualities of a true reformer, if he is not supported by the people, the
state of social equilibrium cannot be attained. There is a subtle
allusion to this truth in the following verse:
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“…so that the people rise with justice.”168
Almighty All°h informs us here that the ‘n°s’ have a determining
role to play. He does not tell us that the Prophets , would effect
justice and equilibrium to the society, but says ‘so that the people
(n°s) rise in justice.’ This alludes to collective participation. And this
truth is evident for every sound intellect. If the components of the
society were to be adamant in their rejection, the reformer would
not be able to effect equilibrium. A majority of the masses need to
undergo transformation, so that the society returns to the state of its
equilibrium. The Holy Qur˜°n narrates the destructive end of many
of the past nations, who simply refused to change themselves. Due
to their obstinacy, they had to face a despicable doom. Look at the
following verses:
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“Indeed We destroyed generations before you when they did
wrong: their Messengers came to them with Clear Signs, and they
were not those who would believe. Thus do We requite those who
sin!”169
It should be noted here that those referred to in the above verse
were so degenerate that they could not be changed. They are
defined as “wa m° k°nu liyu ‘minu” (they were not those to
believe). This state obviously was a result of their own misdeeds.

Political Stability: A Fundamental Unit of Social Reform
Reforming a society has always been a challenging task, but
perhaps it has become even more challenging in the contemporary
era. The prerequisite of social reform is political reform. So long as
there is no valid political power, the other dimensions of the society
would always be in the state of disequilibrium. Islam, which is a
complete religion, and therefore caters for every need of the human
being in different dimensions of his life, has not left mankind
without a direction for political power and authority. The Holy
Qur˜°n and the traditions as well as Islamic history vividly illustrate
the unity of religion and politics. Islam would like to ensure that the
laws of All°h prevail and that the government makes its decisions
entirely on the principles laid by the Qur˜°n and the Sunnah. This is
when every kind of imbalance in the society can be obliterated.
Under a firm Islamic government, all the economic problems that
stem from different kinds of mischief would be terminated. Under a
strict government, promiscuity and other evils would lessen. The
atmosphere of such a society would then enable the people to wake
up from their slumber and attain All°h’s proximity.
169
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One of the most rational and sublime concepts of political thought
in Islam is the concept of wil°yat al-faq¢h (the governance of the
Islamic jurisprudent). Its rational definition is that in the absence of
the 12th holy Im°m , the jurisprudent identified as pious and
knowledgeable in Islamic laws can govern a collectivity and lead it
towards its material as well as spiritual prosperity. Such a person
who enjoys sublime traits, is far from selfish interests, and is also
well-aware of Islamic Law as well as the circumstances of his time,
can ably control the government and lead the nation toward
prosperity. To consider such a clear fact as dependant on what
different clerics believe, and refrain from thinking about or
involving oneself in the future of a collectivity of human beings
who need to attain eternal salvation, is unreasonable.

The Timeless Reformer of Karbala
Sometimes a historical incident can conquer its spatial limitations
and serve as an example for all times, places and people.
Immortality is one issue and transcending time and space is
another. Immortality deals with the future, but the conquerer of
spatial limitations embrace and cover the past as well. The event of
Karbal°’, which is known to evoke the emotions of the coldest
reader, was not only a tragedy as it is so labeled usually, but a
reform movement (¶arakah i•l°¶iyyah) that could serve as a lesson
both before and after it transpired. As it has been a source of
inspiration for the followers of the Im°m  after Im°m Øusayn
, it has also been a source of inspiration for the preceding
prophets of God too. Narrations indicate how the previous Prophets
would curse the perpetrators of the heinous massacre [and thus take
a stance]. If we understand Im°m Øusayn’s motive, we would fully
realize the movement’s sublimity. In one of his addresses to
Mu¶ammad bin Øanafiyyah, he says:
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“I have only risen to seek reform and equilibrium in the nation of
my grandfather, the Messenger of All°h; I would like to invite to
good and dissuade evil; and adopt the path of my grandfather and
my father, Al¢ bin Ab¢ ∞°lib.”170
It looks like as if Im°m Øusayn  informs us of his motive, the
method of achieving it, and those who also employed the method:
Motive: Seeking reform and equilibrium in the nation (ummah)
Method: Amr bil Ma`r£f and Nahy’ani ‘l Munkar; Adopting the
path of his grandfather and father.
Therefore, he aspired to restore equilibrium to the society. He
desired that the society enjoy both material as well as spiritual
prosperity. The physical amenities bestowed to man are means for
his upliftment, and hence should also be given importance.
Nevertheless, the main motive should not be neglected and remain
forgotten.
The timeless reformer with his utter steadfastness calls out to all
epochs: ‘Do not allow the destruction of human values in any social
organization! Do not sit quiet while oppressors control the affairs of
the people! Struggle to eradicate all kinds of disequilibrium in the
Muslim society! The prayer under discussion is a verbal expression.
Øusayn’s was a practical expression. He, like his noble grandfather,
practically manifested his concern of eradicating all kinds of social
as well as individual vices. His eagerness in restoring Islamic values
was to see the eternal prosperity of humanity.’

Awaiting for the Noble Government
In the famous Du`° al-Iftit°¶, we pray:
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“O All°h, indeed we ask you for a noble government in which you
would elevate Islam and its followers, and degrade hypocrisy and
its adherents, and make us among those who invite to your
obedience, and leaders on your path, and to grant us by it, nobility
in this world and the Hereafter…”
Our ¶ad¢th literature clearly mentions many signs preceding the
reappearance of our 12th Holy Im°m . Many of us observe that a
number of these signs already exist. Some of us have the tendency
to say that ‘the world is so corrupt today; it is high time that 12th
Im°m should reappear.’ Such rhetoric may be found in different
circles. But objectively speaking, it reveals the narrow-mindedness
of those who speak about it. This does not mean that the signs
prevalent would not precede his reappearance. However, one
should try to observe whether the factors that would prepare the
ground for the Im°m’s reappearance exist or not. The 12th Holy
Im°m  does not need corruption to reappear. He rather needs the
support of the masses who overtly yearn for his reappearance so
that equilibrium is created in the society. So long as the masses
yearn for his reappearance without being ready for it, it would be
futile for him to appear. We must remember that the 12th Im°m’s
mission is to create a global Islamic government. For such a
government to take form, he needs our support [liyaq£ma al-n°su bi
al-qisß (so that the people stand in justice)]. And support, we must
understand, can be to forgo so many of our worldly interests. It may
seem to be a simple issue, but the reality of the matter is quite
different.
The concept of awaiting for the 12th Im°m should be understood in
its correct meaning. The secret to its understanding is to ask
ourselves about the purpose behind our inti®°r. Why are we waiting
for his reappearance? To create social stability and prosperity? To
eradicate corruption and oppression? If that is so, does our prayer
conform with our practical lives? Do our actions reveal that we are
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practically working to create order and eradicate oppression in any
circle that is in our limited sphere and power? Have we started with
our family and neighborhood and observed whether we truly aspire
for that great person who would effect reform globally? We should
always try to measure ourselves against the purpose of inti®°r, and
ask: ‘Do our actions tally with the spirit of effecting reform?’

Characteristics of the Helpers of our 12th Im°m  in the
Reformation Process
In a tradition narrated in Bi¶°r al-Anw°r we are informed that the
12th Im°m  would have 313 sincere companions who would
assist him in his reform process. Every one of us who has developed
knowledge and love of the Im°m  and knows his sublime aim as
well, would aspire to be one of the 313 companions mentioned in
the ¶ad¢th. But in order for us to qualify for this sacred mission we
should identify the characteristics that such reformers would
possess. Many who have the strength to revive themselves and
adopt a life full of spiritual blessings do have the opportunity to
qualify. Mothers too, who can rear their children with excellent
morals can shape their future and create the ground for their
offspring to qualify for this lofty station. Youth also, who aspire to
get married and select such spouses of noble descent and excellent
morals that would enable a generation of purity to ensue, can also
facilitate personalities who would qualify to be the Im°m’s loyal
supporters. And what exactly are the characteristics of the helpers
of the 12th holy Im°m ? The following are traditions that outline
the characteristics of the supporters of the 12th Holy Im°m :
1. Possessing an Indepth Knowledge about God:
Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said about the soldiers of the 12th
Holy Im°m  that:
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“...Men who know All°h as He should be Known, and they are the
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helpers of al-Mahd¢ at the end of time.”171
Here obviously, the absolute knowledge of God is not meant, for
that is beyond the reach of any dependent being, including the
Prophet  who is reported to have said: m°’arafn°ka ¶aqq° ma
‘rifatika... we have not known You the way You absolutely deserve.
Obviously, no finite being can ever comprehend the Infinite Being.
2. Possessing the Attributes of a Qualified Islamic Leader:
Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported172 to have said in a lengthy tradition
that those who would come out with Im°m al-Mahdi  would be
as follows:
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“They are:
•

Of noble Descent [nujab°`]

•

Qualified to rule [al-¶ukk°m]

•

Qualified to judge [al-qu§°t]

•

Highly learned in religion [al-fuqah°‘ fi al-Din]”

These characteristics therefore create responsibilities for us: if we
are of noble descent and marry the nujab°’ (of noble descent), our
children too would be of noble descent, if we rear our children and
teach them how to be responsible from a young age and enable
traits such as bravery, knowledge, etc., to develop, we can create the
ground for them to be future leaders, if we inculcate the spirit of
seeking religious knowledge in our children, their interest, zeal, etc.,
would attract them towards gaining indepth knowledge of religion
and thus create in them the essential characteristics of the 12th
171
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Im°m’s noble supporters.

Our Duties
Having understood the steps of reform, each one of us would be
able to decide where he or she stands, and what is his or her
immediate responsibility. Wherever it is possible for us to effect
reform, however limited, we should do so. Otherwise, our
supplication would be mere rhetoric or out of ignorance.
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O All°h, Cure Every Sick Person.
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O All°h, Cure Every Sick Person.

Meaning
The Arabic word mar¢§ literally means ‘one who is sick or
disordered.’ It originates from its infinitive’mara§’ which means:
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“…to exit from the state of the equilibrium particular to the human
being173; and this is of two kinds: (1) bodily sickness… (2) vices.”174
Therefore, in reality, mara§ is another extension (mi•d°q) of the
state of disequilibrium (fas°d), and thus can be discussed under the
previous verse of the supplication too.

Extensions of Illnesses
In the Holy Qur˜°n and traditions the word “mara§” (illness) has
been mostly employed to denote one of the abovementioned kinds
of human disequilibria. Look at the following:
1. The Holy Qur˜°n [26:80] narrating the words of Prophet Ibr°h¢m
, says:
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O All°h, Cure Every Sick Person

“And when I turn ill, He (alone) cures me.”
Two points should be noted here:
(i) The above verse does not imply that the Prophet  would not
seek the natural means for the cure. What the verse means is that
the Principal Curer (al-Sh°f¢) is only All°h. This is because the
existence, subsistence, and effect of the agent of cure is entirely by
His Will and Permission.
(ii) Apparently what is meant in this verse is the physical extension
of illness, for Prophets of All°h  are free from spiritual illnesses.
They are infallible in their thoughts, words and actions. And that
enables them to be propagators and Messengers of God.
2. The Holy Qur˜°n [2:8-10] describing the hypocrites says:

 #Y|$1($ @4 IH+ P4 M4 $ $m/, ]
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“In their hearts is a sickness; and All°h increased their sickness.”
The sickness referred to here is hypocrisy, which concerns the heart
and not the body. Therefore mara§ is not limited to physical
ailments.
3. Prophet `´s° , is reported to have said:
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“…The heart did not fall sick with [a malady] more severe than the
hardness of the heart…”175
4. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“There is no malady more debilitating that the paucity of
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intellect.”176
Here the ‘silliness’ or simplicity of a person is considered to be
another kind of sickness. Therefore mara§ can also employed to
denote the dull-wittedness of a person.
5. And he  is also reported to have said:
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“Resentment (al-¶iqd) is a degenerate characteristic and a
destructive illness.”177
Therefore, in short, mara§ is not limited to physical illness, but
covers mental and spiritual illnesses as well.

Supplication for a Sublime Purpose
Health, like any other Divine blessing is meant for a sublime
purpose. To underutilize it would be tantamount to unthankfulness
on the part of the human being. Our supplications for the
betterment of ourselves and others should be purposeful: we must
pray for health as a means to effect equilibrium in our souls. Were
we to pray for health for the sake of sheer material enjoyment, we
would be unthankful to Almighty All°h, since the practical reality
of shukr is to employ the Divine Blessing for the purpose it was
created.
Im°m al-Sajj°d in his well-known prayer manual al-Sa¶¢fat alSajj°diyyah prays:
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“For I know not, my God, which of the two states deserves more my
thanking You, And which of the two times is more worthy for my
praise of You: the time of health, within which You Make me
delight in the agreeable things of Your provision, through which
You Give me the joy to seek the means to Your Good Pleasure and
Bounty, And by which You Strengthen me for the acts of obedience
which You Have Given me success to accomplish…”178
Here the Im°m  teaches us that health should be sought to
achieve All°h’s pleasure (libtigh°’i mar§°tika) and to perform acts of
His obedience (waffaqtan¢ lahu min ß°’atika). Therefore, when we
seek the well-being of every member of the human race, we should
do so because we would like the means of their perfection to be
facilitated and not because they can regain their health to continue
more damage to themselves or others.
The delight of our eyes, Sayyid Ra§¢ al-D¢n bin ∞°w£s in section 7 of
his Fal°¶ al-S°‘il, where he enumerates the characteristics of a
supplicant, says:
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“And among the characteristics of a supplicant is that he should
seek through his supplication what All°h wants of Him and prefer
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All°h’s desire over his. For example: when he becomes ill, the
purpose behind his supplication for his well-being should not be
merely subsistence for the sake of lustful desire, temporal
enjoyment and worldly existence that disengages him from his
Hereafter, rather it should be for the purpose of living according to
what All°h wants, which is His Obedience.”179

Beyond the Immediate Causes of Illnesses!
Although it is true to say that we must seek the natural causes of the
various maladies to eradicate them, our aspiration should be loftier
then to merely search for the immediate causes. Physicians
categorize “illness prevention” into four stages:

1. Primordial prevention
The Holy Qur˜°n says:
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“All°h does not change what is with a community save that they
change what is in them.”180
Primordial prevention is to avoid the emergence and establishment
of social, economic and cultural patterns of living which are known
to elevate risk of disease.
This is certainly the most important of all kinds of prevention. The
human being is taught that his lifestyle can indeed determine what
kind of future awaits him. To establish those social, economic and
cultural patterns that would secure the health of the human being
largely depends on the validity of the political body that governs
the human society. Only an Islamic government subservient to the
principles of Islam, can create a physically healthy environment.
This is because the social, economic and cultural patterns would be
179
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defined by God, Who Created the human being for prosperity in
both this world and the Hereafter, and Knows what laws would
lead him to this prosperity. There is an interesting anecdote
narrated about the situation prevailing in the Muslim community
during the time of the Holy Prophet :
During the Holy Prophet ‘s time, the king of Egypt sent a skilled
doctor to the Holy Prophet . He lived one year with the Arabs but
found no one approaching him for treatment. He therefore came to
the Prophet  to complain. The Holy Prophet  explained to him
that the reason behind the situation was that his people had
adopted a path of moderation: they did not eat unless their appetite
for food overcame them, and (ii) They stopped eating while they
still had some appetite for food left. Hearing this, the doctor said:
‘This is the cause of [their] health.’ Then he kissed the earth, and
left.181
In other words, they obeyed the Holy Prophet  and applied his
well-known saying:
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“Eat while you have the appetite, and refrain from eating while you
still have the appetite.”182
If the laws of Almighty All°h prevailed in the environment they
would deter the human being from engaging in sin, which leads to
a substantial number, if not most of the prevalent illnesses. In a
society where capitalism and consumerism prevail, what should
one expect save the culture of overindulgence? In an environment
where the woman is used as an item of advertisement and sale,
what can one anticipate save sexual perversion? And these two
major factors contribute to a great number of illnesses. In such a
situation primordial prevention is a far fetched phenomenon.
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One must understand that the fundamental unit for the realization
of primordial prevention, is the government. It is the ideology of the
ruling power that determines what kind of society it would like and
what kind of lifestyle it encourages.

2. Primary Prevention
The Holy Qur˜°n says:
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“Do not lay yourself into destruction.”183
Primary prevention is action taken prior to the onset of disease,
which removes the possibility that a disease will ever occur. For
example the preventive measures taken to avoid diseases such as
heart attacks, high cholesterol levels, ulcers, etc. is called primary
prevention. Often these simple measures are not taken seriously,
which leads us to the second stage of prevention i.e. secondary
prevention.
In primary prevention, the human being refrains from the causes
that would amplify the vulnerability of illness. Abstinence
[abstaining from sex beyond marriage], consuming low cholesterol
foods, nominal sugar, etc. are known to be kinds of primary
prevention. This kind of prevention is also difficult for those
suffering from spiritual maladies such as avarice, overindulgence,
etc. The following traditions emphasize the important role of denial
before sickness:
i) Im°m Am¢ru’l Mu’min¢n  is reported to have said:
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“The stomach is the house of maladies, and denial is the principal
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medicine, and there is no well-being in greed.”184
ii) And he  has also said:
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“In denial is the equilibrium of the body.”185
iii) Im°m Ab£ Ibr°h¢m al-Ka®im  is reported to have said:
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“Denial does not mean that you avoid a thing totally, and do not eat
it; rather, it means that you have a light consumption of
something.”186
iv) And Im°m Abu‘l Øasan al-Ri§°  is reported to have said:
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“The peak of denial is to treat the body gently and with
friendliness.”187
To deal with the body in a friendly manner does not mean to eat
whatever you want. This wise dictum of Im°m al-Ri§°  calls us
to identify those things that the body needs and provide it with the
same. Overindulgence in eating would therefore be contrary to
what our body requires. Although it would give utter pleasure to
the taste buds of our tongues, but its consequences are detrimental
to our bodies. Uncontrolled sexual activity is the same. The utmost
pleasure can be sought from these acts, but the consequences are
harmful for the body.
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There is a beautiful poem attributed to Avicenna where he
considers the secret of medicine in the moderation of food
consumption and sex:

He says:
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Listen to all what I have to advise, and act accordingly
For medicine is gathered in the poetry of my word
Lessen your copulation as much as you can
For verily it is the water of life that is placed in the wombs
And make your meal once a day
And beware of eating before the digestion of what you have eaten

3. Secondary Prevention
Im°m Ab£ `Abdill°h al-Æadiq  is reported to have said:
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“One of the Prophets [once] got ill, whereupon he said: I shall not
cure myself until He Who made me sick treats me Himself.
Thereupon Almighty All°h revealed unto him: I will not cure you,
until you treat yourself, for surely’cure’ comes from Me.”188
Secondary prevention is action, which halts the progress of a
disease at its incipient stage and prevents complications. Treating
diseases with medicines constitutes secondary prevention. The
health programs initiated by governments are usually at the level of
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secondary prevention.
Islam does not encourage one to immediately seek medicine for
illnesses that only need time to disappear. As long as the human
being can bear the difficulty and pain of a certain sickness like mild
flu, he or she is encouraged to do so. To immediately resort to
medicine is not a wise course. Instead, one is highly advised to seek
the natural foods that have a medicinal effect on the body. Yes,
there are illnesses, which should be controlled at their incipient
phases. If one is in doubt or detects such an illness, he should
immediately seek medical treatment so that the situation does not
get worse.

4. Tertiary Prevention
Tertiary prevention is a preventive measure used late in the stage of
the disease. It includes limiting disabilities and carrying out
rehabilitation programs.

Can Illness Be Totally Avoided?
With scientific advancement, the causes of many illnesses and their
remedies have been discovered. But can we limit the causes of the
various illnesses to what has been discovered so far? Both the
scientist and the philosopher will respond in the negative. This is
because there is always a probability of there being other unknown
causes of certain maladies. The scientist has no right to limit the
causes of a certain malady to what the latest empirical data
suggests, since there is always a chance of discovery of other causes
to different maladies. The scientist can also not claim that no
psychological or spiritual factor is responsible for physical illnesses,
for he does not comprehend the link between the body and the soul,
and cannot transcend the senses
Im°m al-¯°diq  was once asked by an atheist as to why is it
deserving for a small child to suffer from ailments and sicknesses
while he is sinless and has committed no crime. The Im°m 
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responded saying:
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“Indeed, illnesses are of various kinds: the illness of Divine
tribulation, the illness of Divine punishment, and illness as a means
for death. You think that the reason behind the illness is the
partaking of rotten food and contaminated water, or a malady that
was present in the child’s mother. You think that whosoever
manages his body properly and takes good care of the conditions of
his spirit and distinguishes the harmful foods from the
advantageous will never fall sick? Your thinking resembles one
who imagines that sickness and death do not occur save through
food and drink; surely Aristotle, the mentor of physicians and Plato,
the chief of the philosophers died; and Galen became old and his
eyesight failed, and he could not repel death when it came to
him.”189
Therefore even if one puts great efforts in observing hygiene as well
as primary prevention, he cannot guarantee himself immunity from
illness.
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Illness - a Means of Self-Purification
The apparent form of physical illness may seem to be affliction and
trouble, but its kernel manifests nothing but love, mercy and
attention. In our traditions, illness for a believer plays the role of a
detergent of the human soul that purifies it from the burden of sins
so that the soul can qualify to be receptive and perhaps start the
journey to Almighty All°h.
Following are some of the many traditions that clearly show how
illnesses can be an advantage to the believing souls:
1. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:
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“Indeed a person may have a station near God which he could not
attain only by his actions, (and thus) he would be afflicted by an
ailment in his body by which he would attain the station.”190
2. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
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“When All°h afflicts His servant with a calamity, He reduces his
sins in accordance with his malady.”191
3. Im°m al-Ri§°  is reported to have said:
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“Sickness is purification and mercy for the believer and a
punishment and curse for the disbeliever…”192
190
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4. Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:
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“A night’s headache removes all of one’s sins, save the major
ones.”193

Mediation by those who possess Existential Influence
The human being has an ability to soar to such heights that he can
influence the world of contingent existence (takw¢n) by the
permission of Almighty All°h. As for the Prophets of Almighty
All°h, this is a fact that one can observe in different places of the
Holy Qur˜°n. An example is that of Prophet `´s° :
Almighty All°h says:
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“…and when you fashioned out of clay a thing like the form of a
bird by My permission, then you breathed into it and it became a
bird by My permission, and you healed the blind and the leprous by
My permission; and when you brought forth the dead by My
permission....”194

In all the abovementioned wonders that Prophet `´s°  was able to
perform, he required Divine permission to lay his influence on
contingent existents. That is why the phrase “by My permission” is
iterated after every wonder described.
As regards the infallible Im°ms of the Ahlu‘l Bayt , we do have
reports of such influence by them and there is enough evidence to
indicate that such phenomena are normal and simple for them,
193
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since they enjoy al-wil°yah al-takwiniyyah (the powers to lay
influence in contingent existence), and they are intermediaries of
Divine Grace (was°’iß al-fay§ al-il°h¢) as well. Following are some
instances worthy of contemplation:
1. Uprooting the door of Khaybar is a phenomenon that is beyond
the scope of science to explain. No strong human being can do this
with his bodily strength. While explaining to Sahl bin Øunayf how
he managed to uproot the heavy door of Khaybar, Im°m  said:
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“I swear by All°h, I did not uproot the door of Khaybar and throw it
40 forearms away while the members of my body did not feel
anything, with bodily strength, or nutritive momentum, but I was
supported by celestial power and the spirit which is radiant with
the Light of its Lord.”195
2. History tells us that once in the gathering of the `Abbasid Caliph
Ma`m£n, Øam¢d bin Mahr°n, a supporter of the Caliph, belittling
Im°m al-Ri§°  tried to challenge him saying that his prayer for
rain which was followed by heavy rains after a long drought was
something ordinary and that rain came at its normal season. He said
that if the Im°m  could perform miracles which were beyond the
powers of ordinary men, then he should order the pictures of the
two lions that were painted on the curtains of the court of Ma`m£n
to become real lions and jump on him and swallow him up. The
Im°m  pointed to the two pictures and they became real lions,
and pounced at Mehr°n and ate him up and then turned toward
Ma`mun and started gazing at him. Thereafter facing the Im°m 
the lions said to the Im°m: what do you order us to do with this one
195
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(i.e. Ma`m£n)? On seeing this, Ma`m£n fell unconscious. The Im°m
 said to the lions to return where they came from.196
These were instances that transpired through the Im°ms .
However, is this possible also with other human beings who attain
heights of perfection? Do the Awliy°’ull°h (near ones to God)
possess such power too? Can they cure a sick person without
employing the conventionally known methods?
Let us look at the Holy Qur˜°n and find the answer:
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“Said one who had knowledge of the Book: “I will bring it to you
within the twinkling of any eye!” Then when (Solomon) saw it
placed firmly before him, he said: “This is by the grace of my Lord!
To test me whether I am grateful or ungrateful! And if any one is
grateful, truly his gratitude is (a gain) for his own soul; but if any is
ungrateful, truly my Lord is Free of All Needs, Supreme in
Honor!”197
According to the traditions of the Ahlu‘l Bayt , the ‘one who had
knowledge of the book’ in the above verse, was the minister of
Sulaym°n called ™saf bin Barkhiyyah198. He was the person who
with Divine consent brought the throne of queen Bilq¢s within the
twinkling of an eye. He was known to possess knowledge of al-Ism
al-A`®am (the great Name of All°h), and therefore could perform
such powerful feats.
We must understand however that according to authoritative
196
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Muslim scholars, neither does the al-Ism al-A`®am (Great Name)
actually consist of letters and words, nor is the knowledge of the
Great Name the conceptual or mental knowledge of a certain word
or specific letters as the majority of the laity imagined and believed
so far. The knowledge of al-Ism al-A`®am is a maq°m and station
that the human being attains after self-purification and attaining
human perfection. `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ in volume 7 of his exegesis,
al-M¢z°n has explained this fact at length.199

Salm°n al-Mu¶ammad¢ and his Powers
One of the companions of the Holy Prophet  who enjoyed the
station of al-wil°yah al-takw¢niyyah was Salman al-Farsi, who was
also known as Salman al-Mu¶ammad¢ by the Ahlu‘l Bayt . Being
utterly subservient to the Ahlu‘l Bayt , he was also known to be
from among them. Once Salm°n al-F°rs¢’s name was mentioned
near Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir , and he said:
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“Do not say Salm°n al-Fars¢, but say Salm°n al-Mu¶ammad¢, for he
is a man from us, the Ahlu‘l Bayt .”200
It is important and necessary for us to realize and understand that
ma`rifah and gnosis are of various levels. Those who attain the
lower levels cannot comprehend the higher levels. Rather, the
matter becomes so intricate that if those of lower levels were to hear
what the exalted ones have to say, they would have termed them as
disbelievers and done things worse than that. Salm°n alMu¶ammad¢ enjoyed a very high rank, such that Im°m Zayn al`™bid¢n is reported to have said about him:
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“I swear by All°h, if Ab£ Dharr knew what was in the heart of
Salm°n, he would have killed him.”201
And Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir  is reported to have said:
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“Ab£ Dharr once came to Salm°n while he was cooking in a cooking
pot; while they were conversing with each other, the cooking pot
overturned and fell down on the ground, but not a drop of its curry
or cooking fat fell down; Ab£ Dharr was highly amazed at seeing
this; Salm°n picked up the cooking pot and placed it on the fire the
second time, and they began conversing once again; while they
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were talking to each other, the pot overturned again, and nothing of
the curry or cooking fat spilled, Abu Dharr then left Salm°n in the
state of great astonishment , and while he was deep in thought, he
suddenly met Am¢r al-Mu’min¢n  at the door. When the Im°m
 saw Ab£ Dharr’s state of amazement, he said to him: O Ab°
Dharr, what made you leave the presence of Salm°n? And what
made you frightened? Ab£ Dharr said to the Im°m : O Am¢r alMu’min¢n, I saw Salm°n doing such and such a thing, and I was
amazed by that. Thereupon Am¢r al-Mu’min¢n  said to him: O
Ab° Dharr, If Salm°n were to tell you what he knows, you would
have said: May All°h have mercy on the killer of Salm°n.”202
This incident reveals much. It is important to note the following:
1. ´m°n (belief) and ma`rifah (knowledge of God) have different
levels. Those who enjoy the lower levels cannot bear the knowledge
of the high ranking ones like Salm°n al-Mu¶ammadi. Im°m
Mu¶ammad al-B°qir  is also reported to have said:
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“Salm°n is an ocean of knowledge, which cannot be drained and
exhausted.”203
Ab£ Ba•¢r is reported to have said that he heard Im°m al-Æ°diq 
saying:
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“Surely Salm°n knew the Greatest Name of God (al-ism al-a`®am).”
And as we said, this name is not a word to be memorized but an
exalted spiritual state. Men of gnosis describe it as the state of
exemplifying in oneself the beautiful attributes of Almighty All°h
according to one’s limitations.
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2. Salm°n al-Mu¶ammad¢ had powers that enabled him to lay
influence in existence, and that is why not a drop of curry spilled off
even if the vessel overturned. Other incidents are also narrated
about him, which we have not considered here, due to the limited
scope of this work.
3. The statement that if Ab£ Dharr would have known what Salm°n
knew he would have said ‘May All°h have mercy on the killer of
Salm°n’ should not make us imagine that the belief of Salm°n and
Ab£ Dharr contradicted each other. Not at all. It is the stages of
knowledge, as `All°mah Majis¢204 and Mawl° Fay§ al-K°sh°n¢205
allude in their works, that differ. A narrow receptacle cannot
contain more that its capacity. Can you fill a bucket full of water in a
small cup? Otherwise, Ab£ Dharr was one of the great companions
of the Holy Prophet  about whom it is narrated from the Holy
Prophet  that:
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“Whosoever would like to look at the zuhd (detachment of the
world) of `Is°  bin Maryam, should look at Ab£ Dharr.”206
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“O’ `Al¢, verily Paradise yearns for you and for `Amm°r, Salm°n,
Ab£ Dharr and Miqd°d.”207
In short, both the examples of ™saf bin Barkhiyyah and Salm°n alMu¶ammad¢ reveal that other human beings too, are able to attain a
station that can enable them to do things that those far away from
God cannot do.
Ibn S¢n° in his great work Remarks and Admonitions, says: “You
204
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may receive information about the gnostics that almost runs counter
to custom, and then you begin to disbelieve. And this is like saying
a knower (`°rif) sought rain for people, hence, they received rain; or
sought recovery for them, hence, they recovered; or wished them ill,
hence they were cast down, inflicted by earth tremors, or perished
in another way. This is also like saying he wished them well, hence
they were emancipated from diseases, murrain, torrential stream
and flood; or a beast submits to some of them, or no birds flees from
them, or other similar things occur that do not count as belonging to
the kind of things that are clearly impossible. Stand still and do not
rush into rejecting these things, for such things have causes in the
mysteries of nature. Perhaps it will be possible for me to relate some
of these causes to you.”208

Does Seeking Help from the Ahululbayt  for Curing Our
Maladies Amount to Shirk?
Human beings have different degrees of power and strength. It is an
obvious phenomenon that the less powerful seek assistance from
the more powerful. When seeking support and assistance from
other human beings, do we commit shirk (polytheism)? Certainly
not, for we do not seek assistance from the strong ones and at the
same time consider them to possess independent power. We are
also not certain whether they would complete the job. Why? This is
because they do not have anything of their own. They are
contingent and dependent beings. They and their acts all depend
and subsist by the All-Powerful Being. This truth is understood by
contemplating on the adjective “al-Qayy£m” in the well-known
verse of the Throne (™yat al-Kurs¢):
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“All°h; Except Him there is no God; He Alone is All-living and All208
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Subsisting.”209
Al-Qayy£m is defined as al-Q°‘imu bidh°tih wa al-Muqawwimu
lighayrih, which means “One who is Essentially Subsisting and
every other entity and being subsists by Him210. Therefore no one
can ever claim to have any kind of independent perfection
whatsoever. Consequently, seeking assistance from anyone other
than Him in any limited degree, with the intention that every power
solely comes from Him and belongs to Him is nothing but taw¶¢d.
The Holy Qur˜°n says:

 , 3;I8$ 9& c$ #$( $ P& 7; D, I,N$ @4 IH+ $ 
“But All°h created you and what you do.”211
The same applies with regard to the Infallible Im°ms  of the
progeny of the Holy Prophet , who have more power than others
and have access to the higher realms too. Should we consider
seeking their support to be shirk? The answer is clear: shirk is out of
question because we do not consider them to have independent
power. We certainly know that every effect that they would lay
would be entirely with All°h’s leave. This reality is aptly stated in
the verse of the Throne of the Holy Qur˜°n:

 @! =!6 !"! UT ?! 4 *$ l&%! n4 >, q
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“Who can mediate near Him save by His permission.”212
It should be noted that shaf°`ah and mediation here refers to
existential mediation.
`All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢ in his al-M¢z°n says:
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“They however did not realize the following: establishing influence,
be that material or immaterial with regard to other than All°h is
necessary and inarguable. Further, God has attributed in his speech
all kinds of influence to other than Him; and the absolute negation
of influence from other than Him necessitates the annulment of the
[intellectually established] universal law of causality [every effect
necessitates a cause] which is a fundamental principle in all the
proofs of monotheism; and in that [i.e. the annulment of..] is the
destruction of the foundation of monotheism.
Yes, that influence which is unacceptable from other than God is
‘Independent Influence’ and there is no contradiction in this.
However, negating ‘influence’ in the absolute sense is contradicting
the rationally self-evident and transgressing the bounds of the
human disposition (fißrah)…”213

Visiting the Sick: A Manifestation of True Concern
One of the manifestations of true concern for the sick is to visit them
and seek information about their well-being. To verbally pray for
them but be indifferent of their condition seems to be somewhat
213
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paradoxical. Of course this is different from a situation in which one
does pray for sick people, but has no opportunity to visit them due
to his or her important schedule.
Besides psychological research, which proves that visiting the sick
confers a lot of solace and sometimes can radically improve the
condition of the ailing one as well, our traditions enumerate lots of
blessings for visiting sick people. Following are traditions worthy of
contemplation:
i) The Messenger of All°h is reported to have said:
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On the Judgment Day Almighty All°h would reproach a servant
among his servants, and say: ‘O My servant, what hampered you
from visiting Me when I fell sick.’ The servant thereupon would
say: ‘Free from imperfections are You! Free from imperfections are
You! You are the Lord of the people, neither do You sense any pain,
nor do You fall sick.’ Thereupon All°h would say: ‘Your mu’min
brother fell sick, and you did not visit him; I swear by my
Invincibility and Majesty, were you to visit him, you would have
found Me near him, and I would have taken the responsibility of
attending to your needs and would give them to you; and this is
due to the nobility of My believing servant, and I am the AllBeneficent, the All-Merciful.’”214
2. Im°m Mu¶ammad al-B°qir  is reported to have said:
214
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“Among those things that M£s°  whispered to his Lord was : ‘O
Lord inform me the extent of reward that a person who visits the
sick would get?’ All°h said: ‘I would entrust an angel over him who
would visit him in his grave until his resurrection [on the Judgment
Day].’”215
3. Im°m Ab£ `Abdill°h al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:
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“Whosoever visits a sick person, 70,000 angels escort him while they
seek for forgiveness for him, until he returns back to his house.”216
Despite all the above merits, a selfless and concerned human being
would visit the sick because his innate disposition (fißrah) calls him
to do that, and not due to the attraction of the reward.
Visiting the sick, however, should be brief as has been indicated in
various traditions, and one must also try to observe the etiquette of
visiting the sick. Due to the brevity of the present work, we will
avoid going into details about this. However, those who are
interested to know the details can refer to traditional texts such as
vol. 81 of Bi¶°r al-Anw°r of `All°mah Majlisi.

“™h” is One of the Names of All°h
Both the Holy Qur˜°n as well as the traditions of the Ahlu‘l Bayt 
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greatly emphasize that one should not complain in the state of
sickness and affliction. And whosoever observes patience is
promised great reward. Look at the following traditions:
1. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:
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“Four things are from among the treasures of Paradise: to hide one’s
need; to give •adaqah secretly, to hide one’s calamity, and to hide
one’s pain.”217
2. `Abdull°h bin Mas`£d is reported to have said:
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“While we were in the presence of the Holy Prophet , when he
suddenly smiled. So I asked him: What happened; why did you
smile O Messenger of All°h? He said: I am surprised at the believer
and his apprehension due to his illness; were he to know what
reward there is for him in the illness, he would have loved to be ill
until he meets his Lord, the Invincible and Majestic.”218
3. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:
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“Whosoever is ill for a day and night but does not complain about
his situation to his visitors, All°h would raise him on the Judgment
Day with Prophet Ibr°h¢m , the Friend of the All-Merciful, so
that he would cross the path like radiant lightening.”219
The meaning of complaint and shik°yah, however, should be
understood properly. One who expresses the sensation of pain that
he encounters cannot, for example, be known to be complaining
against Almighty All°h. In fact in some traditions of the Ahlu‘l Bayt
 the expression “°h” from the ailing one is considered as one of
the Names of Almighty All°h. Observe the following:
Ja`far bin Ya¶y° al-Khuz°’¢ is reported to have narrated from his
father that he said:
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“I accompanied Im°m al-Æ°diq  who came to visit one of his
[ailing] slaves, and I saw the slave saying “°h” many times. So I said
to him: O my brother, remember your Lord and seek His Support.
Thereupon Im°m al-Æ°diq  said: ‘™h is a Name among the
Names of All°h, and whosoever says “°h” seeks the Help of All°h,
the Invincible and Majestic.’”220
It should be known that expressing the sensation of pain by
employing the word “°h” is in reality expressing one’s poverty and
need for perfection and bodily equilibrium. And it is a known fact
that NONE but the All-Affluent and the Principal Curer (al-Sh°f¢)
can relieve the ailing patient.
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Prophet Ibr°h¢m  says:
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“And when I turn sick, then He Alone Cures Me.”221
Therefore in reality, one is seeking the support of the Almighty, and
is well-aware that no doctor or nurse or anyone whatsoever can
relieve him from any kind of malady independently. Hence by
saying ‘™h’ he is in reality calling ‘al-Sh°f¢’ (the Curer) or ‘Ghiy°th
al-Mustagh¢th¢n’ (the Helper of the Seekers of help) and All°h is the
All-Knowing.

The Suffering Believer in the Garden of Paradise
There are purified souls who have been bestowed with inner vision
and can thus behold the reality of different people. They need not to
wait for the Hereafter to know the inner reality. Almighty All°h has
already gifted them with the knowledge thereof in this world. One
such personality is Im°m `Al¢  who expressed this reality in the
following dictum:
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“If the curtains are unveiled no conviction would be added to what
I have.”222
In other words, nothing among the higher realities such as Paradise
and Hell was hidden for the Im°m . He could behold things that
others could not.
There is an interesting narrative in which Im°m `Al¢  is reported
to have said:
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“Ab£ Dharr [once] fell sick; so I came to the Messenger of All°h and
said: O Messenger of All°h, verily Ab£ Dharr has fallen sick. He
said: let us go to visit him. So, all of us together went to visit him.
And when we sat besides him, the Messenger of All°h asked him: O
Ab£ Dharr, how did you confront your morning? He said: I have
confronted the morning in sickness. The Holy Prophet  thereupon
said: Surely you have confronted the morning while you are in a
garden among the gardens of Paradise…”223
Here the Holy Prophet  beheld the kernel of Ab£ Dharr’s
situation, and informed him of his higher rank which he could not
vision.

Æadaqah - A Powerful Means of Curing the Sick
The human being due to his limited knowledge cannot perceive all
the means to the cure of the different maladies and diseases.
Further, since he or she perceives the world of matter and cannot
witness the celestial realm (`°lam al-malak£t) or beyond that, he or
she is oblivious of so many other ways to the cure of maladies. This
is where the important role of wa¶y (revelation) and Im°mate
comes. Those entrusted with Divine secrets, acknowledging the
need of unveiling them, have informed us of much to learn. With
regard to curing the sick, we have traditions worthy of
contemplation. Observe the following:
1. Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:
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“Treat your sick by giving •adaqah.”224
2. He  is also reported to have said:
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“Remembering us the Ahlu‘l Bayt  is a cure from illness and
diseases as well as from the insinuation of doubt.”225
One should note however that giving •adaqah (alms) has some
etiquette, a most important of which is al-mub°sharah which means
that the sick person should himself or herself give the •adaqah.
Observe the following tradition:
Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:
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“It is recommended for the sick person to give a beggar with his
own hands and tell him to pray for him.”226

Why are Spiritual Illnesses Worse than Physical Maladies?
One of the very important discussions that the `ulam° of akhl°q
present in their ethical texts is how spiritual ailments are more
dangerous to the human being than the physical illnesses. Mawl°
Mu¶ammad Narr°q¢, the great ethician in his ethical corpus J°mi` alSa`°d°t says in his introductory discussions on ethics:
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“Know that the human being is divided into “the kernel” (sirr) and
“the apparent” (`alan) and [or in other words] “the spirit” and “the
body” and for each of these two dimensions there are
incompatibilities (mun°fiy°t) and compatibilities (mul°yim°t), pains
and pleasures, elements of destruction and salvation. The
incompatibilities of the body and its pains are the physical illnesses
whereas its compatibilities are good health and physical pleasures.
And the discipline that caters to expound the details of these
illnesses and their treatments is medicine. And the incompatibilities
of the soul and its pains are bad characteristics that destroy it and
make it wretched, and its wellbeing is to return towards good
morals that bring it felicity and emancipate it and make it attain the
neighborhood of the people of God and His Near ones, and the
discipline that caters to expound these evil characteristics and their
treatment is the discipline of ethics. Then it should be known that
the body is material and prone to destruction, whereas the spirit
and soul is eternal, and therefore if the soul characterizes itself with
noble qualities it would be in the state of joy and felicity forever, but
were it to characterize itself with evil ethics it would be in the state
of punishment and wretchedness forever….”227
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Therefore since the spirit has always to remain, one should be very
careful and purify it before it is too late. The material body on the
other hand would have to stay in this world and probably turn into
earth after burial.

Spiritual Illnesses Is The Principal Cause
If one were to understand the aim of human life, the gravity of
spiritual sickness over physical sickness would become more
apparent. In fact, if we painstakingly ponder over the causes of the
different illnesses, we would come to realize that the principal cause
of many of the physical illnesses stem from spiritual illnesses, either
from oneself or from others: sometimes the source of physical
illnesses is oneself, sometimes others, and at times, a product of
cooperation with others. An example of the first is when a person
has no sense of temperance and allows his faculty of desire to
prevail over his faculty of intellect, and engages in overindulgence
in eating, copulation, etc. Such a lifestyle would be replete with
illnesses. Sometimes however, you are invited to a friend’s house
and served with delicious food, but because your friend did not
observe some religious or hygienic precautions while cooking, you
turn ill. If you are invited by one who, for example, does not care
whether the meat he buys is from a believer or non believer or
whether he earns through lawful or unlawful means, you would
undoubtedly be affected spiritually. This can then be a basis for
immoderation, which would lead to physical illnesses. An example
of the third situation is when genetically made food is produced,
and you show your cooperation in purchasing the same. Here the
fault is both yours and the producer’s. If your purchase is due to
your mundane attachments and you know that the producer’s aim
is nothing but to satisfy his capitalistic demands, you would have
cooperated with him to cause physical illnesses in your self. Here
greed and avarice enveloped your intellect and you were led to
physical illnesses. However, if the circumstances are such that you
have to cope with these foods and you have no option, then you
remain in danger of the physical illnesses but can be free from
209
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spiritual maladies.

The Traveling Physician
Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have described the Prophet  in the
following manner in one of his sermons compiled in the Nahju’l
Bal°ghah:
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“The Prophet  was like a traveling physician who has set ready
his ointments and heated his instruments. He uses them wherever
the need arises for curing blind hearts, deaf ears, and dumb
tongues. He went with his medicines to the places of negligence and
places of perplexity.”228
One of the excellent methods of treating the ailing ones is to go to
them for treatment. Am¢r al-Mu’min¢n `Al¢  calls the Holy
Prophet  Buc * 6P ;
 !9 ßab¢bun daw°run bißibbih- A traveling
physician. Physicians who deal with the human body normally treat
others in return for payment. This is because it is a means of their
livelihood. Nevertheless, not all physicians have the same financial
status. Whereas some work in certain hospitals or clinics, others
own hospitals and clinics themselves. There are different povertystricken areas in the world where due to indigence, people do not
have the privilege of getting treated from illnesses. Physicians who
truly have concern for all the poor to get cured would either
personally arrange a team of doctors to visit the area, and thereafter
treat the various patients, or if resources do not permit, try to form a
friendly circle of doctors who would voluntarily contribute what
they can. By visiting these poverty-stricken areas, not only would
228
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they practically show their concern for the ailing ones, but also
practise the Prophet’s way of life in the physical dimension. Hence,
although this beautiful narrative of Im°m `Al¢  refers to the
spiritual dimension, it can also be applied in the life of the
physicians of the body too.
A very interesting narrative is reported in the historical text al-S¢rah
al-Nabawiyyah of Ibn Hish°m, where the practical import of Im°m
`Al¢’s  statement is brilliantly reflected. Ibn Hish°m quotes Ibn
Is¶°q to have said:
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“The Messenger of All°h  would present himself to [to the
people] in [different] occasions; and when he would confront the
Arabs, he would invite them to All°h, inform them that He is an
Apostle of All°h, and seek their verification….”229
And in the same book Ibn Is¶°q is reported to have said:
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“`Ubaydull°h bin’Abb°s narrates: I saw my father telling Rab¢`a bin
`Ubb°d: “During my youth I was once together with my father in
Min°; I observed that the Holy Prophet  would visit the different
tents (man°zil) of the Arabs, and say: ‘O children of such and such
personality, certainly I am a Messenger of All°h towards you, who
invites you to worship All°h and that you must not associate
anyone with Him, and renounce the [imaginary] partners that you
worship other than Him, and believe in Me and accept me and
protect me so that I may expound for you from All°h that which He
has sent me with.’”230
It is interesting to note that in his propagation to Ban£ `™mir, a
person called Fir°s bin `Abdill°h is reported to have said about
him:’I swear by All°h, if I would have this youth from Quraysh, I
would have ruled over the Arabs by him. Thereafter addressing the
Holy Prophet  he said that we can only pay our oath of allegiance
to you on the condition that you make me your successor after you.
Here was a very sensitive moment. If the Holy Prophet  was
merely after gaining support of his personal fame, he would have
consented to this transaction. But it was not a matter of personal
interests. The Holy Prophet  said:
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“The matter is with All°h, He would place in whoever’s hand He
wishes…”231
As a result, they did not listen to the Holy Prophet  and remained
adamant in their disbelief.
Our muballigh£n should emulate this highly important tradition of
the Holy Prophet  within their own limitations. There is a law, we
must understand, which prevails all the verses of this supplication:
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“All°h does not burden a soul save what it can bear.”232
Hence, each one of us is responsible according to his or her abilities.
The resourceful, for example, would undertake great ventures to
disseminate Islam in different parts of the world, and thus try to
treat the maladies of the spiritually sick, whereas those who have
limited resources could struggle to do the most from the least that
they have at their disposal. There is another very beautiful law in
the holy Qur˜°n that implicitly tells us how to make advantage of
the limited resources at our disposal. The secret is ‘struggle.’ The
lazy carpenter by making small things, would worry about his
financial status and perhaps seek unlawful means, but the diligent
carpenter who possesses the similar tools would struggle hard and
increase his tools so that he can produce better wooden items and
develop himself financially. The Holy Qur˜°n says:
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“And there is nothing for man save that which he strives for.”233
We should remember that the extent of the struggle would reflect
the firmness of our resolution to assist the ailing ones and the
intensity of our concern for their well-being.

How Can We Contribute in Dispelling Illnesses from Others?
It should be well understood by now that seeking the well-being of
others is not limited to prayer only. Our contributions would vary
according to the ability that we have. Further, we should
understand how grave is our need for spiritual well-being.
Therefore, we should not be oblivious of this fundamental and
decisive dimension of the human beings.
232
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Those who can create conditions that would obliterate illnesses
from the society are responsible to do the needful, those who can
assist others in guiding them to observe precaution before they
suffer dangerous illnesses have the duty to do so, those who can
financially afford to assist others in getting their sickness treated
should take the noble step of doing so; and those who do not have
any of the preceding status due their limited powers, are expected
to pray for the ailing and visit them as well. For those who have
more power, they are required to play a greater role in all the areas
that determine the treatment of the ailing ones.
As we humbly pray to All°h for the well-being of everyone, we
should not forget ourselves, for although we may enjoy very good
physical health, but have we tried to diagnose ourselves spiritually
yet? Are we sure that we do not suffer from any of the spiritual
illnesses? Is spiritual illness so insignificant due to the absence of
any immediate physical pain? If one looks at the depth of the
matter, he or she would realize that eternal salvation is entirely
dependent on the spiritual well-being of a person.
Our prayers should be continual. This is because persistence in
prayer is a corollary of “true concern”. One who has no concern
would not be persistent in his prayer. In fact, as we said in our
introduction to the first volume of this commentary, du`a is a
reflection of one’s true state. There is complete harmony between
one’s spirit and the prayer that one utters.
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O All°h, Fill Our Poverty With Your Needlessness.
OAll°h, fill (sudda) our poverty (faqran°) with Your affluence
(bighin°ka). This verse does not pertain to the need of the
commonly needy individuals, but a need that is shared by every
human being, or rather every contingent being234, which due to the
nature of its essence, possesses nothing of its own. Therefore, even
the apparently self-sufficient among the created beings are termed
poor and needy in this verse. Similarly, ghin°ka (lit. Your
Needlessness) is not the common self-sufficiency shared by some of
the human beings, but that which is restricted only to Almighty
All°h. In reality, if one understands the relation between the Creator
and the creation, self-sufficiency makes no sense with regard to the
creation at all. The Holy Qur˜°n alluding to this says:
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“O mankind! You are the ones who stand in need of All°h, and
All°h - He is the All-Sufficient, the All-Laudable.”235
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“To Him only belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the
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earth; and indeed All°h is the All-sufficient, the All-laudable.”236
And in his well-known supplication of `Arafah, Im°m Øusayn 
humbly cries:
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“O God, I am the poor in my self-sufficiency; therefore how can I
not be needy in my state of need?”
And Im°m `Al¢  in his famous whisperings (mun°j°t) cries:
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“My Master, My Master, You are the All-Sufficient and I am the
needy; and who other than the All-Sufficient can have mercy on the
needy?”
And in the recommended prayer after `A•r, we introduce ourselves
as:

…Y34q=4 U$ pY #$C^$ U$ #Yc&3($ U$ Y1k |
$ U$ #Y96>=$ @! J
! >6 l$+! }
4 I!8& $E U…
“…one who does not own any benefit, nor harm, nor death, nor life,
nor resurrection…”237

Can we turn into the necessary being?
Faqran° (lit. our poverty) refers to the utterly dependent state of the
human being, which in the language of metaphysicians is termed as
‘contingency’ (imk°n), and in the vision of mystics ‘manifestation’
(®uh£r). All that exists other than All°h does not have existence of
its own. To come into being and subsist in any state whatsoever
requires the Divine Will. The following verse of the Qur˜°n
expounds the continual process of causation with relation to the
236
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creation:

 4 #O D, +6 *4 ^! $3+6 3$ M4 $ Z .& 2$ L!` b; 4 +!#$N @4 IH+ L! j; 
“Say, ‘God is the Creator of all things, and He is the One, the Allparamount.’”
It should be noted that Kh°liqu in the above verse denotes perpetual
creation. This concept is also beautifully expounded by Mull° Æadr°
in his philosophical texts, where he intellectually establishes,
through his well-known theory of transubstantial motion (¶arakah
jawhariyyah), the fact that every contingent being receives existence
every moment. Reflect over the following verses of the Holy Qur˜°n:

 *Z E!*s$ Z I6 N$ '& (! 
Z K&+, .!/ P& M4 L6 "$ ! O RQ  ! I6 
$ +6#!" #$lC!C9$ /,G, 
“Were We exhausted by the first creation? Rather they are in doubt
about a new creation.”238


! #$aJ
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“And you see the mountains, which you suppose to be stationary,
while they drift like passing clouds...”239
The mystics also vision this reality when they behold this universe.
`Ayn al-Qu§°t al-Hamad°ni says: “Small children, observing a lamp
burning continuously, would naturally think that what we see is
one single flame. But the grownups know very well that it is a series
of different flames appearing and disappearing moment by
moment. And from the viewpoint of mystics this must necessarily
be the case with everything in the world except God.”240
Having understood the aforesaid, we ask: Is it possible for the
human being to lose his or her contingent identity and become
238
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Ibid., 27:88
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Essential and Necessary in existence? In other words, is it possible
for us to change from the utterly poor to the absolutely affluent?
Intellectually speaking, such a phenomenon can never transpire for
it is evidently impossible. This is because, ‘a Necessary Being’ (w°jib
al-wuj£d) is only necessary and essential when it did not and does
not depend on any kind of cause whatsoever. If one says that a
certain being was contingent (mumkin) and thereafter turned into a
Necessary Being (w°jib), this would depict nothing but absurdity.
This is because an entity changing from contingency (imk°n) to
necessity (wuj£b) means change of the essence (dh°t) of the entity.
This change either was causeless or needed a cause. If we say that it
did not require a cause and changed by accident, we have said what
is intellectually absurd. If we say it needed a cause, then that would
also be incorrect because for something to be necessary no cause is
needed whatsoever. A Necessary Being is Causeless. It is never
brought about. Hence a contingent being can never turn into a
Necessary Being.
Therefore, what exactly do we mean when we utter the above verse
of this supplication? What do we actually seek from Almighty
All°h?
One of the Sublime Names of Almighty All°h is al-Æamad. There are
several meanings for this name, but they in reality are corollaries
(law°zim) of its exact lexical meaning241 which is: ‘One who is
besought and every entity returns to Him for any need.’ One of the
corollary meanings of al-Æamad is ‘the All-compact (al-musmat).’
Im°m al-Øusayn  is reported to have said:

...@4 +, $ 3& s$ U, !-+T :*4 8$ o
k +Q
“A•-Æamad is One Who has no hollowness.”
Due to His Infinite Existence, there is no gap of deficiency in any of
His perfections. If He is All-Knowing, then there is no perforation in
241

al-M¢z°n, v. 20, pg. 391
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His Infinite knowledge, if He is All-Powerful, there is no kind of
power that he lacks… In short, He has no kind of deficiency in the
level of His Essence, Attributes or Actions. Mull° H°d¢ Sabzaw°r¢ in
his Shar¶ al-Asm°’ says:

X«N @l% dIJE U «À U#87I+ Y*s :DCD ·CJ" #b #f @k=#/
Y«Kb Y3k I% «l+  @CKq+ '% °#9c Ç @+ 3s U -f+ _k8o#b #b
Lf 7+ *j#>+ n # ªj#kl+ 3sR 3M -f+ '78 vÈ 3 / Ç
...@c-" @c :Kc1(  X#8b
“Because His reality is Simple242 and Non-composite [Bas¢ß alØaq¢qa] and He possesses all the perfections and virtues, and does
not lack any goodness (khayr), He is like a compact entity (almu•ammat) that does not have any hollowness- highly exalted is He
from comparison and similarity- and so He (All°h) is contrary to a
contingent being (al-mumkin) who is hollow (al-ajwaf), imperfect,
hungry, and lacks any perfection in the level of his essence…”243
Therefore, every dependent entity is hollow in its reality. Only All°h
is al-Æamad. Several parables are given to show this relation. One
such relation is that of the ocean and its waves. The waves have
nothing of their own yet they seem to be different to the Ocean.
Perhaps the best comparison is that of the reflection and the mirror.
The creation is like the reflection of Divine Names in the Mirror.
Having considered the aforesaid, what do we mean when we ask
Almighty All°h to fill up our existential poverty with His existential
affluence?

Seeking the Proximity of All°h
One of the interpretations of this sacred verse is to seek the state of
242
243

Here ‘simplicity’ denotes the non-compositeness of God. (Author)
Shar¶ al-Asm°’ , pg. 365
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human perfection through utter submission to All°h, such that the
human being gains sufficiency (ghin°) through the Absolutely
Sufficient (al-Ghan¢). The following sacred tradition (hadith alquds¢) refers to this exalted station:

#$E .1& D! 5$>6 c$ U, #YCkl!<, }
$ I;9$ s& G, }
$ c41& ($ G, #$8C!/ .!l9& ! G, X14 D! 5$/6 G, U, 7: #$=G, :$ $  '$ "& #$E
#$E .
4 348c$ U, #YCk^$ }
$ I;9$ s& G, }
$ c41& ($ G, #$8C!/ .!l9& ! G, X
4 34(G, U,  #$=G, :$ $  '$ "&
; 3;Dc$ }
$ I;9$ s& G, }
$ c41& ($ G, #$8C!/ .!l9& ! G, X; 3;7C$/, '& b; ! .& q
O I!+ ; 3;jG, #$=G, :$ $  '$ "&
.; 3;7C$/, '& b; ! .& q
O I!+
“O offspring of Adam, I am the All-sufficient, and will never
become needy; obey Me, and I will make you All-sufficient such
that you will never become needy; O offspring of ™dam, I am Allliving and will never die, obey Me, and I will make you All-living
and you will never die; O offspring of Adam, I say [to a thing] be!
And it is; Obey Me in what I have commanded you, and I will make
you such that when you say be! [to a thing], it would come into
being.”244
In order to attain this fundamental level of proximity (qurb), which
is the highest point of the first spiritual journey ( ° «J+) one must
rise through the way-stations of human perfection, which are
expounded by the experts of gnosis in their manuals of direction.
The fundamental stages, however, as we discussed earlier, are
yaq³ah and tawbah. It should also be understood that for one to
maintain himself or herself on the straight path and never divert
from it, he or she needs a master of gnosis (`irf°n) who has already
traversed the levels of perfection and has the ability to take others
as well.

244
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Seeking The Infinite
Another possible interpretation of this verse of the blessed
supplication is to seek greater perfection of the Divine attributes one
already possesses. The authoritative mystics in their works present
different levels245 in the journey of human perfection. One of the
basic classifications they propound is that the human being has two
fundamental journeys:
Ibn Maytham al-Ba¶r°n¢, in his Shar¶u Mi’at Kalimah quoting the
mystical scholars says:

BA+?! *  ? ; O RQ $ .@! IH+ .!/  T H  X!@IH+ °!  T H X!$1>, V$ 14 >, J
O +
.!/ #$ +!#,D5!=&! BA+?!  *  6 .!=#T+$ X!3& I;J
) + d
! c!,1$( .!/ 
! >6 lO+ 
! U, #,D5!=&?!
...! 3& e
4 34 +6 
! #$s$ $
“There are two journeys: journey to All°h, and journey in All°h; the
first alludes to the transformations of the soul in the different levels
of wayfaring, and the second refers to its transformations in the
stages of attainment (wu•£l)…”246
1. Al-sayr il° All°h  °? «J+ (Journey towards All°h) which
culminates with the state of taw¶¢d when one does not see anything
save All°h.
2. Al-sayr f¢ All°h   «J+ (Journey in All°h) which never
culminates, for it has no end. When we say “in God”, one should
not conjecture that God is a vessel (`arf) in which the human being
travels. Far is He from any kind of limitation and imperfection

245

It should be noted that the well-known classification, which is not
contradictory to what we have mentioned above, is the al-Asfar al-Arb`ah
(the four journeys) which ¯adru’l Muta ‘allih¢n and his school of thought
has adopted. We have not mentioned this due to the limited scope of this
work.
246 Shar¶ Mi’at Kalimah, v. 1, pg. 40
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whatsoever. Al-sayr f¢ All°h means journeying in the Attributes of
God, or the continual process of coloring oneself with the Divine
Attributes. And because All°h is al-¯amad and Infinite, all His
perfect attributes are infinite too. And since the journey from the
finite to the Infinite is infinite, the human being, however exalted he
may be, is still in need of more and more perfection. The following
famous dictum of Im°m `Al¢  according to some scholars247 refers
to this very journey:

…1! >, J
O + *! 9& "h $ X!E!1tT + ! 3;$ X!Om+ :! ITj! '& (! ! 
“O, how little is the provision, and how long the path and distant
the journey…!”248
Hence, there will never be an occasion when the human being
would be needless of this prayer.
Readers however should note that for the one who has not attained
the proximity of All°h, ‘seeking more’ carries no meaning. He
should strive to cover the first journey so that he may be able to
swim across the oceans of the different names of Almighty All°h.
Scholars of ethics however advise that in such cases when the
supplicant realizes how remote he is from uttering such lofty
words, he should pray with utter humility and shame, and while
feeling repentant of his state of separation, pin his hopes entirely on
the One who can jerk him to start his journey and later have the
ability to swim across the vast oceans of His Attributes.

247

™yatull°h Jaw°d¢ ™mol¢ alludes to this point in his lessons on Ibn
`Arab¢’s Fu•£• al-Øikam. See also ‘Bu¶uth F¢ `Ilm al-Nafs’ [Transcripts of
the notes of Sayyid Kam°l al-Øaydar¢ on the section about the human soul
from Mull° H°d¢ Sabzaw°r¢’s philosophical poetry al-Man®£mah, page 298]
248 Bi¶°r al-Anw°r, v. 34, pg. 284
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O All°h, Change Our Unpleasant State Into Your Beautiful
State.

}
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O All°h, Change Our Unpleasant State into Your Beautiful
State.
In order to properly understand the above verse, it is imperative to
know the meaning of the word “¶usn” in the phrase ‘bi ¶usni
Ø°lik.’ According to R°ghib al-I•fah°ni, the word ¶usn means:
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“Øusn is every pleasant and desirable thing. And it is of three
kinds:
•

Pleasant according to the intellect;

•

Pleasant according to worldly inclination;

•

Pleasant according to sense perception.

And the word al-¶asanah is employed to mean every pleasant
blessing that the human being attains in his spirit, body or states.
And al-sayyi ‘ah is opposite to that…”249

}
$ +!#$^ '&J4 The personal pronoun “k°f” here implies that we are after
the utter Beauty of Almighty All°h, who is the Most Pleasant and
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Beloved250. We can therefore not limit the extensions of ¶usn to
what al-I•fah°n¢ enumerates in his lexicon of Qur˜°nic words. The
universal sense of the word itself allows every pleasant entity to
come under its conceptual umbrella. In addition, the Øusnu‘l Ø°l
(the pleasant state) possessed by Almighty All°h is beyond
intellectual and sensory perception.
It should be noted that the main components of ¶usn are ‘mubhij‘
(pleasant, delightful, etc.) and margh£b f¢h (desirable). This is one
key to understanding the various extensions of beautiful entities.
The particle “bi” in the phrase ‘bi ¶usni ¶°lik’ here can have two
probable meanings:
(1) It can mean into251 (the same as the particle ? il°). Therefore the
prayer would read: “O All°h change our unpleasant state into Your
Beautiful State”. This also reminds us of another supplication which
is recommended to be recited on the first day of the solar year –
Nawr£z:

...! #$a+6 '! J
$ ^& , °? #$l+,#$^ w3^$ ...
250

In his Mufrad°t al-I•fah°n¢ has extensively discussed about the
etymology of the word @+? ‘il°h.’ He reports different origins for the same.
One of these, he says, is U! ‘wil°h’ (passionate love). At the onset it was
pronounced as wil°h; thereafter the letter w°w () was changed into the
letter hamza (?) and it became il°h. And God was named wil°h because
every created being has passionate love for Him. Al-I•fah°n¢ says:
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“A certain theosophist is reported to have said, ‘All°h is the beloved of all
things.’ And upon this does the following speech of Almighty All°h
indicate: ‘And there is nothing save that it glorifies All°h and praises Him,
but you do not comprehend their glorification.’” [Mufrad°tu Alf°®i’l

Qur˜°n, pg. 83]
251
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…change our state into the most beautiful state…252
(2) It can denote sababiyyah (mediation)253, and thus the prayer
would read: “O All°h change my evil state by Your Beautiful State”.

}
$ +!#$^ '&J4 Ø°l #$^ denotes ‘a changing state.’ Due to his imperfect

nature, the human being undergoes a movement of perfection and
thus “¶°l” can be correctly attributed to him or her. But is it correct
to employ it for Almighty All°h? Does His Exalted Essence undergo
change? Intellectually speaking, God, Who is Absolutely Perfect,
can never undergo change. Change manifests deficiency and
imperfection, while Almighty All°h is Absolutely Perfect. Thus, it
would be incorrect to talk about change with regard to His Sublime
Essence. In a morning supplication narrated in the prayer manual
Balad al-Am¢n254, we glorify Almighty All°h saying:

!Z #$^ BA+?! Z #$^ '& (! 1kC\5E U, '& ($ #,E
“O One Who does not change from one state to another!”
And in one of his sermons, while glorifying Almighty All°h,
Am¢ru‘l Mu’min¢n’Al¢  says:

... ; 3;/UY  @! C&I,%$ 4 3& S
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“One Who neither changes nor ceases to exist, nor is He
transitory.”255
In expounding the meaning of “l° ya¶£lu” `All°mah Majlis¢256 in his
remarks says: l° ya¶£lu ay l° yataghayyaru [l° ya¶£lu means ‘He
does not change.’]
Then what does ‘bi ¶usni Ø°lika’ mean in this noble supplication?
252
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256 Ibid., v. 4, pg. 257
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To answer this, we need to understand that the extensions of
concepts employed to describe different attributes of contingent
entities (mumkin°t), are not completely the same as those of the
Absolute Perfect Being. When we say that a certain person, for
example, is kind and merciful, we mean that he or she has a sense of
pity which follows acts of support to others. But we can never
conceive the state of pity which is an experience of change in the
heart with regard to the Exalted Being. Similar is the case with ‘¶°l’
which when employed for Almighty All°h is not ‘a changing state’
but rather His Exalted Reality of Absolute Perfection that always
was and will ever be. Small wonder it is that Im°m Abu’l Øasan alRi§°  in one of his debates with a theologian hired by Ma ‘m£n is
reported to have employed the word “Ø°l” for Almighty All°h,
which of course does not depict “a changing state”. He says:

'& %$ @IH+ °#9$c X!@+!#$^ '& %$ 14 CO\$ 5$$E U,  @4 J
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“…This is because it is impossible that he created Himself, nor does
He change from His State, Exalted is All°h from that…”257
Therefore when we say “bi Øusni Ø°lika” we do not mean “a
changing state”, Exalted is All°h from any deficiency whatsoever.

Physical Extensions of Øusnu’l Ø°l
Our trend so far has been to consider both the apparent as well as
the subtle meanings of this noble supplication. In this verse,
however, it is clear that the human being opts for the Infinite Beauty
and thus the state of physical beauty is not taken into consideration.
Nevertheless, it is important to know what Islam has to say with
regard to physical beauty. Does Islam consider physical beauty
(whose pleasant (mubhij) state the sense perception admits) as
insignificant and trivial? Ample proofs indicate that although
257
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physical beauty is pleasant and important it should not be reckoned
as a distinction in the absolute sense. Whereas the Holy Qur˜°n
promises damsels with beautiful features258 for the believing men as
well as handsome young men259 for heavenly women, and therefore
does not consider physical beauty as insignificant, it warns the
believing men and women that even if an unbeliever is so beautiful
or so handsome, you are not allowed to marry with him or her.
Consider the following verses:
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“Do not marry idolatresses until they embrace faith. A faithful slave
girl is better than an idolatress, though she should impress you.
And do not marry [your daughters] to idolaters until they embrace
faith. A faithful slave is better than an idolater, though he should
impress you. Those invite [others] to the Fire, but God invites to
paradise and pardon, by His will, and He clarifies His signs for the
people so that they may take admonition.”260
It should not be misconceived that Islam discourages one to marry
with the physically beautiful. There are traditions which clearly
encourage one to be a companion of one who enjoys beautiful
features. Im°m Abu’l Øasan (al-Ri§°)  is reported to have said:
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“Three things enlighten the eye: (1) Looking at greenery, (2) looking
at running water, and (3) looking at a beautiful face (al-wajh al¶asan).”261
That which Islam considers wrong is to establish the basis of one’s
marriage on material interests. Physical beauty without morality
would create nothing but chaos in one’s family life. In addition,
purity of descent is also highly significant as spiritual heredity plays
a fundamental role in one’s future generation. Im°m al-Æ°diq  is
reported to have said:
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“The Holy Prophet  once addressing the people said: O people,
beware of the verdure of the dung. He was asked:’O Messenger of
All°h, ‘And what does the verdure of the dung mean?’ The Holy
Prophet  said: ‘A beautiful woman (al-¶asn°)’ from unpleasant
roots.’”

Effulgence of the Face!
There is however another group of traditions that talk of spiritual
light and the effulgence of the face. They also instruct the aspirants
of marriage that the fundamental criteria of spousal selection is ‘the
brilliance of the heart which is manifest on the face. ‘ Im°m al-Æ°diq
 is reported to have said that the Holy Prophet  said:

.Y1& ($ 'O 4 I¢j,G,$ #Y s& $ 'O 4 a
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“The best of the women of my Nation are the most radiant in
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complexion and seek the least of dowry.”262
Note that the word 'O 4 a
4 K$e
& G, “a•ba¶ahunna” is employed in the above
& ,”ajmalahunna”, which means that the
tradition and not 'O 4 I,8$ s
yardstick of excellence and perfection is radiance and luminance of
the complexion and not physical beauty.
In short, while Islam encourages physical beauty and reckons it as
something good and naturally pleasant, it warns us from bartering
our spiritual beauty for physical beauty. There is a prophetic
tradition that says:
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 .6 ;
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“All°h is Beautiful and He Loves beauty.”
Beauty appreciated by the intellect likewise is naturally lovable and
pleasant. In fact one of the proofs of God’s existence is by
appreciating the orderliness of the world of creation through the
intellect. The intellect appreciates that we live in the most beautiful
system. In religious terminology this world is known as al-ni³°m ala¶san (The most beautiful system). The holy Qur˜°n terms the entire
creation of All°h as beautiful. Observe the following verse:

 @4 D, I,N$ Z .& 2$ LT b; '$ J
$ ^& G, !-+TG, 
“One Who Made Beautiful every thing that He Created.”263
The beauty of every creature can be well appreciated by
intellectually considering the orderliness of its system, and its
relation with the rest of the world of creation.

Husnu’l H°l - A Unique State of Utter Ecstasy
The contemporary mystic-scholar, ™ll°mah Øasan Zadeh ™mol¢,
may the Almighty All°h protect his noble presence, in his treatise262
263
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N£run’Al° N£r264, says:

 و ﭼﻮن ﺑﻪ آب رﺳﻴﺪهاى آن وﻗﺖ.ﺳﻌﻰ ﻛﻦ ﺗﺎ ﺑﻪ آب ﺑﺮﺳﻰ ﺑﺎ اﻳﻨﻜﻪ از آب ﺑﺮﻳﺪه ﻧﻴﺴﺘﻰ
: در دﻋﺎى ﻣﺄﺛﻮر آﻣﺪه اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ.اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ ﺣﺴﻦ ﺣﺎل دارى و اﺑﺘﻬﺎج ﺗﻮ ﺑﻪ وﺻﻒ ﻧﻤﻰآﻳﺪ
 آرى اﻳﻦ ﺣﺴﻦ، ﭘﺲ ﺧﺪاى ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ ﺣﺴﻦ ﺣﺎل دارد. (ﺎﻟِﻚﻦِ ﺣﺴﺎﻟِﻨَﺎ ﺑﺤ ﺣﻮء ﻏَﻴِّﺮْ ﺳﻢ)اﻟﻠّﻬ
 »أﺟﻞ:ﺣﺎل ﻫﻤﺎﻧﺴﺖ ﻛﻪ ﺷﻴﺦ در ﻓﺼﻞ ﻫﺠﺪﻫﻢ ﻧﻤﻂ ﺑﻬﺠﺖ و ﺳﺮور »اﺷﺎرات« ﻓﺮﻣﻮد
. ﻓﺎﻓﻬﻢ.«ﻣﺒﺘﻬﺞ ﺑﺸﻲء ﻫﻮ اﻻول ﺑﺬاﺗﻪ
“Try to reach the water, although you are not cut off from water.
And when you reach the water, you would have ¶usnu ‘l ¶°l and
your joy would be inexpressible. In one of the narrated
supplications we read: O All°h change our unpleasant state into
your Beautiful State. Thus Almighty God Has the State of Øusnu’l
Ø°l. Yes, this State of Joy (Øusnu’l Ø°l) is that very state that Shaykh
(Ibn Sin°) speaks about in chapter eighteen of the section on Joy and
Happiness of his monumental work al-Ish°r°t:
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The Being that has the greatest joy in a thing is the First (i.e. God) as
having joy in His Essence.”265
With regard to Almighty All°h’s sincere servants, the state of Ri§° is
known to be the state of joy and ecstasy. Shaykh al-R°’¢s also
mentions this in section nine of his monumental al-Ish°r°t, as
follows:
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N£run `Al° N£r, section 9, pg. 78
al-Ish°r°t wa al-Tanb¢h°t, pg. 350 [trans. By Shams Inati, pg. 78 –

Translation]
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“The Gnostic (`°rif) is bright faced, friendly and smiling. Due to his
modesty he honors the young as he honors the old. He is as pleased
with the unclearheaded as he is with the alert. How could he not be
bright-faced when he enjoys the Truth (i.e. God) and everything
other than the Truth, for he sees the Truth even in everything other
than the Truth. Furthermore, how could he not treat all as equal
when, to him all are equal! They are objects of mercy preoccupied
with falsehoods.”266
Avicenna’s statement “… for he sees the Truth even in everything
other than the Truth” reminds us of the Holy Prophet , and the
Holy Im°ms of the Ahlu‘l Bayt . Im°m `Al¢  is reported to
have said:
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“I did not see anything save that I saw All°h before it, after it, and
with it.”
A similar dictum is reported also from Im°m al-Æ°diq . Some
analysts say that the following tradition also alludes to the sublime
state of ecstasy and joy of the Leader of martyrs, Im°m al-Øusayn
, as he neared his supreme sacrifice, which guaranteed the
salvation of Islam forever: Shaykh Æad£q in his Ma`°ni al-Akhb°r
reports Im°m al-Sajj°d  to have said:
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al-Ish°r°t wa al-Tanb¢h°t, pg. 364 [trans. By Shams Inati, pg. 89 –

Translation]
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“When the situation became tense for Im°m al-Øusayn  those
who were with him looked at him and saw that his state was
contrary to theirs, for whenever the situation grew tense they
changed color and were shaken and experienced fear, whereas the
faces of al-Øusayn  and some of his companions shone, their
bodily members were relaxed and their souls were tranquil…”267
Such is the spirit which is ready to meet his Lord while both he is
Pleased with his Beloved and the Beloved is pleased with him. The
last verses of S£ratu‘l Fajr, because of which the chapter was also
known as S£ratu‘l Øusayn , also depicts the state of Sayyid alShuhad°:
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“O soul that art at rest! Return to your Lord, well-pleased (with
him), well-pleasing (Him), So enter among My servants, And enter
into My garden.”268
There is a beautiful statement that Sayyid Øadd°d al-M£saw¢, a
great mystic and contemporary of the late `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢, is
reported to have said. His disciple, the late Ayatull°h Mu¶ammad
Øusayn al-Tehr°n¢ in his R£¶-e-Mujarrad quotes him as saying:

ﺻﺤﻨﺔ ﻋﺎﺷﻮراء ﻋﺎﻟﻴﺘﺮﻳﻦ ﻣﻨﺎﻇﺮ ﻋﺸﻘﺒﺎزي اﺳﺖ و زﻳﺒﺎﺗﺮﻳﻦ ﻣﻮاﻃﻦ ﺟﻤﺎل و ﺟﻼل اﻟﻬﻲ و
ﻧﻴﻜﻮﺗﺮﻳﻦ اﺳﻤﺎء رﺣﻤﺖ و ﻏﻀﺐ و ﺑﺮاي اﻫﻞ ﺑﻴﺖ ﺟﺰ ﻋﺒﻮر از درﺟﺎت و ﻣﺮاﺗﺐ و
وﺻﻮل ﺑﻪ اﻋﻠﻲ ذروة ﺣﻴﺎت ﺟﺎوﻳﺪان و ﻣﻨﺴﻠﺦ ﺷﺪن از ﻣﻈﺎﻫﺮ و ﺗﺤﻘّﻖ ﺑﻪ اﺻﻞ ﻇﺎﻫﺮ و
267
268

Ma`°ni al-Akhb°r, pg. 288
Holy Qur˜°n, 89:27-30
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.ﻓﻨﺎي ﻣﻄﻠﻖ در ذات اﺣﺪﻳﺖ ﭼﻴﺰي ﻧﺒﻮده اﺳﺖ
“The scene of `™shur° is the sublimest expression of love and
reveals the most beautiful scenes of Divine Beauty and Glory, and
the finest manifestations of the Names of Mercy and Wrath. For the
Prophet’s Household it was nothing more than a transition across
all the levels and degrees, to reach the highest peak of eternal life,
coming off from the ‘manifestations ‘ to realize the Manifesting
Principle and to obtain absolute annihilation in the Being of the
One.”
™yatull°h ∞ehr°n¢ adds saying269:

ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻘﺎ روز ﺷﺎدي و ﻣﺴﺮت اﻫﻞ ﺑﻴﺖ اﺳﺖ زﻳﺮا روز ﻛﺎﻣﻴﺎﺑﻲ و ﻇﻔﺮ و ﻗﺒﻮﻟﻲ ورورد در
 روز ﻋﺒﻮر از ﺟﺰﺋﻴﺖ و دﺧﻮل در ﻋﺎﻟﻢ ﻛﻠﻴﺖ.ﺣﺮﻳﻢ ﺧﺪا و ﺣﺮم اﻣﻦ و اﻣﺎن او اﺳﺖ
. روز وﺻﻮل ﺑﻪ ﻣﻄﻠﻮب ﻏﺎﺋﻲ و ﻫﺪف اﺻﻠﻲ اﺳﺖ. روز ﭘﻴﺮوزي و ﻧﺠﺎح اﺳﺖ.اﺳﺖ
روزي اﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ ﮔﻮﺷﻪ اي از آن را اﮔﺮ ﺑﻪ ﺳﺎﻟﻜﺎن و ﻋﺎﺷﻘﺎن و ﺷﻮرﻳﺪﮔﺎن راه ﺧﺪا ﻧﺸﺎن
دﻫﻨﺪ در ﺗﻤﺎم ﻋﻤﺮ از ﻓﺮط ﺷﺎدي ﻣﺪﻫﻮش ﻣﻲ ﮔﺮدﻧﺪ و ﻳﻜﺴﺮه ﺗﺎ ﻗﻴﺎﻣﺖ ﺑﺮﭘﺎ ﺷﻮد ﺑﻪ
.ﺳﺠﺪه ﺷﻜﺮ ﺑﻪ رو در ﻣﻲ اﻓﺘﻨﺪ
“Truly it was the day of joy and delight for the Ahlu‘l Bayt as it was
a day of success and victory, of reception into the Divine Sanctity
and the sanctuary of peace and security. It was a day of rising above
particularity and entry into the realm of universality. It was the day
of triumph and deliverance, the day of the attainment of the
ultimate end and the principal goal. It is such a day that if a fraction
of it were shown to the wayfarers and ardent lovers of the path of
God, they would swoon with extreme ecstasy until the end of their
lives and fall on their faces to remain in prostration of gratitude
until Judgment’s Day….”270

269
270

R£¶-e-Mujarrad, pg. 84
Spirit Immaterial, translated by Sayyid `Al¢ Q£l¢ Qar°`¢, Al-Taw¶id
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In reality, as ™yatull°h ∞ehr°ni later explains in his biographical
account of his mentor, the event of Kerbal°˜ is like a double sided
coin, one side of which is love, zeal, victory and the triumphant
attainment of the Im°m , and the other side is sorrow, grief
torment, torture, and mourning. ™yatull°h ∞ehr°n¢ believes that one
can only see its other side (i.e. the side of ‘ishq) after one has seen
the sorrowful side and transcended it. He says:
™yatull°h ∞ehr°n¢ says271:

أﻣﺎ ﺳﺎﻳﺮ اﻓﺮاد ﻣﺮدم ﻛﻪ در ﻋﺎﻟﻢ ﻛﺜﺮات ﮔﺮﻓﺘﺎرﻧﺪ و از ﻧﻔﺲ ﺑﺮون ﻧﻴﺎﻣﺪه اﻧﺪ ﺣﺘﻤﺎ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ
ﮔﺮﻳﻪ و ﻋﺰاداري و ﺳﻴﻨﻪ زﻧﻲ و ﻧﻮﺣﻪ ﺧﻮاﻧﻲ ﻛﻨﻨﺪ ﺗﺎ ﺑﺪﻳﻦ ﻃﺮﻳﻖ ﺑﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ راه را ﻃﻲ ﻛﻨﻨﺪ و
ﻫﻤﭽﻨﺎﻧﻜﻪ در رواﻳﺎت ﻛﺜﻴﺮة ﻣﺴﺘﻔﻴﻀﻪ ﻣﺎ را اﻣﺮ ﺑﻪ ﻋﺰاداري...ﺑﺪان ﻣﻘﺼﺪ ﻋﺎﻟﻲ ﻧﺎﺋﻞ آﻳﻨﺪ
ﻧﻤﻮده اﻧﺪ ﺗﺎ ﺑﺪﻳﻦ وﺳﻴﻠﻪ ﺟﺎن ﺧﻮد را ﭘﺎك ﻛﻨﻴﻢ و ﺑﺎ آن ﺳﺮوران در ﻃﻲ اﻳﻦ ﺳﺒﻴﻞ ﻫﻢ
آﻫﻨﮓ ﮔﺮدﻳﻢ
“But those who are still captives within the realm of multiplicity
and have not emerged from the domain of the self, they should
definitely engage in lamentation and mourning, in beating their
breasts and reciting elegies so that thereby they may traverse the
way and reach the high goal…Accordingly, in a large number of
traditions we have been commanded to mourn, so that we may
purify our souls by these means and fall in step with those masters
in traversing this way.”272
All these radiant narratives demonstrate that the path is open for
the faithful believers too. If one adopts the path of Im°m al-Øusayn
 and his sincere followers, he can reach the ¶usnu’l ¶°l that he or
she eagerly asks from Almighty All°h from this noble supplication.

Quareterly Journal, v. 12, no.3, pp. 42-43
271 R£¶-e-Mujarrad, pg. 91
272 Spirit Immaterial, translated by Sayyid `Al¢ Q£l¢ Qar°`¢, Al-Taw¶id
Quarterly Journal, v. 12, no.3, pp. 52
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O All°h, Facilitate the Payment of Our Debt.
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O All°h, Facilitate the Payment of Our Debt.
We have already discussed extensively on the subject of debt in our
commentary on the verse ‘All°humma aq§i dayna kull¢ mad¢n’ (O
All°h, facilitate the payment of the debt of every indebted one). It is
possible that this verse speaks about the same subject, but is an
emphasis and thus reveals the fundamental importance of relieving
oneself from debt before departing this mortal world. In fact, if we
look at several other supplications, we find that the following two
requests have frequently come together: seeking relief from debt
and enriching oneself (wa aghnin° min al-faqr - which is to follow).
Following are some examples:
1. In a supplication that the Holy Prophet  is narrated to have
taught his beloved daughter F°ßimah
for sustenance, we find the
following:
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“All°h is our Lord and the Lord of all things; He is the Revealer of
Torah, Inj¢l, Zab£r and Furq°n…facilitate the payment of my debt
and make me needless…”273
2. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said to his noble
companion Salm°n:

273

Bi¶°r al-Anw°r, v. 29, pg. 297

O All°h, Facilitate the Payment of Our Debt
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“O Salm°n frequently say: ‘O Lord, pay for me my debt and make
me needless.’”274
3. In the well-known supplication of `Alqamah we recite:
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“…and pay for me my debt and save me from my poverty…”275
4. In a lengthy supplication recommended for the first day of the
Holy month of Rama§°n we say:
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“You are the First276, and thus there is none before You, and You are
the Last, and therefore there is none after You; and You are the
Apparent, and therefore there is none other than You; so send Your
Blessings on Mu¶ammad and his progeny  and facilitate the
payment of my debt and make me needless.”277
The supplicant therefore, is humbly asking Almighty All°h to make
his situation such that after having paid his debts, he would never
need to take another debt again. For he realizes how difficult it is to
be suspended by debt, and thus would like to be free from its chains
so that if death were to overtake him he would have nothing on his
shoulders.
274
275

al-Mu`jam al-Kab¢r, pg. 233
Maf°t¢¶ al-Jin°n, v. 1, pg. 459

276

This supplication reveals the Pre-eternity & Necessity of the NonComposite Creator.
277 al-Iqb°l al-A`m°l, v. 1, pg. 130
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Another Aspect: Paying A Common Debt
Another probable meaning of this verse is that it speaks of a
common debt that every human being shares. The phrase ‘iqd¢ `ann°
al-dayn…'E*+ #l% ©j (lit. pay for us the debt) can imply that all the
human beings are in debt. This is when the article ‘al’ in al-Dayn is
for ‘determination’ and thus refers to a particular debt. What kind
of debt actually is this? There is well-known dictum (which some
scholars narrate as a tradition278) that says:
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“All°h is a Creditor whose debt cannot be paid.”
A rephrasal of this dictum is mentioned in the first sermon of Im°m
`Al¢  in Nahju’l Bal°ghah as follows:
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“…One Whose rights the diligent cannot fulfill…”279
In simpler words: He is One Whose rights cannot be fulfilled even
by those who struggle hard and are diligent. In his Minh°j alBar°’ah- a commentary on the Nahju’l Bal°ghah - `All°mah
Øab¢bull°h al-Khu’¢ expounds the above statement of Im°m `Al¢ 
as follows:
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This dictum is mentioned by `Allamah ∞ab°ßab° ‘¢ in the introduction of

al-M¢z°n [See Tafs¢r al-M¢z°n, v. 1, pg. 27]. In his anthology of questions
(Dar Ma¶§are Ust°d) that he had asked the grand `All°mah during his life
time, Øujjat al-Isl°m Rukhsh°d quotes this dictum as a ¶ad¢th and attributes
the same to `All°mah. The reference however has not been cited.
Nevertheless, the dictum itself bears witness to its veracious content.
279 Nahj al-Bal°ghah, Sermon 1
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“The meaning of compulsory rights [as depicted in the dictum of
Im°m ‘Al¢  - ‘One whose rights…’] is to thank God for His
blessings and praise Him for His bestowals; therefore the Im°m 
alluded to the fact that it is impossible for one to bear the
responsibility of praising Him, because ‘to praise him’ is in itself
among His blessings, which then necessitates another praise and
thanks; consequently, the praises that He deserves would never
end, due to His endless blessings. Hence it is better to confess one’s
inability and shortcoming [in praising and thanking Him]…”280
Almighty All°h says in the Qur˜°n:
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“…If you enumerate All°h’s blessings, you will not be able to count
them…”281
In his supplication when confessing his shortcomings in giving
thanks, Im°m al-Sajj°d  says:
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O All°h,
no one reaches a limit in thanking You
without acquiring that of Your beneficence
280

Minh°j al-Bar°’ah fi Shar¶i Nahj al-Bal°ghah, v. 1, pg. 247

281

Holy Qur˜°n, 14:34
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which enjoins upon him thanksgiving,
Nor does anyone reach a degree in obeying You,
even if he strives,
without falling short of what You deserve
because of Your bounty.
The most thankful of Your servants
has not the capacity to thank You,
and the most worshipful of them
falls short of obeying You.282
Im°m `Al¢  is sermon 52 of Nahja’l Bal°ghah says:
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“By All°h, if your hearts melt down thoroughly and your eyes shed
tears of blood either in hope for Him or for fear from Him and you
are also allowed to live in this world for all the time that it exists,
even then your actions cannot pay for His great bounties over you
and His having guided you towards faith.”283

Thanking All°h As He Deserves
But despite all this, Almighty All°h has shown us a method of
thanking Him. Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:
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al-¯a¶¢fat al-Sajj°diyyah ( The Psalms of Isl°m, English Translation by
William Chittick), Supplication no. 37, pp. 123-124
283 Nahj al-Bal°ghah, sermon 52, pg. 72
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..wl(! }
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“All°h, the Exalted, Revealed unto M£s° : ‘O M£s°, thank Me the
way I deserve to be thanked. M£s°  said: O Lord, how can I
thank you the way You deserve to be thanked, while there is no
gratitude that I express save that it in itself is a blessing that You
have bestowed on me; All°h said: O M£s°, It is now that you have
thanked me the way I deserve to be thanked, knowing that that was
from me.”284
Therefore understanding the fact that ‘every thanksgiving’ is in
itself a blessing of Almighty All°h on His servant is highly
important. Rather those who have realized through Divine
Revelation (Qur˜°n), intellectual reasoning (burh°n) or inner vision
(`irf°n) that every element of their beings depend on the Almighty,
whether in the level of their essence, attributes or actions, are in a
better position of achieving this kind of thankfulness.The following
verse of the Holy Qur˜°n clearly says the every being together with
its action stands by the permission of Almighty All°h:

 , 3;I8$ 9& c$ #$( $ P& 7; D, I,N$ @4 IH+ $ 
“And All°h has created you and whatever you do.”285
Therefore whatever good we do, whether in form of thanks, praise,
worship, etc. all belong to Almighty All°h and are by His
permission, succor (tawf¢q), and assistance. Neither is our essence
our property nor our actions of virtue. Therefore ‘paying the
common debt of All°h’ can never be conceived. Consequently,
asking All°h to pay our common debt is like asking Him to accept
our deeds of worship, praise and thanks.

284
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Bi¶°r al-Anw°r, v. 13, pg. 351
Holy Qur˜°n, 37:96
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Thanking the Means of Grace- a Condition of Thanking All°h
Although every advantage that we receive is principally from and
by All°h, there are secondary causes that Almighty All°h Creates to
allow things to happen. For example, He helps His poor servants
through His benevolent rich ones. He feeds the human beings
through the plants and animals and requires them to work and
facilitate the conditions of preparing food so that they can consume
it and maintain their health to worship and get closer to Him.
Therefore it would be incorrect to discard the ‘intermediary’ of an
advantage by saying that my monotheistic outlook dictates that alshukr lill°h (thanks belong solely to All°h). It is correct to say that
thanks belong solely to All°h, but the Almighty has taught the
human being to show gratitude to one who does anything good to
someone despite his limitation and utter dependence. Observe the
following narrations:
1. Im°m al-Æ°diq  is reported to have said:

.! *! $E B,I%$ :, 8$ 9& lw+ }
$ I6 c! r$1s& G, '& ($ 1$ 7; q
& $c 6 G, @! IH+! 1! 76 q
) + w ^$ '& (!
“An example of thanking All°h the way He deserves to be thanked
is when you thank one in whose hands He enabled the blessing to
take place.”286
2. Im°m al-Ri§°  is reported to have said:

.LT s$ $ mO %$ @$ IH+ 1! 7; q
& $E P& +, x
$ j!3;I
& 8$ +6 '$ (! P$ 9! l&84 +6 1! 7; q
& $E P& +, '& ($
“Whosoever does not thank the giver of the blessing from among
the creatures, would not thank All°h, the Invincible and
Majestic.”287

286
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Was°’il al-Sh¢`ah, v. 16, pg. 311
Ibid., v. 16, pg. 313
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All°h is the both the Sh°kir [one who thanks] and the
Mashkur [one who is thanked]
Having understood the monotheistic outlook that every action of
ours entirely comes into being and subsists by All°h, it is clear that
both the sh°kir and the mashk£r is All°h. Mull° H°d¢ Sabzaw°r¢ in
his Shar¶ al-Asm°’ under the verse ‘…y° khayra Sh°kirin wa
Mashk£r, y° khayra Ø°midin wa Ma¶m£d…’ says:
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“We mentioned earlier that if it is said ‘to Him belongs all praises’ it
does not only mean that every praise wherever it may occur belongs
to All°h, but also means that ‘the agency of praise’ [wherever it may
be] too belongs to All°h and takes place by Him; hence thankfulness
(sh°kiriyyah), remembrance (dh°kiriyyah), praise (¶°midiyyah) and
the like [all] belong to him and take place by Him, the Exalted. And
a better expression about the same in a certain level is to say: that it
[i.e. praise, thankfulness, etc.] transpires by His power and strength,
the Exalted.”288
Im°m Øusayn  in his famous supplication of `Arafah alludes to
the subtlely that even before we try to remember Him, He
remembers us. He attracts us; He pulls us; He encourages us to
thank and praise and remember Him. If we were to free ourselves
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Shar¶ al-Asm°’, pp. 759-760
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from the spatial limitations, we can understand a subtler meaning
to such precedence: Not only does He Remember us before we
remember Him, but causally it is essential for Him to Remember us
so that we Remember Him. Rather, our remembrance is entirely by
Him. Im°m Øusayn  says:

...'$ E!1b! T-+ L, K&j, 14 b! T-+ _
$ =&G,...
“…You are the Rememberer before the rememberers…”289

All°h is Thanked according to the Limitation of the Thankful
One
It should be noted that although the tradition on shukr that we
mentioned earlier clearly states how one can thank Almighty All°h
appropriately, it makes a hint to the fact that thanking Him the way
He deserves is beyond the limitation of the human being. None can
ever claim that he has thanked Almighty All°h for every blessing.
Firstly, because every ‘thanks’ necessitates another thanks, since
thanking him is a blessing in itself. And secondly, we cannot
enumerate and count the blessings of Almighty All°h. Im°m alSajj°d  in his prayer Mun°j°t al-Sh°kir¢n mentions these two
reasons as follows:

.!8& /, 1$ o
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“Your boons are abundant my tongue is too weak to count them!
Your favours are many my understanding falls short of grasping them,
289
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not to speak of exhausting them!
So how can I achieve thanksgiving?
For my thanking You requires thanksgiving.
Whenever I say, ‘To You belongs praise!’,
it becomes thereby incumbent upon me to say,
‘To You belongs praise’!”290
Therefore, no one should ever think that he or she has the ability to
thank Him the way He deserves. Yes, out of His overflowing Mercy,
He accepts the thankfulness and praise of one who has realized that
his thankfulness itself is from All°h and that it deserves another
thanking. But that should not be taken as the ‘perfect’ thanks of the
`abd (servant of All°h). Rather it should be taken as ‘the imperfect
and incomplete thanks ‘accepted by the All-Merciful. Furthermore
the degrees of comprehending that every thanksgiving is a blessing
and from All°h are various. Whereas some have accepted this truth
by following the Revelation, others have established its verity
through intellectual reasoning. Another group however, due to the
purification of their hearts, can literally behold this truth through
presential knowledge (al-`ilm al-¶u§£r¢).
In another supplication Im°m al-Sajj°d  confesses that the dhikr
(remembrance of All°h, whether that be in the form of thanks
(shukr), praise (¶amd), etc.) of the supplicant is according to his
imperfect state and not according to what Almighty All°h deserves.
In his Mun°j°t al-Dh°kir¢n, Im°m al-Sajj°d  whispers:

'& (! }
$ 54M& mO l$+, $ 1! (& G, ! 34Kj, '& (! d
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“My God,
were it not incumbent to accept Your command,
I would declare You far too exalted for me to remember
You,
290

al-¯a¶¢fah al-Sajj°diyyah (The Psalms of Isl°m, English Translation by
William Chittick), Supplication no. 37, pp. 243-244
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for I remember You in my measure,
not in Your measure…”291

Worship - A Form of Thanking Almighty All°h
Those who have realized the utter dependence of the human being
and the absolute affluence of Almighty All°h would never deem
whatever they do as perfect. Consequently, they would not worship
Almighty All°h in transaction for Paradise. They would worship
Him because He deserves to be worshipped. Their worship would
be a worship of thankfulness or love. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to
have said:

:Y K$M& $ @$ IH+ 4*K$%$ #¡(3& j, T !$ X!#OS5)+ p; $ #$K%! $}I6 5!/, :Y K$<6 $ @$ IH+ 4*K$%$ #¡(3& j, T !
.! $1^& U,  p; $ #$K%! }
$ I6 5!/, ¡176 24 @$ IH+ 4*K$%$ #¡(3& j, T !$ X*! C&K!9$ +6 p; $ #$K%! }
$ I6 5!/,
“Surely a people worshipped All°h in anticipation [of reward]; this
is the worship of traders; and a people worshipped All°h out of fear
[of Hell]; this is the worship of bondsman; and another group of
people worshipped All°h out of thankfulness, this is the worship of
the liberated and free ones (a¶r°r).”292
Readers can appreciate the fundamental reason why some worship
All°h as a transaction. It is due to their ignorance of the relation
between the human being and All°h. They feel they can offer
something independent from themselves. They do not realize that
every perfect action entirely stands by All°h:
«!$# zÏϑsù 7πyϑ÷èÏoΡ ÏiΒ Νä3Î/ $tΒuρ

Whatever blessing you have is from God…293
It should however not be misunderstood and thought that every
evil deed also stems from Almighty All°h. Indeed it is through the
291
292
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Nahj al-Bal°ghah, wisdom no. 237
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support of Almighty that every deed regardless of its nature is
done. The human beings however have a volition and can choose
what to do. The human conscience is a proof to this contention.
When they resolve to do bad, Almighty All°h out of His Wisdom
does not intercept their way. Rather every movement they make is
entirely by His support. Trial and tribulation, and obedience and
disobedience would carry no meaning if every one was forced to do
what Almighty All°h wants. Therefore good and bad is by His
support but not forced by Him on man.
It should also be realized that ‘to do bad’ stems from imperfection
on the part of the human being. And imperfection is the nonexistence of a perfection, which does not require any cause.
Therefore attributing the non-existence of a perfection to Almighty
All°h is evidently absurd. For example, the stingy behavior of a
certain person reveals deficiency on his part. The person lacks the
‘broadness of heart’ and the trait of ‘open-handedness (j£d).’ We
cannot say that Almighty All°h creates his stinginess. This is
because stinginess (bukhl) is not a trait to be created. It is the
absence of a trait. But when the person is openhanded and
benevolent, the trait of benevolence which is an existential trait
(•ifah wuj£diyyah) needs a cause. And it is only by Almighty All°h
that this trait can exist and subsist. Therefore we can say that
benevolence is from and by All°h, but we cannot say that stinginess
is from and by All°h. Yes, the actions that stem from a stingy heart,
need the support and strength of All°h. However, since Almighty
All°h has given every one a free will, he himself chooses the action
and All°h i enables him to carry out the same. But that should not
lead us to imagine that All°h has forced him to do the action.

The Holy Prophet’s  Worship
Several traditions narrate that the Holy Prophet  would worship
Almighty All°h so much that his feet would get swollen. He was
once asked by one of his wives: ‘Why do you distress yourself when
Almighty All°h has forgiven all your past and future sins?’ and he
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replied: ‘should I not be a thankful servant of All°h?’294
Despite all this, he  is reported to have said:

…}
$ c!$ #$K%! O ^$ $ #,=&*K$%$ #$(
“We have not worshiped you the way You deserve to be
worshipped…”
The angels of All°h i likewise, despite their utter purity and
perpetual worship, declare their shortcoming in worshipping
Almighty All°h the way He deserves to be worshipped. The Holy
Prophet  is reported to have said to Ab£ Dharr:
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“O Ab£ Dharr, surely All°h has angels who stand in fear of Him;
they would not raise their heads until the final blow of the trumpet;
thereupon all of them would say: Free from imperfection are You,
Our Lord, and we praise You; we did not worship You the way You
should be worshipped.”295
And Im°m al-Sajj°d  alluding to this in one of his supplications
quotes the angels of All°h saying:
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“Free from imperfection are You! We have not worshipped You the
way You deserve to be worshipped.”296
Hence one should never rely on any of his deeds of virtue.
294
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Obviously this does not mean that he should despair and think that
his deeds have no value. One should instead totally rely on the
Grace of the All-Merciful and continue in his struggle of perfection.

A Noteworthy Incident
The night before he left for the hospital where he was to pass the
last moments of his life, the late ™yatull°h Khumayn¢ was in the
company of Mrs. F°ßimah ∞ab°ßab°’¢, his daughter-in-law among
other relatives. The latter narrates the following conversation, which
took place after ™yatull°h Khumayn¢ had eaten very little of his
dinner:
™yatull°h Khumayn¢: Now I have one or two advices for you: I shall
not return. However, I don’t want you to express grief and anxiety
on my demise. I am asking God to give you patience. Be careful not
to weep and lament. This is what I had to say.”
F°ßimah ∞ab°ßab°’¢: I and Kh°num (the wife of ™yatull°h Khumayn¢)
were present; I do not recollect exactly; I think Zahr° Kh°num
Ishr°q¢ was (also) present. I don’t know whether someone else was
present or not. It was difficult for us to listen to this issue; all of us
had turned sad.
Kh°num said: No, ™gh°, God Willing, you will recover...
™yatull°h Khumayn¢: No, I will not return. However, let me tell you
this: to go [to the next world] is very difficult; to go [to the next
world] is very difficult.’
F°ßima ∞ab°ßab°’¢ said: ‘™gh°, If you say all this, then we shall
greatly lose our hopes. This is because, as far as I know, although I
am young, those who have been with you narrate that not only have
you performed all the obligatory deeds, and abstained from the
forbidden ones, you have also observed the recommended acts and
even abstained from most of the unpleasant deeds (makr£h°t). If it
is really difficult for you also, then what should we say? We get
greatly despondent.
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™yatull°h Khumayn¢: ‘No, you must not despair from God’s
Mercy297; this itself is the greatest sin...298 However, bear this in
mind that to go [to the next world] is very difficult; I do not have
any [good] deed, so that I should want to be happy thereby.’
F°ßimah ∞ab°ßab°’¢: But ™gh°, these words that you utter are very
difficult for us to bear, for if it is as such, we are extremely
frightened, worried and upset.’
™yatull°h Khumayn¢: ‘It is really as such. If Øa§rat Sajj°d  wept
and said: “O Lord it is likely that my good deeds are bad”299, do I
possess a deed to get happy and confident thereby? I only have
hope of God’s Grace300 and have no [action] at my credit to be
hopeful...; and to go [to the next world] is very difficult; to go [to the
next world] is very difficult.
The doctors then came, and Im°m [Khumayn¢] said: ‘It is time to
leave.’301

297

The Holy Qur˜°n [39:54] says: Say: O My servants who have been
extravagant against yourselves, do not despair of All°h’s Mercy; surely
All°h forgives sins altogether. Surely, He is the All-forgiving, the Allcompassionate. The Holy Qur˜°n [15:56] also says: He said, ‘And who
despairs of the Mercy of his Lord, excepting those that are astray? ‘
298 Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have once told a person, whom fear had
made to despair, due to the ampleness of his sins: ‘O you! Your
despondency of All°h’s Mercy is worse than your sins.’ [J°mi` al-Sa`°d°t,
vol. 1, pg. 247]
299 This also refers to what Imam al-Øusayn  says in his famous
supplication of `Arafah. He says: ‘O God, one whose good deeds are bad,
how can his bad deeds not be bad?’ [Mafat¢¶ al-Jin°n, Du`° al-`Arafah by
Im°m al-Øusayn ].
300 The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said: ‘Know that no one of you
will be saved by his action, including me; except if All°h’s Mercy and Grace
were to cover me.’ (M¢z°n al-Øikmah, new ed., vol. 3, pg. 2131)
301 Fa•l-e ¯abr - Memoirs of the days of Im°m’s illness and demise by the
team of physicians and those affiliated to ™yatull°h Khumayn¢, pp. 83-84.
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A Supplication to the Only Beloved
O All°h, all of us have debts to pay. Some pertain to the material
world and others concern the immaterial realm. You Have taught us
how important it is to ensure that our debts are paid before we enter
Your sanctuary of love. Therefore enable us to pay our debts. You
very well know that the common debt that all of us have to pay can
never be paid unless You forgive us and accept our few deeds of
virtue, if any. O All°h, we have no hope in our actions however
much we have struggled; our hope is on Your Enveloping Mercy.
Therefore deprive us not from the same. Our hope (raj°`), which
again is entirely by Your Grace, is our capital asset (ra`sum°l).
Enable us to maintain it so that it can facilitate the Divine spark to
glow in our spirits and always inspire us to come closer to You.
It is indeed interesting to note the extent of hope in our infallible
Im°ms , who enjoyed very exalted stations: Im°m `Al¢ 
whispers in his Sha`b°n whisperings (Mun°j°t al-Sha`ab°niyyah):
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“If you place me in the Hell Fire I will inform its inhabitants that I
love You…”302
And in his well-known Du`° al-Kumayl he cries:
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“How can I stay in the Hell Fire when I am hopeful of Your
forgiveness; for by Your Invincibility, O my Leader and my MasterI swear truthfully, if you do allow me to speak; I would surely cry
to You among its inhabitants, the cry of the hopeful… and I would
302
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most surely lament for You the lamentation of those who are
separate from their dear ones…”303

303

Ibid.,v. 1, pg. 65
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And Make us Needless.
In the verses ‘All°humma aghn¢ kulla faq¢r”304 and “All°humma
sudda faqran° bighin°k” we spoke about poverty at length. The
apparent import of the above verse seems to be an emphasis on the
previous verses. Besides, the context of this verse bears a witness to
that too. Nevertheless, in order to summarize the main kinds of
poverty, I have chosen to discuss the verse from another angle.It
should also be noted that this particular supplication reveals the
states of the Prophet  in his supplication. And appreciating the
remoteness of this servant from the lofty station of the supplicant, it
would not be easy to accurately define the motive of these verses.
Therefore we would suffice ourselves in this chapter with an
infinitesimal drop of the ocean.
Considering the article %. 6 “al” that accompanies al-faqr, the word alfaqr can have different meanings. One of these is to denote a
specific kind of faqr (poverty).
Briefly, after having gone through the Holy Qur˜°n, authentic
traditions, and words of wisdom of authorities in philosophy and
Islamic theology, we conclude:
There are two general kinds of poverty:
1. al-faqr al-mamd£h (the recommended poverty).
2. al-faqr al-madhm£m (the abominable poverty).

304
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The Recommended Poverty
Any kind of poverty that is an advantage either for the path or the
goal of human perfection comes under the category of
recommended poverty. Some of Almighty All°h’s servants have
been deliberately made to suffer the problems of poverty so that
they can attain perfection after they bear the difficult situations with
patience and thankfulness. Almighty All°h knows the state of every
servant of His, and thus provides according to His Plan.

Realization Of Absolute Poverty
The poverty that is achieved at the end of the journey to All°h is
highly praised in our traditions. It is the state of being utterly poor
to All°h. Some authorities, in order to be more accurate, say that we
are not poor (faq¢r) in this sense, but rather ‘poverty itself’ (`ayn alfaqr). This is because we do not have any independent essence that
is needy. In other words, it is incorrect to say that we are
independent beings who are needy. No one has any share of
independence whatsoever. Our beings that we conjecture to be
independent entirely exist and subsist by the permission of All°h.
Therefore our beings are not poor, but poverty itself. In terms of
philosophy, there are no three entities when it comes to causing a
creation. We do not have the Conferrer of grace (muf¢§) and the
object of grace (muf°§ `alayh) and the grace itself (fay§). Rather, we
only have the Conferrer of Grace and His Grace- which we, due to
our limited comprehension or remoteness from the Beloved,
consider as an independent entity. Therefore the ‘creation’ or
‘creatures’ are grace (fay§) itself.305
™yatull°h Khumayn¢ in his Chehel Øad¢th (40 Traditions), alluding
to the reality that the dependent existents are sheer poverty, says:

305

And getting deeper we come to realize that in reality we only have One
Being and His Actions, which form His Creation and manifest His Most
Beautiful Names
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…و ﻫﻴﭻ ﻣﻮﺟﻮدى را از ﺧﻮد اﺳﺘﻘﻼﻟﻰ ﻧﻴﺴﺖ و ﺻﺮف ﺗﻌﻠﻖ و رﺑﻂ و ﻋﻴﻦ ﻓﻘﺮ و ﺗﺪﻟّﻰ
...ﺑﻪ ذات ﻣﻘﺪس ﺣﻖّ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻻﻃﻼق اﺳﺖ
…No being has any independence of its own and everything is
sheer dependence, relation, poverty, and attachment to the sacred
being of the Absolute Real…306
Although such poverty always exists in every being, only one who
“realizes the same” through the vision of the heart, after selfpurification, can be qualified to be known as poor in this sense. In
his commentary on the Du`°’ al-Æab°¶, Mull° H°d¢ Sabzaw°r¢ says:
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“And the really poor one is he who does not own any action,
attribute, or existence, and witnesses that the kingdom is solely
All°h’s, the All-Paramount.”307
The Holy Prophet Mu¶ammad  is reported to have said:
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“The poverty is my pride and I am proud of it.”308
Im°m al-Sajj°d  in his supplication of seeking asylum with All°h
says:
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“O the Affluent of the affluent ones, here we are, your slaves, before
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You… and we are the neediest of the needy toward You…”309
Therefore this kind of poverty is highly recommended and thus we
do not seek emancipation from it in this verse. Rather, we eagerly
ask for it and although it is known as ‘poverty’, no affluence and
self-sufficiency can be compared to it. In other words, although near
All°h, the All-Affluent, this state is absolute poverty, it is the state of
being ‘All-affluent by All°h’s permission.’
There is a beautiful allusion in the well-known Du`°’ Jawshan alKab¢r about this. We pray:

!!#,D5!/6  *$ l& %! .!#,l!< #$E
“O my Affluence in my poverty…”310
The Holy Prophet  is also reported to have prayed:
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“O All°h: Make me needless by becoming needy of You, and do not
make me poor by being needless of You.”311

The Abominable Poverty
This is the poverty from which we direly seek release. If poverty
obstructs us from availing ourselves of the basic necessities of life,
that can enable us attain nearness to God, it is indeed something
that we detest. If poverty makes us forget the Hereafter instead of
making us alert about the Creator, then it is something that we
should seek refuge from. Any poverty that separates us from the
path or the goal is abominable. It is from such poverty that we
should seek emancipation. Following are allusions to such kinds of
poverty:
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1. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said to Im°m `Al¢ :

.L! & S
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“…O `Al¢, there is no poverty more severe than ignorance…”312
2. Æafw°n bin Mihr°n al-Jamm°l is reported to have narrated from
Im°m al-Æ°diq  that he said:

…! 8& a
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“…There is no poverty more degenerate than silliness (¶umq)…”313
One reason for this may be that ‘silliness’ deprives one from both
material as well as spiritual progress.
3. The Holy Prophet  is reported to have said:
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“The poorest among the people is the greediest.”314
This is because such a person is never satisfied, and instead of
employing the means of livelihood for the main aim behind his
creation he engages in the world and forgets the Hereafter. It is
from such an attitude that we always seek refuge after our ³uhr
prayers when we say:
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“O All°h, I seek refuge with You from the soul that does not get
satisfied.”315
4. Im°m `Al¢  is reported to have said:
312
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“Many a time there is a rich person who is poorer than a poor
person.”316
5. Emphasizing the poverty that is really abominable, The Holy
Prophet  is reported to have said:

.d
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“Poverty is the poverty of the heart.”
The Holy Qur˜°n also alludes to this fact when it describes the
Judgment Day as:
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“…the day when neither wealth nor children will avail, except him
who comes to God with a sound heart.”317
Hence those who are spiritually affluent are really rich, for they
cannot separate from their noble traits and pure heart, and thus
would come with real provisions in the Hereafter.

A Word On Material Poverty
We cannot ignore the great disadvantage of material poverty,
however, for every human being would like to live a life
independent of other than All°h. At times, as we understood in the
earlier verses of the supplication, it is the human being himself who
creates impediments for his sustenance and thus is deprived of it.
Sometimes however, Almighty All°h, out of His Abundant Mercy
limits the sustenance of His servant only to test and elevate him
more. In such a situation, one cannot blame the poor believer for his
misdeeds. Following are some traditions that shed light on this
316
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issue:
1. Im°m Ab£ al-Øasan al-K°®im  is reported to have said:
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“Indeed, All°h (the invincible and exalted) says: Indeed I did not
enrich the affluent one due to a nobility in him, nor did I make the
poor needy due to his insignificance; [Rather] I tried the affluent
ones with the destitute; and were there no poor people, the rich
ones would not deserve Paradise.”318
2. In his noble ascent to the heavens (al-mi`r°j), it is reported that
Almighty All°h addressing the Prophet  at one point said:
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“Indeed among My believing servants there are believers whom
nothing save affluence (al-ghin°) can reform, and were I to change
their state to other than that, they would perish; and indeed from
among my believing servants there are those whom nothing save
poverty can reform, and were I to change their state to other than
that they would perish.”

Judging Ourselves
In order to determine which boat we are sailing in and to which
category among the two kinds of poverty we belong, it is important
318
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for us to have a yardstick for distinction. How can we determine
whether we suffer from the abominable poverty or the
recommended one? There is a tradition narrated from Im°m `Al¢ 
as follows:
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“All°h, the Exalted, has rewards and punishments of poverty in his
creation. Among the signs of poverty when it is a reward is when
one has a beautiful character, obeys His Lord, does not complain
about his poor state, and thanks All°h for his poverty; and among
the signs of poverty when it is a punishment is when one is of
unpleasant character, is disobedient of his Lord, frequently
complains about his situation, and is not happy with what All°h has
ordained for him. And this is the kind of the poverty that the Holy
Prophet  sought refuge from.”319

The Blessed State Of Ri§h°
Although we have many traditions indicating how the pious
believers would undergo poverty and face difficulties in life, one
should not consider ‘the state of poverty’ always as a distinction for
them. The criteria to judge what is good for whom, is All°h’s
decision and choice. Therefore, even if one was able to bear the
difficulties of poverty, he should not consider it always
recommended for him. Consider the following tradition:
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“Once Im°m al-B°qir  is reported to have asked J°bir bin
`Abdill°h al-An•°r¢ while the latter was not well and the weakness of
old age had overtaken him: ‘How do you find your state?’ J°bir
said: ‘Poverty is more lovable to me than affluence, illness is more
lovable to me than well-being, and death is more lovable to me than
life.’ Thereupon Im°m al-B°qir  said: ‘As for us, the Ahlu‘l Bayt
, however, we love whatever comes to us from All°h, whether
poverty, affluence, sickness, well-being, death or life.’ J°bir
thereupon stood and kissed the Im°m  between the two eyes and
said: ‘The Messenger of All°h said the truth when he said to me: ‘O
J°bir, you will soon meet one of my offsprings, his name is my
name, he would split the knowledge a thorough splitting.’’”320

So Many Shi`as?
There are numerous traditions that outline the criteria for
identifying a true follower of the Holy Prophet  and his infallible
household. Due to the limited scope of this work, all this cannot be
analyzed here. However, due to the relevance of the subject, we
320
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would like to quote one such tradition that clearly reveals what
kind of relation a true Sh¢`ah has with regard to his believing
brethren. Al-K°f¢ narrates321 a tradition from Ab£ Ism°`¢l who is
reported to have said:
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“I said to Ab£ Ja`far : may I be made your ransom; surely there
are many Sh¢`ahs among us. He said: ‘And do the rich among them
have a soft heart for the poor, and the good-doer forgive the faults
of the evil doer, and do they have concern for one another? I said:
No. Thereupon he  said: These are not our Sh¢`ahs; our Shi`ahs
are those who do all that.”
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Surely You Are All-Powerful Over Everything.
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Surely You are All-Powerful Over Everything.
Al-Qad¢r is one of the most beautiful names (al-Asm°’ al-Øusn°) of
Almighty All°h. Theologians (mutakallim£n) define it as:
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“…One who does whatever He wants according to Wisdom,
nothing more or less than that…”322
And the form (wazn) of the word “Qad¢r” which is fa`¢l LC9/ denotes
permanence. Therefore, He is permanently Able and Powerful.
Not only is He Powerful, but he is the Powerful, such that none
other than He has any kind of independent power. If any power is
found with anyone it is by the permission of All°h. No one can
claim to have a power ‘other than His Power.’ Every conceivable
power exists and subsists by His Power. The following dictum,
which appears in a number of supplications, refers to this very
subtle issue:

.@! IH+#" UT ?! p, 3O j; U, $ , 3& ^$ U,
“There is no strength or power save by All°h.”323

322 This should not be mistaken to mean that He is unable to do what is not
according to His Wisdom. Rather whatever He does is always wise.
323 It is reported in al-K°f¢ that Im°m al-B°qir  ould recite the following
whenever he left his house: Bismill°hi kharajtu wa `ala All°h¢ tawakkaltu l°

Surely You are All-Powerful Over Everything

The Holy Qur˜°n, emphasizing the fact that every kind of power
belongs to All°h, says:
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“…though the wrongdoers will see, when they sight the
punishment, that power, altogether, belongs to God, and that God is
severe in punishment…”324
Realizing this, we conclude that only He can fulfill all our
aforementioned requests. It is therefore important to seek His
assistance solely. In saying ‘Innaka `al° kulli shay’in Qad¢r’ we mean
’since You are All-Powerful, we ask all the aforementioned needs
from You.’
If we ponder over the Holy Qur˜°n we find that many of the verses
are concluded with Names of Almighty All°h. Exegetes say that in
order to understand such verses properly, we should try to reflect
on these Divine Names, for they form the reason behind the verses.
For example in verse 1 of chapter al-F°ßir we read:
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“All praise belongs to God, originator of the heavens and the earth,
maker of the Angels [His] messengers, possessing wings, two, three
or four [of them]. He adds to the creation whatever He wishes.

¶awl° wa l° quwwata ill° bill°h [In the Name of All°h I leave and on All°h
do I trust, and there is no strength or power save by All°h [al-K°f¢, v. 2, pg.
543].
324 Holy Qur˜°n, 2:165
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Indeed God has power over all things.”325
Commenting on the last clause of this verse, `All°mah ∞ab°ßab°’¢
says:
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“The clause ‘Indeed God has power over all things’ of the verse is a
reason for all the aforementioned [i.e. originating the Heavens and
the earth, making the angels…etc.] or a reason for the last clause
[i.e. He adds to the creation whatever He wishes]. But the former is
more apparent [i.e. it is a reason for all the aforementioned].”326
Likewise is the case with many of our supplications327, including
the supplication under discussion. If we look at the supplication as
a whole, we would realize that the last verse is the reason behind all
the aforementioned verses. In other words:
•

Since only All°h is the All-Powerful, only He Can do
whatever He Wants;

•

Therefore we seek all the aforementioned requests from
Him.

In the previous verses we came to realize that God has a universal
law: to get things done by their causes. Hence we should also seek
the causes of what we aspire. However, we emphasized that the
Principal Cause is Almighty All°h alone. Therefore we should not
look at the agent of grace as an independent provider. The only
Independent Provider is All°h. To Him Alone belongs everything in
all the stages of its existence and subsistence. Therefore, to rely on
325
326
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the causes stems from ignorance and is a manifestation of practical
polytheism.

Was it was not for him I would have perished?
There is an ignorant tendency among some people when it comes to
appreciating the help they receive from their friends. A well-wisher
may support a person and his family, and thereby emancipate him
from many obstacles in life. Then, having attained the state of
affluence, the person would say I thank All°h first and then so and
so, for had it not been for his assistance I would not have reached
where I am. Such kind of thinking in our traditions is termed as
practical polytheism. This is because the helper is just an
intermediary of grace (w°sißah) and has no independence
whatsoever, and thus cannot be taken as a second independent
helper.
The great saint Ibn Fahd al-Øill¢ in his well-known prayer manual
`Uddat al-D°`¢ narrates the following tradition:
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“Im°m Ab£ `Abdill°h (al-Æ°diq ) is reported to have said about
the verse And most of them do not believe in All°h without
associating others (with Him) (12:106)’ that it refers to when a man
says: ‘Was it not for so and so, I would have perished, and was it
not for so and so I would not have got such and such a thing, and
was it not for so and so, my family would perish. Don’t you see that
he has made a partner for All°h in His Kingdom, who sustains him
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and averts [evil from him]? [The narrator says:] I said: ‘What if he
were to say if All°h would not have Blessed me with so and so I
would have perished. The Im°m  said: Yes, there is no problem
in this and the like.”328
The above however should not lead one to overlook the traditions
of expressing gratitude and thanks to whosoever has done good.
Such traditions emphasize the ‘nobility’ of the agent of All°h’s
Grace. But gratitude should never be mingled with polytheism and
words of ignorance. In fact the good doer is required to express
gratitude to Almighty All°h for having given him the succor
(tawf¢q) to do all the good, and hence be availed with the Godly
spirit.

The Imperfection of the Receptacle
Some times although the agent of grace is infinitely able, but the
receptacle of grace is imperfect. Therefore, if the receptacle due to
its narrowness cannot attain more than its capacity, the fault is not
with the Provider of Grace, Who is al-Jaw°d, and always wishes to
give more and more. To explain this law, Almighty All°h cites a
very beautiful a parable is S£rat al-Ra`d:
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“He sent down water from the sky, and the channels flowed, each
according to their measure…”329
Hence, water is poured down in abundance, but not all receptacles
receive equally. Those receptacles, which are narrow receive less,
whereas those with greater capacity receive more. Therefore, it is
not the fault of the provider, but the recipient and receptacle.
If this law is correctly understood, we will be able to realize the
reason why many of the aforementioned requests are not
328
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accomplished. Consider the first two verses of this noble
supplication and apply the same law in the other verses:
O All°h: Instill happiness in the hearts of the inhabitants of the
grave.
We said that one of the means of instilling happiness in the grave is
seeking forgiveness for the deceased:
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“Surely a dead person rejoices when he is pitied upon and
forgiveness is sought for him….”330
But such forgiveness can only benefit one who has not extinguished
the light of his innate nature (al-fißrah) and has left this world in the
state of belief (¢m°n). For the kuff°r (those disbelievers who despite
knowing the truth of Islam, rejected the same) seeking forgiveness
would not instill any kind of happiness. Here the receptacle is
deficient and not All°h’s Grace. The Holy Qur˜°n citing examples of
such hard-hearted people says:
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“Then your hearts hardened after that, so that they were like rocks,
rather worse in hardness…”331
And in verses 6-7 of chapter al-Baqarah Almighty All°h informs us
about the disbelievers that:
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“As for the disbelievers, it is the same to them whether you warn
them or do not warn them, they will not believe. All°h has set a seal
on their hearts and their hearing, and there is a blindfold on their
sight, and there is a great punishment for them.”
It should be noted that these disbelievers earned the causes that
lead to the sealing of the hearts themselves. One should therefore
not make an error and conceive that All°h i forcefully sealed their
hearts and they had no volition to select a better path. However
eagerly were we to aspire for the salvation of such people, there is
no room for change, because the receptacle is deficient.
Perhaps the following verse draws our attention to the same
situation:
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“Whether you plead forgiveness for them or do not plead
forgiveness for them, even if you plead forgiveness for them
seventy times, God shall never forgive them because they defied
God and His Apostle; and God does not guide the transgressing
lot.”332

O All°h Enrich Every Poor Person
Those poor people who continue doing acts that hinder their
sustenance, should never dream to be rich. Negative poverty both
in the material as well as spiritual sense is a deficiency that comes
about due to the receptacle of sustenance. Persistence in extravagant
spending, indiscipline, etc. are a practical expression of saying ‘I do
not want to be self-sufficient. Therefore the individual as well as the
society in order to attain affluence should eradicate the impediment
hampering their receptacle of grace.
332
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Surely You are All-Powerful Over Everything

In short, not getting our needs, even if they serve as means for our
spiritual upliftment, is due to the impediments that we create and
bring about.
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